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Therefore give good news to My
servants  Those who listen to the
word, then follow the best of it; those
are they whom Allah has guided, and
those it is who are the men of
understanding.
  ǡǡ͕͛-͕͜
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Translator’s Preface
In the Name of Most Exalted

ąǶƌǰƊǳ ĄƪȈĉǓăǁăȁ ȆĉƬăǸąǠƎǻ ąǶƌǰąȈƊǴăǟ ĄƪąǸăǸąƫƊƗăȁ ąǶƌǰăǼȇĉƽ ąǶƌǰƊǳ ĄƪƒǴăǸƒǯƊƗ ăǵąȂăȈƒǳơ
ƢĆǼȇĉƽăǵƢƊǴąǇƎƜƒǳơ
“This day have I perfected for you your religion
and completed My favor on you and chosen for
you Islam as a religion.”
This is what Almighty God revealed to His Prophet (a.s)
in Ghadir Khumm, favoring mankind with a perfect
religion. Believing in Islam as the most perfect religion
requires not only a life in accord with its principles but
also a constant attempt to discover the reality and spirit
of it.
“Shiism in Sunnism” is an invaluable step in the direction
of such an attempt, of which I had the honor of
translation. I can hardly, if ever, praise Allah for the
wisdom and capability He has bestowed on me. In fact,
1
‘this is of the grace of my Lord.’

1

ȱ ¢ȱǰȱȱǻŘŝǼǰȱȱŚŖǯ
12

I am greatly indebted to my parents for their sincere
support throughout my life. I am also thankful to my
professors without whose guidance I could not
accomplish this translation, which is as a drop in the
ocean. I dedicate this first translation experience of mine
to the Commander of the Believers, Imam Ali (a.s), as an
offering for “the day when We call every people with
1
their Imams” and “the day on which property will not
2
avail, nor sons.”

Hamideh Elahinia
Esfand, 1381
March, 2003

1
2

ȱ ¢ȱǰȱ ȂȱǻŗŝǼǰȱȱŝŗǯ
ȱ ¢ȱǰȱȂȂȱǻŘŜǼǰȱȱŞŞǯ
13

The Editor’s Introduction
Getting acquainted with my professor: it was a hot day
in Tir (the fourth month of the Iranian Calendar
corresponding to June-July), 1379 (2000 AD) and I had
finished sat’h (intermediate level) examinations at the
Hawzah (Islamic theology school). From the very same
day, I got determined to further my studies in Islamic
jurisprudence and principles (kharij fiqh wa usul). Those
who have experienced this know quite well that
benefiting from a fully qualified professor plays a great
role in one’s success, and I was deeply aware of this fact.
Summer was coming to its end and choosing my
professor was becoming a sophisticated concern for me.
The middle of Shahrivar (the sixth month of the Iranian
Calendar corresponding to August-September) was
coming, which was the beginning of the academic year
in the Hawzah, and I was so anxious. Choosing my
professor had so much engaged my mind that it was my
sole request from God in my pilgrimage (Ziyarah) to the
1
holy shrines of Imam Reza (a.s) and Lady Fatima

1

For maintaining readability, (a.s) which is an acronym for
“Alayh(um) Salaam” is used throughout the book to denote

14
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Ma’suma (a.s). Meanwhile I consulted so many trustee
people to reach my purpose.
Finally, by God’s favor, I joined the circle of study of my
dear professor, Ayatollah Hajj Sayyid Muhammad Reza
Mudarrisi Tabataba’i Yazdi.
The professor’s lectures were vital to me and brought
academic cheerfulness for me. I got to understand better
the meaning of traditions praising knowledge, studying
1
and teaching, and this honorable verse seemed so new
to me as though it had just been revealed:

ƢĆǠȈĉǸăƳăǅƢċǼǳơƢăȈąƷƊƗƢăǸċǻƊƘƊǰƊǧƢăǿƢăȈąƷƊƗąǺăǷăȁ
And whoever keeps it alive, it is as though he kept
alive all men. 6:32.
In order to praise Allah and thank my professor, I was
looking for an opportunity to help him instead. This
became possible when one day he asked me for help after
his lecture. He said he had written about some
jurisprudential issues during the previous years but could
not arrange them due to his busy schedule. The professor
suggested that I may make them ready for publishing. I

“May God bless him, her or them.” When used for the
Prophet, his Household is included. When used for others, it
only refers to that person.
1

Like the traditions narrated from Amir al-Mu’minin (the
Commander of the Believers) Imam Ali (a.s) which read,
“Knowing the scholars is a duty for which there is
reprimand,” and “When you see a scholar, serve him/her.”

16
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accepted wholeheartedly and started the work a few days
before Muharram (the first month in the Hijri Calendar).
Now, after six months, I have always been engaged in
this work. In my trip to Qazvin for religious training,
and then in Qom, I spent most of the nights to prepare
the book until dawn. When I was in Qom, I used the
books in Ayatollah Mar’ashi Najafi’s Library and also
technical library of Ayatollah Sistani and available
software. In Mashhad too, I benefited a lot from the
library of Astan Qods Radhawi and the library of
Goharshad Mosque, thanks God for all this.
These written materials were five pamphlets to which
another one was added after being written entitled
“Prostration in the Tradition of the Prophet and the
Companions.” In all these materials, besides the
interesting method of posing the discussion, technical
way of posing and terminating the issues, power of
analysis, reasoning and concluding, what was eyecatching was the way the traditions of the Sunni were
benefited from. Moreover, the professor had fortunately
used the most valid books of the Sunnis as well as their
most authentic traditions.
Of course, the basic references of these materials are our
Sunni brothers, but reading them is so useful for clearing
the reasons as well as the roots of the Shia viewpoints,
especially since they have been conveyed so eloquently.
A report of the primary materials: The first pamphlet
entitled “An Introduction to Knowing the Imams in the Light
of the Traditions,” is about the Imamate of the twelve
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Imams (a.s). It was published for the second time in 1359
(1980). Despite the solid discussions, right arrangement
of chapters and excellent materials, there were some
problems in printing. Its typesetting, for example, was
done by old printing machines. Lack of vowels in Arabic
parts as well as necessary footnotes reduced the
attraction of the book.
During my last visit to Mashhad, I saw the book in the
library of Goharshad Mosque and told the person in
charge that I will soon give them a new edition of it.
Among the advantages of this new edition are: adding
new traditions, explanation of some vague traditions, the
quality of adducing the Twelver Shia from the traditions
of “Imams are twelve in number” and some worthy
points I have never seen elsewhere. For instance, in a
footnote, some uncommon traditions of the Sunni about
Mahdawiyyat (the Affairs of Imam Mahdi) are
discussed.
The second pamphlet entitled ‘Ijtihad and Taqlid’ is a
jurisprudential-discoursal discussion. I have studied
various books in this regard, each having some
advantages, but none of them is as worthy as this book.
The professor in this book, avoiding repeated and useless
issues, has comprehensively discussed about Ijtihad and
Taqlid in a comparative method. This part was first
published using manual printing-machine in 1372 (1997)
for the Conference of Islamic Unity in Zahidan.
The third, fourth and fifth pamphlets in jurisprudence
were also written later to be presented to the same

18
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conference. The titles of these chapters are ‘Tradition and
Heresy in Adhan,’ ‘Ablution in the Quran and Tradition’ and
‘Simultaneous Performance of Prayers’ respectively. Among
these three chapters, the last two were included in the AlMu’jam Al-Fiqhi Software, Third Edition of the Institute of
Ayatollah Al-Uzma Golpaygani and is now available in the
Information Bank. These three chapters and the next
one, despite being too technical, have been arranged in a
way that most people, like students and the youth, can
use with a little attention and pondering.
The last pamphlet was written after the arrangement of
the previous five ones and was submitted to me for
editing.
What I did in these pamphlets was (1) researching about
the verses and the traditions and materials quoted from
other books and adding new sources to them and (2)
inserting necessary footnotes for better understanding
and reducing the sophistication of the contents. These
1
materials are signaled with (Editor) in the footnotes.
Anyway, the discussions in this book are in the form of a
sincere scientific conversation and are provided with the
purpose of illuminating the truth. Our purpose is hence:
“Scientific Conversation; Practical Unity”. It is hoped
that the book help the readers know Islam better, and

1

Of course, as it was mentioned before, the professor’s style
was so eloquent. In some cases, he told me to change the
edited phrases into their original form due to technical points
of jurisprudence and tradition sciences.
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may Allah favor the author, the readers and I. In the last
days of preparing this book, it crossed my mind to
dedicate it to the Great Lady of Islam, Fatimah Al-Zahra
(a.s) to be as an offering for the day on which “All the
1
people wish they were the followers of Fatimah.”
O Allah! Accept this from us! You are surely AllHearing, All-Knowing.
Hamid Reza Torabi

1

Bihar Al-AnwarǰȱǯȱŞǰȱǯȱśŚǯ

An Introduction to:
Recognition of the Imams in
The Light of Traditions
Imamate and leadership are among the significant issues
of which every Muslim should have a clear
understanding and to which should recognize his/her
responsibility. Imamate is a subject to which the Holy
Prophet has paid special attention. The Prophet has
mentioned it frequently in his speeches and it has been
discussed in various times and places and in different
ways. Its significance is to such an extent that according
to traditions, agreed upon by the Shia and the Sunni—
some of which will follow—the great Prophet of Islam
(a.s) warned sharply: “One who dies without knowing
the Imam of his age dies as a pagan,” and hence will be
raised beside apostates and disbelievers on the
Resurrection Day. Moreover, the Muslim community
would have naturally faced this issue after the tragic
demise of the Holy Prophet (a.s), since the question then
was that who would be the Prophet’s successor and how
the Muslims’ affairs should be managed.
Therefore, seeking and finding the truth about Imamate,
unscathed by pagan bias, is an inevitable necessity for

20
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the Muslims. Discussions on Imamate are presented in
three main ways, each having its own characteristics.
These are as follows:
1. Logical Method: In this method, the necessity of
Imamate and Imam’s infallibility is proved via for
example Lutf (benevolence) principle and logical
understanding and then by this principle and its results,
consequences of Imamate are stated.
2. Miracle Method: Here, individuals make sure of the
Imams’ truthfulness by seeing directly or getting
information about their miracles.
3. Nass (wording) Method: In this case, the Imams’
Imamate is determined by the Prophet’s introduction or
stipulation or each Imam’s introduction of his next
successor (s).
In various books written about Imamate, Imam Ali’s
leadership after the Prophet (a.s) has been stated in all
the above-mentioned ways. But the leadership of other
Imams has been proved via the first (Logical) and the
second (Miracle) methods.
The purpose of this book is to prove Imamate via the
third method (Nass) and mostly traditions narrated by the
Sunnis and is organized in such a way to be helpful for
most people.
To begin with, is there any leadership after the Prophet
(a.s) at all? Attempts to find the answer to this question
is the start of our research. In this view, this issue is

22
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proved by presenting various traditions and we will find
out that Imamate existed after the Prophet (a.s) and this
continued through the ages. Whenever a bright star from
this Household of the Holy Prophet (the Ahl al-Bayt) set,
another would rise and hence the earth would never be
without a Hujjah. Then in proceeding with this research,
we deal with our Imams’ characteristics in order to
distinguish them. So, Imamate is first proved as a vast
circle and then this circle is gradually reduced to include
only the Twelve Imams. With this introduction, the
issues will be discussed in the following order:
-The meaning of Imamate and leadership,
-The continuation of Imamate and the necessity of
knowing the Imam,
-The number of the Imams and that they are twelve in
number and all from Quraysh,
-The Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) and Imamate,
-The intended concept of the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s)
-The leadership of the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s)
-Presence of people from the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) until the
Resurrection Day,
-Belonging of Imams to the Prophet’s Household (a.s),
-Names and identity of Imams.
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Before getting to this last step and finding the names and
identification of the Imams in ahadith (traditions of the
Holy Prophet), traditions from Sunni books have been
used.
In each chapter, care is taken as to include stipulation of
Sunni clerics for at least some of the traditions. This
makes the Sunni readers realize that even in the most
authentic books of their owns, there are successive
traditions clearly proving Imamate of the Twelve Imams,
and that in spite of all the political, cultural, financial
and physical pressures for diminishing the light of the
Ahl al-Bayt and eliminating such traditions from the
hadith lexicon of the Prophet, and secluding their
traditions, the ray of truth is glittering from the most
certified Sunni hadith books, saturating everyone who
has insight, knowledge and conscience. It will also
increase the belief and strengthen the faith in the hearts
of the Shia readers, since they realize that the Ahl alBayt’s Imamate is provable even through the books of
those who do not believe in them. But in this last step,
although some wordings (nass) of Imams are narrated by
the Sunni and are mentioned in many sources, including
the present book, for more certitude, a few of the
traditions of the Shia, though little more than a drop in
the ocean, are given.
It is worth mentioning that for investigating into the
authenticity of such traditions and selecting the most
authentic ones, we should go to traditions whose
narrators are among document chains of jurisprudence
traditions, for clerics expert in Rijal (knowledge of

24
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distinguished hadith narrators) have paid more attention
to them and hence they can be more easily recognized.
With regard to the excess of traditions in the present
topic and the existence of various indications, of course,
there is no need for investigating any documents.
In any case, in writing this book nearly fifty books of
both the Sunni and Shiite have been used, the most
important of which are as follow:
Ithbat Al-Hudat, Ghayat Al-Maram, Muntakhab Al-Athar,
Aman Al-Ummah, Jami’ Al-Ruwat and Tanqih Al-Maqal
from the Shia, and Sahih Al-Bukhari, Sahih Muslim,
Mustadrak, Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Sunan Al-Nisa’i, Sunan Abi
Dawud, Sunan Ibn Majah, Musnad Ahmad, Al-Mu’jam AlKabir, Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhriqah, Kanz Al-Ummal, Lisan AlMizan, and Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib from the Sunni.

What are Imamate and Caliphate?
Raghib—the famous lexicographer—in his book entitled
Mufradat states, “An Imam is one who is followed. It can
be either a person whose  speech and behavior are
followed, or a book, etc.”
He also says about  Caliphate,
succession of another person.”

“Caliphate

is

the

The terms “Imamate” and “Caliphate” seem to have
been used in the same lexical meaning in religious texts,
too. The realm of these two concepts, however, may be
wide or narrow, depending on their sphere of usage. So,
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if Imamate is used with ‘Ummah’ (nation) or ‘naas’ (the
masses); or it is used in the abstract, it means all-around
leadership which is of excellent status and we are not to
deal with its features and greatness here.
The relationship between the concepts of Imamate and
Caliphate is a distinct issue which should be dealt with
in its own place. But two points are of significance in the
present discussion:
First, Imamate and Caliphate are the succession of the
Prophet of Islam (a.s) after his demise, in religious and
social affairs. Second, Imamate and Caliphate are in
practice inseparable. In other words, the same person
who is Imam should be Caliph and the Prophet’s
successor. It is impossible to consider someone as only
Imam and the other as merely Caliph.
Taftazani, a famous Sunni scholar, in his book ‘Maqasid’
defines Imamate as “the leadership of the public as
Caliphate and succession of the Prophet (a.s) in religious
1
and social affairs.”
Qushji, a great Sunni theologian, gives the same
2
definition. Other Sunni scholars have presented the
3
same or nearly the same definitions for Imamate. As is

1

Sharh Maqasid,ȱǯȱśǰȱǯȱŘřŘǯ

2

Sharh Tajridǰȱǯȱřşş

3

For further reading see: Sharh Al-Mawaqif, ŗ st ǯȱ ŗŚŗş, Dar
Al-Kutub Al-’¢¢ǰȱǰȱǯȱŞǰȱǯřŝŜ
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1

quoted, Abu Bakr too, when denying Ansar’s candidate
for Caliphate, adduced the tradition:

ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷƌƨōĉǸƟȋơ
2

“Imams are from Quraysh.”

Therefore, he did not differentiate between Imamate and
3
Caliphate either. The conclusion derived from this brief
discussion is that in traditions, which will be quoted, by
Imamate means Caliphate, too.

The Continuation of Imamate and the Necessity of
Recognition of Imam
Islam is undoubtedly the everlasting religion until the
Resurrection Day and never dependent upon the great
Prophet of Islam (a.s). The Holy Quran says:

1

Ansar (helpers) is a term especially used for defining the
people of Yathrib (lately, al-Madinah) who aided and
received the Holy Prophet and his followers (Muhajirun).
2
3

Musnad AhmadǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱŗŘşǯ

In Sahih Al-Bukhari, kitab Al-Hudud, Bab Rajm Al-Hubla, No.
6328, Abu Bakr is quoted as saying:

ƉǊąȇǂƌǫǺĉǷďȆƊūơơǀĉŮƐȏƛĄǂąǷȋơơǀǿĄǥăǂǠĄȇȏ

“Caliphate is not recognized except for Quraysh.” Nearly
the same tradition exists in Musnad of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal,
No. 376.
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ƊǲĉƬƌǫąȁƊƗăƩƢăǷǺąȇƎƜƊǧƊƗƌǲĄǇČǂǳơĉǾĉǴąƦƊǫąǺĉǷąƪƊǴăƻąƾƊǫƈǱȂĄǇăǁƢōǳƎƛƾċǸăƸĄǷƢăǷăȁ
ąǶƌǰƎƥƢƊǬąǟƊƗȄƊǴăǟąǶĄƬąƦƊǴƊǬąǻơ
“And Muhammad is no more than a messenger;
the messengers have already passed away before
him; if then he dies or is killed will you turn back
1
upon your heels? 2:144 ”
So the continuation of Islam, as a religion, over time is
an established principle.
Defending
religion,
execution
of
Shari’ah
commandments and protecting the glory of Muslims and
Islamic territory, on the other hand, requires leadership
and commandment or else it would not be possible. The
necessity of leadership is an issue agreed upon by all
Islamic sects and branches and except for a small group,
not worthy of attention, no one has doubted it.
Adhud al-Din Iji, a Sunni judge and scholar, in Mawaqif
says: “Muslims in the early years after the Prophet’s
demise have successively reached consensus that an age
2
without Imam is impossible.
But since the method of this book is based on quotation,
an attempt is made to follow the issues in the light of

1

The first number refers to the Surah (chapter) and the
second to the Ayah (verse).
2

Sharh Al-Mawaqif, Dar Al-kutub Al-’¢¢ǰȱ ǰȱ ŗ st ed.
ŗŚŗşǰȱǯȱŞǰȱǯȱřŝŝǯ
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traditions quoted from the great Prophet (a.s) by the
Sunni.
The traditions can be divided into two parts:
1. Many traditions in which the terms ‘Imam,’ ‘Caliph’
and the like (in various forms) have been mentioned.
These traditions briefly prove that there are Imamate and
Caliphate, after the honorable Messenger of Allah (a.s);
such as, “  ή ˴θ ˴ϋ  ΎϨΛ ˵Δ ˷Ϥ  Ϸ ” (Imams are twelve in number.)
Because if there is no Imamate, it cannot be said that
Imams are twelve in number. Some traditions of this sort
will be stated.
2. Some traditions verify that an Imam exists in every
age, some of which state that one should know his Imam
and follow him and that if someone dies without
knowing and following the Imam of his age, he dies as a
pagan; i.e. he dies as apostate.
 Musnad Ahmad, Vol. 3, p. 446:

ǾȈǴǟ ƪǈȈǳȁ ƩƢǷ ǺǷ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ
.ƨȈǴǿƢƳƨƬȈǷƩƢǷǾǟƢǗ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: One who dies
without obedience (to an Imam), dies as a pagan
1
and disbeliever.

1

Musnad Al-MakkiyinǰȱǯȱŗśŗŚŖ (Int’l No.)
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Vol.

12,

p.240

(Nawawi’s

ăǆȈƊǳăȁ ăƩƢǷǺăǷȁ ǱȂǬȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ƅơǱȂǇǁƪǠũ
.ƨȈǴǿƢƳƨƬȈǷăƩƢǷƈƨăǠȈăƥǾĉǬĄǼĄǟĿ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: One who dies
with no allegiance (to an Imam) has died as a
1
pagan.
 Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabir, Vol. 10, p.289:

ĄǵƢǷƛǾȈǴǟ ăǆȈƊǳȁ ăƩƢǷ ąǺăǷ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ
ƨĈȈĉǴĉǿƢƳƈƨăƬȈĉǷĄǾĄƬăƬȈĉǸƊǧ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: One who dies and
2
has no Imam has died as a pagan.
 Sahih Muslim,
exposition):

Vol.

12,

p.

201

(Nawawi’s

Ŀ ĄǂǷȋơ ơǀǿ ƌǱơǄăȇ ȏ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ǱȂǇǁ ǱƢǫ
ĉǹƢǼƒƯơƎǅƢĈǼǳơĿăȆǬăƥƢǷƉǊȇăǂƌǫ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: As long as there
are at least two people (in the world), this issue
1
(Caliphate) remains in Quraysh.

1

Kitab Al-Imarah, Bab Wujuh Mulazimah Al-Jama’ah, No.
řŚŚŗ (Int’l No.)
2

ȱŘ nd ed. Ibn Taymiyah Publication.
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As is evident, this requires the continuation of Caliphate.
 Musnad Ahmad, Vol. 4, p.96:

ăƩƢǷ ƉǵƢǷƛ ƎŚăǤƎƥ ăƩƢǷ ąǺăǷ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ
ƨĈȈĉǴĉǿƢƳƆƨƬȈĉǷ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: One who dies
2
with no Imam dies as a pagan .
Al-Hafiz Abu Bakr Umar Ibn Abi ‘Asim Al-Sheybani,
died in 287 AH, quotes the same tradition with slight
differences not changing the meaning in ‘Kitab Al3
Sunnah’. The researcher of the book says about the
tradition, “It is well-documented,” as is included in
other Musnads and collections of traditions.
 Mustadrak Hakim, Vol. 1,p.77:

ĄǵƢǷƛǾȈƊǴăǟ ăǆȈƊǳȁ ăƩƢǷǺăǷǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ
ƈƨȈĉǴĉǿƢăƳƈƨăƬȈĉǷĄǾăƬăƬȈĉǷƐǹƜǧĊƨăǟƢǸăƳ
The Messenger of Allah said: One who dies and
has no Imam of the public dies as a pagan.
Hakim considers this tradition as valid.

1

Kitab Al-’ǰȱ ǯȱ řřşŘǲȱ Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Alǰȱ ǯȱ řŘŚŖǲȱ Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al-Mukathirin
min Al-ǰȱǯȱŚŜŖŖǰśŚŗşȱȱśŞŚŝ (Int’l No.)
2
3

Musnad Al-MakkiyinǰȱǯȱŗŜŘŝŗȱǻInt’l No.)
ȱř rd ed., Al-Maktab Al- ¢¢ǰȱǰȱǯŚŞş
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 Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabir, Vol. 12, p.336:

ƆƨċȈĉǴĉǿƢăƳƆƨăƬȈĉǷăƩƢǷĊƨăǟƢǸăƳƎǵƢǷƛƎŚƊǣǺĉǷăƩƢǷąǺăǷăȁ
One who dies without an Imam of the public dies a
pagan death.
In the last two traditions,  ΔϋΎϤΟ ϡΎϣ·  means Imam of the
Muslim community and it is obvious that the Prophet
(a.s) means true Imam; since he certainly does not intend
an Imam who has gained his position unlawfully.
1
Shahab Al-Din Al-Turbashti Hanafi has been quoted as
saying: “The true meaning of this and other similar
traditions is to be applied to Imams who are just, since
they are the only ones who deserve to be named
2
Caliph.”
As some of the following traditions state, “There is no
refuge from a government,” they do not intend to
legalize the government of oppressors and transgressors.
They do not want to say that God and His Messenger are
content with the ruling of such people, but that human
beings cannot continue to live without leadership.
Hence, even difficult social circumstances, caused by the
ruling of an oppressor government, are much better than
the unbearable consequences of confusion and anarchy.
So traditions do not prescribe oppressor and corrupt

1

The author of Sharh Masabih Al-Sunnah of Baghawi, AlMu’tamad fi Al-Mu’taqid, and so on.
2

‘Awn Al-Ma’ǰȱ Ř nd ed., Dar Al-Kutub Al-’ilmiyyah, Vol.
ŗŗǰȱǯŘŚś
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governments at all. Accordingly, as emphasized by great
Sunni scholars too, Imam and Caliph should be just.
 Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabir, Vol. 10, p.132, No. 10210:

ĊƧċǂăƥ ĊƧăǁƢǷƛǺĉǷ ƎǅƢĈǼǴǳ ċƾĄƥȏ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ
ĊƧăǂƎƳƢƊǧȁƗ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: People have no
refuge from the government; either a good or a bad
one.
 Al-Sunan Al-Kubra, Vol. 8, P. 184:

ǱƢǫ Êƅ Ɛȏƛ ăǶƒǰĄƷ ȏ ƊǹȂǳȂǬăȇ ƆƢǷȂǫ ĄǾǼăǟ Éƅơ ăȆǓăǁ ƆƢĈȈǴăǟ ăǞĉǸăǇ
ƉǂƎƳƢǧ ąȁƗ Ęǂăƥ ƉŚĉǷƗ ąǺĉǷ ƎǅƢĈǼǴĉǳ ċƾĄƥȏ ąǺĉǰǳăȁ ƅ Ɛȏƛ ăǶƒǰĄƷȏ ąǶăǠăǻ
ƊǲăƳÈȋơĉǾȈǧÉƅơƌǢŏǴƦĄȇăȁĄǂĉǧƢƊǰǳơĉǾȈĉǧĄǞĉƬǸăƬąǈăȇăȁƎǺĉǷąƚƌŭơĉǾȈĉǧƌǲăǸąǠăȇ
Ali (a.s)—May God be content with him—heard a
1
group saying: “The ruling is only Allah’s.” He
said: “This is true! Ruling is only Allah’s, but there
is no refuge from rulers, good or bad, so that under
their rule, the believer does his deeds and the

1

The phrase “ Ϳ ϻ ϢϜΣ ϻ   is derived from the Quranic verse,
“ Ϳ ˷ϻ ·  ϢϜ ˵Τ ϟ ϥ · ” (Al-An’ǰȱ śŝǲ Yusufǰȱ ŚŖȱ ȱ ŜŝǼ, which the
Kharijites had set as their motto. The Commander of the
Believers (Amir al-Mu’minin) (a.s) hearing this said: “  ϖΣ ϪϤϠϛ
ϞσΎΑ ΎϬΑ Ωήϳ ”: “This is a true speech used wrongly.” See Nahj
Al-Balaghah; Sobhi Salih, ȱ ǯȱ ŚŖȱ ȱ ¡ȱ ǯȱ ŗşŞ
(Editor).
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corrupt gets benefit, and Allah will expire the
1
appointed time.”
 Al-Durr Al-Manthur, Vol. 4, p. 194 :

ƉǅƢăǻƌƗ ōǲƌǯ ȂĄǟąƾăǻ ăǵąȂăȇƃ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ǱȂǇǁ ǱƢǫ
ĉƨĈǼĄǇăȁąǶƎȀďƥăǁƎƣƢƬĉǯăȁąǶƎȀƎǻƢǷăǃƎǵƢǷƜƎƥƉǵȂƊǫŎǲƌǯȄăǟƾĄȇǱƢǫƂąǶƎȀĉǷƢăǷƎƜƎƥ
ąǶƎȀďȈƎƦăǻ
Ibn Mardwiah has quoted Ali—May his God be
content with him—as saying that the Prophet (a.s),
when interpreting the honorable Quranic verse:
“(Remember) the day when We will call every
people with their Imam, 18:71” said: “Each group
is called with the Imam of its age, its God’s Divine
Book and its Prophet’s Sunnah (tradition).”
Qurtubi too has quoted it from the Holy Prophet (a.s) in
2
his exegesis (of the Holy Quran)—Tafsir. He has quoted
another tradition from Ali (a.s) under this verse: “Their
Imam” in the honorable verse means the Imam of their
3
age.
 Al-Musannaf, Vol. 8, p.614, No. 146:

1

Also, Al- Musannaf of Ibn Abi Shaybah Al- ę ǰȱǯȱŞǰȱǯŝřśǰȱ
ǯȱŘŝǲȱAnsab Al-Ashraf of ǰȱǯȱřŝŝǰȱǯȱŚŚş.
2

Tafsir of Qurtubi, published by Mu’asisah Al-Tarikh Al-’arabi,
ŗŚŖśǰȱ.ȱŗŖǰȱǯȱŘşŝǯ
3

Ibid.
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ćǂƎƳƢǧȁƗĎǂăƥćǵƢǷƛƐȏƛǶĄȀĄƸĉǴąǐĄȇȏăǅƢĈǼǳơōǹƛȁĘȆĉǴăǟąǺăǟ
Ali (a.s) is quoted as saying: People are indeed not
guided, except by Imam and leader, either good or
1
bad.
 Kanz Al-Ummal, Vol. 5, p.779, No. 14366:

ƆơƿƛǲƫƢǬǻ ăǶĉǴƊǧ ơȂǳƢǫ ǶƌǰȈƊǴăǟ ĄǂăȀƒǜăȈăǇ ƊƨăȇƎȁƢǠĄǷ ōǹƛ ƊǱƢǫ ĘȆǴăǟ ąǺăǟ
ƉǂƎƳƢǧąȁƗĘǂăƥƉŚǷƗǺĉǷƎǅƢĈǼǴĉǳċƾĄƥȏǱƢǫ
Ali (a.s) is quoted as saying: “Mu’awiyah will
certainly dominate you.” “Why do we fight then?”
he was asked. “People have no refuge from having
a ruler, either a good or a bad one,” he replied.
 Al-Musannaf, Vol. 8, p. 741, No. 51:

ȏ Ąǂăƻƕ ƊǱƢǫ ċǶƌƯ Êƅ Ɛȏƛ ăǶƒǰĄƷ ȏ ƊǱƢƊǬƊǧ ăƾƎƴąǈƊŭơ ƈǲĄƳăǁ Ɗǲăƻăƽ
ƢƊǳăȁ ĎǪăƷ ĉǾōǴǳơ ăƾąǟăȁ ōǹƎƛƃ Êƅ Ɛȏƛ ăǶƒǰĄƷ ȏ ĎȆǴăǟ ƊǱƢǬƊǧ ăǶƒǰĄƷ
Ɣȏƚăǿ ƌǱȂǬăȇ ƢǷ Ɗǹȁǁąƾăƫ ƢǸƊǧ ƂƊǹȂĄǼĉǫȂĄȇ ƢƊǳ ăǺȇĉǀōǳơ ăǮċǼōǨĉƼăƬąǈăȇ
ćǂƎƳƢǧ ąȁƗ Ďǂăƥ ćŚǷƗ Ɛȏƛ ąǶƌǰĄƸĉǴąǐĄȇȏĄǅƢĈǼǳơƢȀČȇƗ ƊƧăǁƢǷƛȏ ǹȂǳȂǬăȇ
ƎǂƎƳƢǨǴĉǳ ȄǴǸĄȇ ƊǱƢǬƊǧƎǂƎƳƢǨǳơ ƌǱƢăƥƢǸƊǧ ĄǽƢǼƒǧǂăǟƾƊǬƊǧ ČǂăƦǳơơǀăǿ ơȂǳƢǫ
ǶƌǰƌƠȈƊǧ ŒąƴĄȇăȁ ǶƌǰƌǫơȂąǇƗ ĄǵȂǬăƫăȁ ǶƌǰƌǴĄƦĄǇ ĄǺăǷƘăƫȁ ƊǲăƳȋơ Éƅơ ƌǢŏǴăƦĄȇăȁ
ąǶƌǰąǼĉǷĉƾȇĉƾċǌǳơăǺĉǷĉǦȈĉǠċǔǴĉǳƌǀăƻƚĄȇăȁǶƌǯċȁĄƾăǟĄƾĉǿƢƴĄȇăȁ

1

Dar Al-ȱŗŚŖşǯ
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A man entered the mosque and said: “Ruling is
only Allah’s.” Another one came and repeated the
same thing. Ali (a.s) said: “Ruling is only Allah’s.”
Then he recited the Quranic verse: “Surely the
promise of Allah is true, and let not those who
have no certainty hold you in light estimation.
30:60” He then added: “You do not know what
they are saying. They say there is no ruling and
government. O People! You are not guided except
by a ruler, either good or bad.” His companions
said: “We have thus realized the merits of a good
ruler! Now, tell us about a bad one’s.” Ali (a.s)
said: “The corrupt are given respite and God will
expire the appointed time. Your roads become safe
and your markets loaded. The fees are collected
and the foes fought. The rights of the oppressed are
1
obtained from the oppressor.”

Imams are twelve in number and all from Quraysh
Having proved Imamate and its continuation over time,
we now turn to other traditions, which state, “Imams are
twelve in number and are all from Quraysh.”
Ibn Hajar in his book ‘Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhriqah’—written
for proving Caliphate of the three Caliphs and rejecting

1

Also in Kanz Al-Ummalǰȱ ǯȱ śǰȱ ǯȱŝśŗǰȱ ǯŗŚŘŞŜǯȱ ȱ Nahj AlBalaghah, nearly the same meaning is given. (Sobhi, sermon
ŚŖǼ
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Shia—after bringing a tradition says, “All Sunni scholars
1
accept the validity of this tradition.”
Apart from other traditions about Imamate and
Caliphate, this group of traditions per se, can prove not
only the invalidity of other Islamic branches and sects
except Twelver Shia, but also the validity and soundness
of Twelver Shia, since none of the Islamic branches
conclusively believe in the Twelve Imams. Especially
with regard to traditions stipulating the presence of an
Imam in every age this can be proved, for no Islamic
branch or sect believe in Twelve Imams over ages in a
way that the earth is never deprived of one of them. In
fact, this honor is only given to Twelver Shia to believe
in Twelve Imams, the first of whom is Imam Ali (a.s)
and the last one Mahdi (a.s), the true and chosen Imam,
who is still alive, but passing by his occultation period.
So certain and frequent traditions including “The Imams
are twelve in number,” added to those proving the
continuation of Imamate in all ages, provide sufficient
evidence to reject all branches of Islam save Twelver
Shia. These two groups of traditions prove the legitimacy
of the Twelver Shia too, because it is supposed that one
can get the truth of Imamate by doing research, for
according to traditions dying as a believer requires
knowing the Imam of age and leaving this world as a
2
believer is undoubtedly possible.

1

Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhriqahǰȱǯȱŗŗ

2

God, the Exalted, states:
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ƊǹȂĄǸĉǴąǈĄǷąǶĄƬąǻƊƗăȁƢōǳƎƛċǺĄƫȂĄǸăƫƢƊǳăȁ
And do not die unless you are Muslims. 2:102.
God does not ask or order His servants to do something
impossible. He also does not give an order which is not
enforceable, since it would be nonsense, and nonsense is rare
for the All-knowing.
Also, various traditions state:

Ɛȏƛ ƎǁƢĈǼǳơȆĉǧƢȀŎǴƌǯ ƆƨƊǫąǂĉǧ ăśǠąƦăǇăȁ ƎśăƬăǼƒƯơȁƗó ĊƭȐƊƯ ńƛŖĈǷƌƗ ĄǩƎǂăƬƒǨăƬăǇ
ƆƧăƾĉƷơăȁ
My nation will soon be divided into seventy three
groups—or seventy two according to other traditions—all

of which will be placed in Hell save one group.
These prove the existence of one saved group, too. On the
other hand, since all the groups and sects, except the one
believing in Twelve Imams are invalid, the one saved group is
probably the Twelver Shia.
Some traditions state that the majority group is the saved one.
Regardless of the weak documentation, these are in contrast
with some other traditions and the Quranic Verses.
Furthermore, the majority cannot be the criterion for truth.
Two groups such as the Hanafite and the Malikite, or the
proponents of compulsion or free will, may be the same with
regard to number, but none can be the majority. How is it
possible to know the truth in this case? So, considering this
tradition as valid, the majority should probably be the one,
which is true.
Shaykh Saduq—May God bless him—in his book entitled Man
La Yahzaruhu Al-Faqih,ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřŝŜ, quotes the Holy Prophet
(a.s) as saying:

.ƈƨăǟƢǸăƳĄǽăƾƷăȁĄǺĉǷƚƌŭơăȁƈƨċƴĄƷĄǽăƾƷăȁĄǺĉǷƚƌŭơ

A believer alone is proof (hujjah) and the majority.
God, the Exalted, says about Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham):
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So knowing the Imam of age from among these Imams is
possible, otherwise one cannot die as a believer and
Muslim. Since no Islamic branch or sect save Twelver
Shia believe in the Twelve Imams, one of which to be the
Imam of a certain age, it becomes clear that only belief
in this branch of Islam is belief in truth and leads to
salvation.
Exactly for the same reason, Sunni scholars have faced
an unusual confusion in explaining and interpreting
traditions including “The Imams are twelve in number,”
not being able to find a true meaning for them, to the
extent that Ibn Hajar in Fat’h Al-Bari quotes Muhallab as
saying, “I found no one completely sure of a definite
1
meaning for this tradition.” Nearly the same confusion
is expressed by Ibn Al-Jawzi in Kashf Al-Mushkil. In

ĉǾōǴĉǳƢĆƬƎǻƢƊǫƆƨċǷƌƗƊǹƢƊǯăǶȈĉǿơăǂąƥƎƛōǹƎƛ
Surely Ibrahim was an exemplar (ummah—nation),
obedient to Allah.
ȱ ȱ ¡ȱ ȱ ȱ ŗŘŞȱ ȱ chapter (Surah) Baqarah,
Qurtubi gives the meaning of majority for ‘ummah’ (nation),
saying that ummah can be one person in case he is followed in
good deeds. The same meaning is true of God’s statement
about Ibrahim (stated above). See Qurtubi Exegesis (Tafsir),
Ř nd ed., Dar Al-Sha’ȱŗřŝŘǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯŗŘŝǯȱ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) said about Zayd Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Nufayl,
“He will be raised as a nation per se.” (Mustadrak Hakim, Vol.
Śǰȱ ǯȱ ŚřŞǼȱ ȱ ȱ so other traditions, which make the
identification of the saved group possible.
1

Fat’h al-Bari fi Sharh Sahih Al-BukhariǰȱŘ nd ed., Dar Al-Ma’arif,
ǰȱǯȱŗřǰȱǯȱŗŞř
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short, one scholar rejects the second and considers him
as ignorant; a third one sees both of them as going astray
and so on and so forth.
Interestingly, these traditions appear in the books written
before the completion of the number of Imams, too. Not
only does this confirm the Imamate of the Twelve
Imams, but also it is a clear miracle of the Holy Prophet.
Some traditions are mentioned hereinafter:
 Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol. 4.p. 168:

ƆơŚǷƗ ăǂǌăǟƢǼƒƯơ ƌǹȂǰăȇ ǱȂǬȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ĈœǼǳơ ĄƪǠũ
ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷǶĄȀŎǴƌǯǱƢǫǾĈǻƛĺƗǱƢǬǧƢȀąǠăǸąǇƗŃƆƨăǸǴƊǯƊǱƢǬǧ
Jabir says: I heard the Prophet (a.s) saying: “There
will be twelve leaders and Caliphs.” Then he added
something I could not hear. My father said that the
1
Prophet said: “All of them are from Quraysh.”
 Sahih Muslim, Vol. 6, p. 3:

1

ȱ ¢ȱ ŗřśŗǰ ȱ -’Aǰȱ ǯȱ ŜŜŞŘǰȱ Sahih Muslim, Kitab
Al-’Iǰȱ ǯȱ řřşřǰȱ řřşŚǰȱ řřşśǰȱ řřşŜȱ ȱ řřşŝǲȱ Sunan AlTarmadhi, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŗŚşǲȱ Sunan Abi-Dawud, Kitab
Al-ȱ ǰȱ ǯřŝřŗȱ ȱ řŝřŘǲȱ Musnad Ahmad, Musnad AlBasriyyinǰȱ ǯȱ ŗşŞŝśǰȱ ŗşşŖŗǰȱ ŗşşŘŖǰȱ ŗşşŜřǰȱŘŖŖŗŝǰȱ ŘŖŖŗşǰȱ ŘŖŖřŘȱ
ȱŘŖŗŘś (Int’l No.)
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ĈŕăƷȆǔƊǬąǼăȇȏ ăǂąǷȋơơǀǿ ōǹƛǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơǱƢǫ
ĈȆǴǟ ăȆĉǨƻǵȐǰƥǶǴǰƫĽ ǱƢǫ ƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻ ăǂăǌăǟƢǼƯơǶȀȈǧȆǔǸăȇ
ƉǊąȇăǂƌǫǺĉǷǶĄȀŎǴƌǯǱƢǫǱƢǫƢǷĺȋĄƪǴǬǧ
Jabir narrates: My father and I went to the Prophet
(a.s). We heard him saying: “This issue (Caliphate)
will not be completed until twelve Caliphs come.”
Then he added something I did not get. I asked my
father what the Prophet had said. He said: “All are
1
from Quraysh.”
 Sahih Muslim, Vol. 6, p.4 (Nawawi’s exposition):

ǺȇĈƾǳơ ƌǱơǄăȇ ȏ ǱȂǬȇ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ǱȂǇǁ ĄƪǠũ
ǶĄȀŎǴƌǯ ƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻ ăǂăǌăǟƢǼƒƯơǶƌǰȈǴăǟ ƊǹȂǰăȇȁƗ ƌƨăǟƢĈǈǳơ ăǵȂǬăƫ ĈŕƷ ƆƢǸĉƟƢǫ
ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) has said: The religion
(Islam) remains established until twelve Caliphs,
2
all of whom from Quraysh, rule over you.
Again the same tradition is quoted in “Sahih Muslim” in
different words.
 Sahih Muslim, Vol. 6, p. 3:

1

Egypt,ȱŗřřŚǰȱ ȱ-’Iǰȱǯȱřřşř (Int’l No.)

2

Kitab Al-’IǰȱǯȱřřşŞ (Int’l No.)
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ĄǵȐǇȍơ ƌǱơǄăȇȏ ǱȂǬȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁ ĄƪǠũ
ĺȋĄƪǴƌǬǧƢȀąǸăȀƒǧƗŃƆƨăǸǴƊǯƊǱƢǫƐĽƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻăǂǌăǟȆăǼƯơńƛƆơǄȇǄăǟ
ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷǶĄȀŎǴƌǯƊǱƢǬƊǧǱƢǫƢǷ
Jabir narrates: I heared the great Prophet (a.s)
saying: “Islam will always remain mighty until
twelve Imams come.” Then he said something I
did not understand. I asked my father: “What did
he say?” He replied: “All are from Quraysh.”
 Sahih Al-Tirmidhi, Vol 2, p. 45 :

ăǂǌăǟƢǼƒƯơȅĉƾǠăƥǺĉǷƌǹȂǰăȇǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ
ǶĄȀƐǴƌǯ ǱƢǬǧřȈǴăȇȅǀǳơ ĄƪƒǳƊƘǈǧ ǾąǸăȀǧƗŃ ÇƔȆǌƎƥǶƐǴƊǰăƫ ƐĽ ƆơŚǷƗ
ƉǊąȇǂƌǫǺĉǷ
Jabir says that the Prophet (a.s) said: “There will
be Twelve Imams and leaders after me.” Then he
said something I did not get. I asked the person
beside me about it. He said: “All of them are from
1
Quraysh.”
Tirmidhi writes after this tradition, “This is a fine and
true tradition which is narrated from Jabir in different
2
chains.”

1
2

 ȱȱŗřŚŘǰȱǯȱŘŗŚş, (Int’l No.)

The same thing is quoted from Jabir in Sahih Abu Dawud,
Vol.ȱ Řǰȱ ’a (press) Taziyah, Egypt. Kitab Al-Manaqib,
ǯŘŖŝǰȱǯřŝřŗ (Int’l No)
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 Musnad Ahmad, Vol. 5, p. 106:

ƢǼƒƯơ ĉƨċǷȋơǽĉǀȀĉǳ ƌǹȂǰȇ ǱȂǬȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơ ĄƪǠũ
ƆƨǨȈǴăƻǂăǌăǟ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) said: There are twelve
1
Caliphs for this nation.
Some reckon that Ahmad Ibn Hanbal in Musnad have
quoted traditions about this issue in thirty four different
tradition chains from Jabir.
 Sahih Abu Dawud, vol. 2, p. 309:

ĄǅƢĈǼǳơǂċƦƊǰƊǧ ǱƢǫ ƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻ ăǂǌăǟ ȆăǼƯơ ńƛ ƆơǄȇǄăǟ ĄǺȇĈƾǳơơǀǿ ƌǱơǄăȇȏ
ǱƢǫ ƊǱƢǫ ƢǷ ǾƥƗ Ƣȇ ĺȋ ĄƪǴƌǫ ƆƨĈȈǨƻ ƆƨǸǴǯ ƊǱƢǫ ĈǶƌƯ ơȂĈƴăǓȁ
ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷǶĄȀŎǴƌǯ
“This religion will always be mighty until Twelve
Imams come.” Hearing this, people glorified Allah
with ‘Allahu Akbar’ (God is Great) and cried
2
harshly. Then he said something in a soft voice. I

1

Matba’a Miymaniyyah,ȱ ¢ȱ ŗřŗřǰȱ Musnad Al-Basriyyin,
ǯȱŗşşŚŚ (Int’l No.)
2

Maybe the meaning of “ ϮΠοϭ ˵αΎ˷ϨϟήΒ˷Ϝϓ” is that people found
the issue of Imamah and its conclusiveness to twelve persons
great and also strange, so they cried. This is infact part of
what the honorable verse implies:

ƎǅƢċǼǳơąǺĉǷăǮĄǸĉǐąǠăȇĄǾōǴǳơăȁ

Allah will protect you from the people. 5:67.
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asked my father: “What did he say?” “They are all
1
from Quraysh,” he replied.
Hakim Nayshapuri narrates this tradition with
document different from those previously mentioned.

a

 Mustadrak Ala Al-Sahihayn, Vol. 3, p. 618:

ĈŕƷƆƢȈǓƢǷŖĈǷƗĄǂǷƗƌǱơǄăȇȏǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơǱƢǫ
ȆĈǸăǠǳ ĄƪǴƌǬǧ ǾăƫȂǏƢđ ăǒƐǨƻȁ ƊǱƢǫ ĈǶƌƯ ƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻ ăǂǌăǟƢǼƯơȆǔǸăȇ
ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷǶĄȀƐǴƌǯĈřĄƥƢȇƊǱƢǫǱƢǫĈǶǟƢȇǱƢǫƢǷȆǷƢǷƗƊǹƢǯȁ
Awn quotes his father Abu Juhayfah as saying: My
uncle and I were with the Holy Prophet, when he
said: “The affairs of my nation passes until twelve
Caliphs come.” Then he lowered his voice. I asked
my uncle who was sitting in the front about what
the Prophet (a.s) had said. He answered: “O’ my
son! The Prophet (a.s) said that they would all be
2
from Quraysh.”
3

Nur Al-Din Haythami, in Majma’ al-Zawa’id, after this
tradition adds, “Tabarani, in Al-Mu’jam Al-Awsat and AlMu’jam Al-Kabir, and Bazzaz have quoted this tradition;
and the chain of Tabarani is the same as quoted in books
of Sahih.”

1

ȱŗ st ed., Dar Al-ȱŗŚŗŖǯ

2

Hiydar Abad Press, ŗřřŚǯ

3

Vol.ȱśǰȱǯȱŗşŖ
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 Musnad Ahmad, Vol. 1, p. 398:

ăǂǌăǟƢǼƯơ ƊǱƢǬǧ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁƢǼƒǳƘǇƾǬƊǳăȁþ
ǲȈƟơǂǇƛřƥƔƢƦƊǬĄǻĉƧĈƾĉǠƊǯ
Masruq says: We were sitting with Abdullah Ibn
Mas’ud, learning Quran from him. Someone asked
him, “Did you ask the Prophet (a.s) how many
Caliphs would rule this nation?” Ibn Mas’ud
replied: “We surely asked the Messenger of Allah
this question and he replied: ‘Twelve; like the
1
number of the Israelites’ Chieftains.’”
Ibn Hajar in Fat’h Al-Bari considers Ahmad’s quotation
from Ibn Mas’ud as fine documentation.
 Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabir of Tabarani, Vol. 2,p. 196:

ăǂǌǟ ƢǼƯơ ƨǷȋơǽǀȀĉǳ ƌǹȂǰȇ ǱƢǫ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơþ
ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ăǆǸăǿȁ ǶŮƊǀăƻ ǺăǷ ǶĄǿĈǂĄǔăȇ ȏ ƆƢǸĈȈƊǫ
ƢȀƎƥ ǆǸăǿ ŖƐǳơ ƌƨăǸǴƊǰǳơ ĺȋ ĄƪǴǬǧ ƢȀąǠăũƗ Ń ĊƨǸǴǰƥ  ǶōǴǇȁ
ƉǊȇǂƌǫǺĉǷǶĄȀƐǴƌǯǱƢǬƊǧǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơƌǱȂǇăǁ
Jabir says: My father and I were before the Prophet
(a.s) when he said: “Rulers and Caliphs of this
nation will be twelve in number. They will suffer

1

Musnad Al-Mukathirin min Al-Sahabah,ȱ ǯřśşřȱ ȱ řŜŜś
(Int’ȱǯǼȱŘ nd ed., Dar Al- Ma’ǰȱǯȱŗřǰȱǯȱŗŞŘ
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no harm in case people stop helping them,” and
added something I did not hear. I asked my father
about it, “The Prophet said: They are all from
2
Quraysh,” he replied.
 Al- Mu’jam Al-Kabir, Vol. 2, p.256:

ǺĉǷƆƢǸĈȈƊǫăǂǌăǟƢǼƯƛǱȂǬȇǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁƪǠũ
ƢǻƗơƿƜǧȆǨǴăƻČƪƊǨăƬǳƢǧǱƢǫǶĄǿơăƽƢăǟǺăǷƌƧăȁơƾăǟǶĄǿĈǂĄǔăȇȏƉǊȇăǂƌǫ
ƊŅ ơȂƬăƦƯƘǧ ǅƢǻƌƗ Ŀ ĺƗȁ ǾǼǟ ƅơ ȆǓǁ ƣƢƐǘƊŬơ ƎǺƥ ăǂăǸĄǠƥ
ĄƪąǠĉũƢǸǯƮȇƾūơ
Jabir says: I heared the Prophet (a.s) delivering
sermon and saying: “There will be twelve
guardians from Quraysh the enmity of whose
enemies will not harm them.” I turned back and
saw ‘Umar and my father among the people; they
3
confirmed the tradition as I heard it.
As is emphasized in this tradition too, it is a reality that
the Imams should be these twelve people, though
superficially, government and power might not be in
their hands.
 Yanabi’ Al-Mawaddah, Vol. 2, p. 315:

1

That is, it does not decrease the dignity of Imams, either
people help them or not.
2

ȱŘ nd ed., Maktabah Ibn Taymiyah.

3

Ibid.
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ăǂǌăǟ ƢǼƒƯơ ȅƾǠăƥ ƌǱȂǬȇ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇǁþ
ƊǱƢǫ ǱƢǫ ǱƢǫ ȅǀƐǳơ ƢǷ ĺȋ ĄƪǴƌǬǧ ǾăƫȂǏ ȄǨƻƗ Ľ ƨƊǨȈǴăƻ
ƉǶĉǋƢǿřăƥǺĉǷǶĄȀŎǴƌǯ
Jabir is quoted as saying: My father and I were
before the Messenger of Allah (a.s) when he said:
“There will be twelve Caliphs after me.” Then he
lowered his voice. I asked my father what the
Prophet had said softly. He replied: “The Prophet
said: All of them are from Banu Hashim (the
1
Hashimites).”
Samak Ibn Harb has quoted nearly the same
tradition.
This tradition leads us to the conclusion that Imams are
not only from Quraysh, but also from Banu Hashim
(Hashimites). The aforementioned traditions was but a
small part quoted by the Sunnis proving that Imams are
2
twelve in number and all from Quraysh.

1
2

ȱŘ nd ed., Maktabah Ibn Taymiyah.
The tradition:

ĄǮǴƌŭơăǮĉǳƿăƾǠăƥƌǹȂǰȇƐĽƆƨăǼăǇƊǹȂƯȐƊƯȅƾǠăƥƌƨƊǧȐĉŬơ

Caliphate after me will be up to thirty years and then will
turn to kingdom and monarchy.
This tradition is of great controversy becauseȱ ǻŗǼ it is in
contrast with other traditions stipulating by the Sunni
themselvesǰȱ ǻŘǼ all the sources has quoted it from Sa’id Ibn
Jumhan, and as Tirmidhi states, “We know this tradition only
from Sa’id Ibn Jumhan about whom Abu Hatam says,
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“Traditions quoted by him are written but not adduced.” Ibn
Mu’in comments, “He has quoted some traditions from
Safinah, no one else has ever quoted.” Al-Bukhari says about
him, “There are eccentric matters in traditions quoted by
him.” (See Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib) Moreover, Ibn Hazm writes in
Al-Muhalla (Vol.ȱ śǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŞśǼ, “Sa’id Ibn Jumhan is not famous
for fairness, but his traditions are said to be of no value.“
The same is true about the tradition:

ǶĄȀŎǴƌǯ ƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻ ăǂǌăǟ ƢǼƒƯơ ǶƌǰȈǴăǟ ƊǹȂǰăȇ ĈŕăƷ ƆƢǸĉƟƢǫ ĄǺȇĈƾǳơ ơǀǿ ƌǱơǄăȇ ȏ
ƌƨċǷÉȋơǾȈǴăǟĄǞĉǸăƬąƴăƫ
The religion will always remain established until twelve

Caliphs around whom all the people congregate will come.
This tradition is only quoted by Abu Dawud on the authority
of ‘Isma’il Ibn Abi Khalid on the authority of his father, Abu
Khalid, on the authority of Jabir. The concluding part of it,
which says, “around whom all the people congregate,” seems
to be added by the narrator himself, as is evident from
Tabarani’s tradition in “Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabir” (ǯȱ Řǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŞǼǯȱ
For Tabarani quotes this tradition in two forms from Ibrahim
Ibn Humayd from Isma’il Ibn Abi Khalid from his father from
Jabir Ibn Samarah like this:

ăǂǌăǟƢǼƯơ ăǵȂǬăȇ ȄĈƬƷ ƆƢǸĉƟƢǫ ĄǺȇĈƾǳơơǀǿ ƌǱơǄăȇȏ 

ƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ

ƆƨƊǨȈǴăƻ

The Prophet (a.s) said: “The religion is always established
up to the time when twelve Caliphs will come.”
‘Isma’il said he doubted whether his father said, “The nation
will congregate around them.”
As is evident, ‘Isma’il was doubtful, whereas Almighty God
says:

ƢƆƠąȈăǋďǪăƸƒǳơąǺĉǷȆƎǼąǤĄȇƢƊǳċǺōǜǳơōǹƎƛăȁ

And surely conjecture does not avail against the truth at
all. 53:28.
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Confession and Deviation

Ibn Kathir in Al-Bidayah wa’l-Nahayah says, “In the
Torah of the Scripturists, there is material implying that
God, the Almighty, gave good tidings to Abraham over
Ishmael’s birth and that He will raise Ishmael and
increase his children and select twelve persons from his
1
generation, great in status.

In other words, doubt is not useful in getting the truth. And
then this groundless guess is narrated in Marwan Ibn
Mu’awiah’s tradition, who was, according to the testimony of
Ibn Mu’in, a hypocrite person (Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib, Hydar
Abad Press, Vol.ȱŗŖǰȱǯ şŞǼǯȱȱ¢¢ȱȱȱȱ
apparently transferred to the context too.
Furthermore, Isma’il Ibn Abi Khalid was an uneducated
person, having excessive mistakes. His father Abu Khalid
who is also mentioned in the document is not so familiar to
Rijal scholars (Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib). Moreover, supposing that
the tradition is valid and true, based on other traditions, the
phrase: ΔϣϷ ϪϴϠϋ ϊϤΘΠΗ: should mean that the nation should
congregate around them as a responsibility. Or as Qanduzi
Hanafi says it means after the advent of the last Caliph, Imam
Mahdi (a.s), people will congregate around all of them.
Anyway, what is intended by this tradition is not that all the
people will swear allegiance to them, as is proved by the
tradition “ ϢϬϟάΧϦϣϢϫήπϳϻ”. Also according to the testimony of
the master Sunni scholars and successive traditions, Imam Ali
(a.s) and Imam Hasan (a.s) are among these twelve Caliphs,
though not all the Muslims congregate around these two
honorable Imams.
1

This iȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ŗŝǱŘŖǱȱ ȃȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
have heard thee: behold, I will bless him, and will make him
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Then Ibn Kathir adds: “Our master Allamah, Ibn
Taymiyah says: These twelve are the same persons about
whom Jabir (Ibn Samarah) gave good tidings in his
tradition. It is established that they are spread in the
nation (They will not come successively). And the
Resurrection Day will not come unless all those twelve
appear. A great number of Jews embracing Islam has
made mistake and thought that these twelve people are
those who the heretic (Rafizi) group (i.e. the Shia) call
on the nation to follow! Hence, they followed the Shia.”
In fact, because of his deviation from the Ahl al-Bayt
and ungrounded bias, Ibn Taymiyah could not
understand the good tidings of the previous Divine
Books and the statements of the great Messenger of
Allah (a.s).
How did he indeed conclude from the “Twelve Imams”
in traditions that the Imams will come separately? Is it
not the case that Muslim, Abu Dawud, Ahmad and
Hakim have quoted from Jabir Ibn Samarah and Abu
Juhayfah by different chains of narrators that the Holy
Prophet (a.s) said:

fruitful, and will very greatly multiply him; twelve princes
will he beget, and I will make him a great nation.” Derby’s
Version of the Bible.
Abu Al-Fath Al-Karajaki in Al-’Istinsar fi Al-Nass Al-’a’imah
Al-Athar, ȱ řŖ, states that the good tidings are not in a
complete form in usual Versions of the Torah. He quotes a
complete phrase from some copies of the Greek Version of the
Torah that removes some uncertainties.
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ƨƊǨȈǴăƻăǂǌăǟȆăǼƒƯơńƛƆơǄȇǄăǟĄǵȐǇȍơƌǱơǄăȇȏ
This religion will always be mighty until Twelve
Imams come.
The Arabic  ϝΰϳ ϻ  implies the concept of
connectedness. Various traditions state that there is an
Imam in every age and that one who dies without
knowing the Imam of his age has in fact died as a pagan.
Does this not require the continuation of existence of
Imams over the ages? Successive Thaqalayn (the Two
Precious Things) traditions say that the Holy Prophet
and the Ahl al-Bayt are inseparable up to the
Resurrection Day? Do these traditions not indicate the
continuation of existence of Imams from the Ahl al-Bayt
(a.s) in a successive manner?
When individuals do not show humility before the truth,
they face such contradictions. This way, they cannot
understand the message intended by the great Prophet
(a.s). They either remain in astonishment or make
deviant interpretations, matching these honorable
traditions with the wicked, transgressors and disbelievers
such as Yazid, Walid Ibn Yazid Ibn Abdul Malik and
other oppressors from Banu Umayyah (the Umayyad
dynasty) who not only were more than twelve in
number, but also did not deserve Imamate and
Caliphate, as every fair person giving a little attention
confesses. And this is the retribution for arrogance
before the truth.
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The Ahl al-Bayt’s Claim to Imamate is Truthful
Conclusive and successive traditions from the Messenger
of Allah (a.s) emphasize the fact that the Ahl al-Bayt
(a.s) are infallible; never making mistakes or being
wrong, and to follow them is to follow the truth and
leads to salvation. In these traditions, the Prophet (a.s)
has given the Ahl al-Bayt equal status with the Holy
Quran. He has recommended holding fast to them
absolutely and unconditionally and has considered
opposition to them as satanic. The Prophet’s determined
statements about the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) indicate that their
way and their speech are not but truth.
Therefore, if one of them claims Imamate or introduces
another one as Imam, he is truthful in his claim and his
claim and confirmation are divine proof for the nation.
Some traditions arguing for the Ahl al-Bayt’s infallibility
1
are mentioned hereinafter:
 Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Vol. 3, p. 17:

ȄǟąƽƗ ƒǹƗ ĄǮăǋȁƗ ȆĈǻƛ ǱƢǫ Ǿǻơ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ĈœĈǼǳơ Ǻăǟ
ļăǂƬĉǟȁ ōǲăƳăȁ ċǄăǟ Êƅơ ăƣƢƬĉǯ ƎśƊǴƊǬōưǳơ ǶƌǰȈĉǧ ćǭƎǁƢƫ Ɛňƛȁ ĄƤȈƳƌƘǧ
ŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗļăǂƬĉǟăȁ Ǒǁȋơ ńƛ ÊƔƢǸċǈǳơǺĉǷ ćƽȁƾǸăǷ ƈǲąƦăƷ Êƅơ ĄƣƢƬĉǯ

1

The proof on the Ahl al-Bayt’s infallibility by the
“Purification Verse” is included in “Ijtihad and Taqlid”
Section, of the present book.
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ċȆƊǴăǟ ơƽǂăȇ ĈŕăƷ ƢǫǂăƬǨăȇ ǺƊǳ ƢǸĄȀċǻƗ ňǂăƦąƻƗ ăŚƦƊŬơ ăǦȈǘƐǴǳơ Ɛǹƛăȁ
ƢǸƎȀȈĉǧňȂǨōǴăƼĄƫǶƎƥňȁǂƌǜąǻƢǧăǑąȂƊūơ
The honorable Messenger of Allah (a.s) said: I will
soon be called to my Lord and will accept it. I
leave two invaluable entities among you; the
Divine Book of the Almighty Allah, stretching
from heaven to the earth like a rope; and my
family, my Household. The Almighty informed me
that these two would never be separated from each
other until they meet me on the River in Paradise
(Kawthar). So be aware of what you will do with
them after me!
 Sahih Muslim, Vol. 7, Part 4, p.122:

ȄǟƾĄȇ ÇƔƢŠ ƆƢƦȈǘƻƢǼȈǧ ƆƢǷȂȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǵƢǫ
ƊǱƢǫƐĽăǂōǯƊƿȁƊǚăǟăȁȁĉǾȈǴăǟŘƒƯƗȁÈƅơăƾĉǸăƸǧĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭơȁƨōǰăǷśƥƆƢĈǸĄƻ
ȆĈƥăǁ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ƊļƘȇ ƒǹƗ ĄǮǋȂĄȇ ćǂăǌăƥƢǻƗƢǸċǻƜǧ ĄǅƢĈǼǳơƢȀĈȇƗȏƗĄƾǠăƥƢĈǷƗ
ȃƾƌŮơ ĉǾȈǧ Êƅơ ĄƣƢƬĉǯ ƢǸĄȀƌǳċȁƗ śǴƊǬōưǳơ ǶƌǰȈĉǧ ćǭƎǁƢƫ ƢǻƗȁ ĄƤȈƳƌƘǧ
ÊƅơƎƣƢƬĉǯȄǴǟōƮăƸƊǧĉǾƥơȂǰÊǈąǸăƬąǇơăȁÊƅơƎƣƢƬĉǰƎƥơȁǀĄƼƊǧĄǁȂČǼǳơăȁ
ŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗ Ŀ Èƅơ ĄǶƌǯĄǂŏǯƊƿƌƗ ȆĉƬȈăƥ ƊǲąǿƗȁ ƊǱƢǫ ĈǶƌƯ ĉǾȈǧ ăƤōǣǁȁ
ŖȈăƥǲǿƗĿÈƅơĄǶƌǯĄǂŏǯƊƿƌƗŖȈăƥǲǿƗĿÈƅơĄǶƌǯĄǂŏǯƊƿƌƗ
Zayd Ibn Arqam says: One day, the Messenger of
Allah stopped beside Khumm Pond, between
Mecca and Medina, for a sermon. After praising
God and advising to the people, he said: “O,
people! I am a human just like you who will soon
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go with God’s messenger (angel of death). I will
leave two valuable things among you. First, the
Divine Book of Allah in which there is light and
guidance, so hold fast to it.” Then he continued
encouraging to God’s Book, and added: “And my
Household. I remind you of God about my
Household, I remind you of God about my
Household, I remind you of God about my
Household.”
 Mustadrak, Vol. 3, p. 109:

ǺĉǷ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơ ƌǱȂǇǁ ăǞƳǁƢƐŭ ǱƢǫ ĊƾȇăǃǺăǟ
ȆĈǻƘǯ ƊǱƢǬǧ ăǺǸĉǸƌǬƊǧ ĊƩƢƷȁăƾƎƥ ăǂǷƌƗ ĘǶĄƻ ăǂȇƾƊǣ ƊǱăǄăǻȁ ƎǝơƽăȂǳơ ĉƨĈƴĉƷ
ǺĉǷĄǂăƦǯƗƢǸĄǿĄƾăƷƗśƊǴƊǬƐưǳơǶƌǰȈĉǧĄƪǯăǂăƫƾƊǫȆĈǻƛĄƤȈƳƌƘǧĄƪȈǟĄƽƾǫ
ƢǸĄȀċǻƜǧƢǸƎȀȈĉǧ řǻȂƌǨƐǴăƼĄƫ ăǦȈƊǯơȁǂƌǜąǻƢǧļăǂƬĉǟȁ Êƅơ ăƣƢƬĉǯ Ǝǂăƻȉơ
ăȅȏȂăǷōǲăƳăȁċǄăǟƅơƐǹƛǱƢǫƐĽăǑȂƊūơċȆƊǴăǟơƽƎǂăȇĈŕƷƢǫǂăƬǨăȇǺƊǳ
ĄǽȏȂăǷ ĄƪǼƌǯ ąǺăǷ ƊǱƢǬǧ ĘȆĉǴăǟ ĉƾȈƎƥ ƊǀƻƗ ōĽ ƉǺĉǷƚĄǷ ŏǲƌǯ ńȂăǷ ƢǻƗȁ
ĄǽơƽƢǟǺăǷĉƽƢăǟȁĄǽȏơăȁǺăǷƎǱơȁĈǶĄȀƐǴǳơĄǾČȈĉǳăȁơǀȀƊǧ
The Messenger of Allah was returning from The
1
Farewell Hajj when he stopped at Khumm Pond

1

The Farewell Hajj is the Prophet’s last pilgrimage to Mecca
in the last year of his honorable life. The happening of
Khumm Pond (Ghadir Khumm) on the way back from this
journey has been narrated in history books successively. The
late Allamah Amini in his worthy book Al-Ghadir, consisting
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(Ghadir Khumm) and ordered people to sweep the
ground under some trees. Then he said: “I will
apparently be called and will accept it. I leave two
worthy things both very great in status; Allah’s
Divine Book and my Household. Be careful of
how you will deal with them. They will never be
detached from each other until they join me at the
River in Paradise.” He then added, “God, the
Glorified, is my Lord, and I am the lord of all the
believers.” Then he took Ali’s hand and said:
“Whoever I am his lord, then Ali is his guardian.
O Allah! Befriend everyone who likes him and
1
hate everyone who dislikes him.”

 Kanz Al-‘Ummal, Vol. 1, p. 167:

ļăǂąƬĉǟăȁ Êƅơ ăƣƢƬĉǯ ǾƎƥ ǶĄƬąǸăǐăƬąǟơ ƒǹƛ ơȂƐǴĉǔăƫ ąǺƊǳ ƢǷ ǶƌǰȈĉǧ Ąƪǯăǂăƫ
ŖȈăƥǲǿƗ
Jabir quotes the great Prophet (a.s) as saying: “I
left things among you; you will never go astray if
you hold fast to them—Allah’s Divine Book and
2
my family, the Household.”
Ibn Hajar says: “The Messenger of Allah (a.s) called
Quran and his Household as ‘Thiql,’ since everything

of eleven volumes in Arabic, has investigated different
aspects of this event authentically. (Editor)
1
2

Dar Al-Kutub Al-’¢¢ǰȱǯŗŖŝǰȱǯȱşŚŝ.

Another version: Dar Al-Kutub Al- ‘¢¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŖŝǰȱ ǯȱ
şŚŝǲȱ-ȱǰȱǯȱŗŞŝǰȱǯȱşśŗ.
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worthy of keeping safe is named ‘Thiql,’ and these two
are so. They are both the sources of divine sciences,
invaluable
secrets
and
wisdom,
and
Islamic
commandments. That is why the Prophet (a.s) has
strongly persuaded into following and getting knowledge
1
from them.”
He adds: “Only those members of the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s)
who are knowledgeable in Allah’s Book and the
Prophet’s tradition (Sunnah) are the subject of the Holy
Prophet’s attention and persuasion, for they would not
be separated from Allah’s Divine Book up to the River in
2
Paradise.” After stating some more sentences, he says,
“This is because God, the Almighty, has distanced them
from contamination and wickedness and made them pure
3
and clean.”
 Mustadrak, Vol. 2, p.343:

ĘǁƊƿ ȂƥƗƢǻƘǧňǂƊǰąǻƗǺăǷăȁ ǶĄƬƒǧǂăǟƢǻƘǧřƊǧǂăǟ ǺăǷǅƢǼǳơƢȀČȇƗþ
ŖȈăƥǲǿƗƌǲƊưăǷƌǱȂǬȇǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơƊǱȂǇǁĄƪąǠĉũ
ăǩƎǂƊǣƢȀǼăǟăǦōǴăƼăƫǺăǷăȁƢƴăǻƢȀăƦĉǯăǁǺăǷƉƵȂǻĉƨăǼȈĉǨăǇƌǲƊưăǷ
Hanash Kanani narrates: I saw Abudhar taking
hold of the Ka’bah (Allah’s House) door and
saying: “O People! If you know me, I am the one
you know, otherwise I am Abudhar. I heard the

1

Al-Sawa’iq Al-MuhriqahǰȱǯŚŖ.

2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.
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honorable Messenger of Allah (a.s) saying: My Ahl
al-Bayt (Household) is comparable to Noah’s Ark;
whoever enters it will be rescued and whoever
disobeys will be drowned.”
Hakim has confirmed this tradition.

 Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhariqah, p.184:

ƢȀǼăǟ ăǦōǴăƼăƫǺăǷăȁƢƴăǻƢȀăƦĉǯăǁǺăǷ ƉƵȂǻ ĉƨăǼȈĉǨăǇ ƌǲƊưăǷŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗ ƌǲƊưăǷ
ăǩƎǂƊǣ
Ibn Abbas has quoted the Holy Prophet (a.s) as
1
saying:
My Ahl al-Bayt (Household) is
comparable to Noah’s Ark; whoever enters it will
be rescued and whoever disobeys will be drowned.
 Al-Jami’ Al-Saghir, Vol. 9, p. 155; Al-Sawa’iq AlMuhariqah, p. 184

ĉƨăǼȈĉǨăǇ ƌǲƊưăǷ ŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗ ƌǲƊưăǷ ǱƢǫ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ œǼǳơ ƐǹƗ
ăǩƎǂƊǣƢȀǼăǟăǦōǴăƼăƫǺăǷăȁƢƴăǻƢȀăƦĉǯăǁǺăǷƉƵȂǻ
Abdullah Ibn Zubayr has quoted the honorable
Prophet as saying: My Ahl al-Bayt (Household) is
comparable to Noah’s Ark; whoever enters it will
be rescued and whoever disobeys will be drowned.

1

Also: Hilyat Al-Awliya’,ȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱřŖŜǲȱAl-Jami’ Al-Saghir, Vol.
Řǰȱǯȱŗśś.
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Abu Bakr Shahab Al-Din Husayni Shafi’i says: “Islamic
scholars have stated that the Prophet (a.s) compared his
honorable Household to Noah’s Ark, for everyone who
entered it was rescued from the fear of storm. Likewise
one who follows the Prophet’s Household (a.s) and
benefits from the light of their guidance, as the traditions
has persuaded to do so, is rescued from the darkness of
adversities and asking for help from God’s best
mediators. On the contrary, one who does not follow
them and recognize their status is drowned in the oceans
1
of transgression and is doomed to the inferno.”
 Mustadrak, Vol. 3, p.149:

ƎǲąǿȋƈǹƢǷƗĄǵȂĄƴČǼǳơǱƢǫǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁþ
ơƿƜǧ ĉǥȐĉƬąƻȏơ ǺĉǷ ŖċǷȋ ƈǹƢǷƗ ŖȈăƥ ƌǲąǿƗȁ ƎǩăǂăǤǳơ ǺĉǷ Ǒǁȋơ
ăǆȈǴąƥƛăƣǄĉƷơȁǁƢǐƊǧơȂǨƊǴăƬƻơƎƣǂăǠǳơǺĉǷƈƨƊǴȈƦƊǫƢȀąƬƊǨƊǳƢƻ
Ibn Abbas quotes the Prophet (a.s) as saying: The
stars save human race from being drowned; my
Household saves the nation from having conflicts.
Whenever an Arab tribe opposes my Household,
its people will come into conflict with each other
and become the people of Satan.
Hakim has confirmed this tradition.
 Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhariqah, p. 150:

1

Rashfah Al-Sadi min Bahr Faza’il Bani Al-Nabi Al-Hadi,
Matba’ah Al- ‘¢¢ǰȱ¢ȱŗřŖřǰȱǯŞŖ
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ǲǿƗ ÈƔƢƳ ŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗ ăǮƊǴăǿ ơƿƜǧ Ǒǁȋơ Ǝǲąǿȋ ƈǹƢǷƗ ŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗ
ƊǹȁƾăǟȂȇơȂǻƢǯƢǷĉƩƢȇȉơĿǑǁȋơ
My Ahl al-Bayt are the protectors of people on the
earth. If they vanish, people will experience the
promised signs.
 Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Faza’il Al-Sahabah; AlSawa’iq Al-Muhariqah, p. 333:

Ǝǲąǿȋ ƈǹƢǷƗ ĄǵȂƴČǼǳơ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ǱȂǇǁ ǱƢǫþ
ăƤǿƊƿŖȈăƥ ǲǿƗ ăƤǿƊƿ ơƿƜǧ Ǒǁȋơ Ǝǲǿȋ ƈǹƢǷƗŖȈăƥ ƌǲąǿƗȁ ÊƔƢǸĈǈǳơ
ǑǁȋơǲǿƗ
Ali (a.s) has quoted the Holy Prophet (a.s) as
saying: “The stars are security for the inhabitants
of the heavens; and if they vanished, the
inhabitants of the heavens will disappear. And my
Ahl al-Bayt are security for the inhabitants of the
earth; hence, if they disappear from the earth, its
1
inhabitants will vanish.
Ahmad says: “God, the Almighty, created the earth for
the sake of His Prophet (a.s) and kept it lasting with his
2
Ahl al-Bayt’s existence.”

1

Mu’assisah Al-ȱŗŚŖřǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŗŚś

2

Yanabi’ Al-Mawaddahǰȱǯŗş
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Who are the Prophet’s Household?
What is the meaning of the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s)? Who are
those having such a sacred and great position to
accompany the Holy Quran forever and being like an ark
for the people’s safety? Does the term ‘Ahl al-Bayt’
include all the Prophet’s relatives and family members?
Does it involve the Prophet’s wives too?
Conclusive traditions quoted from the Holy Prophet (a.s)
by both Shia and Sunni narrators provide the answer to
these questions. Many traditions have been quoted by
different chains of narrators under the exegesis of the
following honorable Verse in the Sunni books:

ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛ
ơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ
“Allah only desires to keep away the uncleanness
from you, O people of the House (Ahl al-Bayt),
and to purify you a thorough purifying. 33:33.”
These books indicate that ‘the Ahl al-Bayt’ includes Ali,
Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn (a.s). So the Prophet (a.s)
does not mean all his family members and relatives when
he speaks about ‘the Ahl al-Bayt’, possessing such
characteristics and advantages. Many of the Prophet’s
relatives, regardless of their excellent status, needed
guidance. Was it not Aqil, Imam Ali’s brother, who was
reproached by the Imam (a.s) due to his inappropriate
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request; let alone others who were not of his high rank?
Therefore, some relatives of the Prophet’s may be
regarded as his household lexically, but according to
their virtues referred to in the Holy Quran and the
statements of the Prophet (a.s), they are probably not
included in the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s).
 Sahih Muslim, Vol. 7, p. 130:

ǾȈƊǴăǟȁ Ƨơƾǣ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơ ăƱǂăƻƪƊǳƢǫ ƊƨăǌĉƟƢǟǺăǟ
ÈƔƢƳōĽĄǾƊǴăƻƽƘǧĘȆǴăǟǺƥĄǺǈūơƔƢƴǧăƽăȂǇƗǂǠǋǺĉǷƈǲċƳǂĄǷƈǕǂĉǷ
ĎȆǴăǟ ÈƔƢƳ ƐĽ ƢȀƊǴăƻƽƘǧ ƌƨǸĉǗƢǧ ƩÈƔƢƳ ƐĽ ǾǠǷ ƊǲƻƾƊǧ Ąśǈƌūơ
ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛƃ ƊǱƢǫ ƐĽ ĄǾƊǴăƻąƽƘǧ
ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ
Aishah says: One morning, the Holy Prophet (a.s)
came out of his house wearing a cloak made of
black hair. Hasan (a.s) came in and the Prophet

1

As Imam Ali (ǯǼȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŘŘŚȱ ȱ Nahj AlBalaghah: “He (Aqil, Imam Ali’s brother) thought I would sell
to him my faith and follow his tread leaving my own way.
Then I (just) heated a piece of iron and took it near his body
so that he might take lesson from it, then he cried as a person
in protracted illness cries with pain and he was about to get
burnt with its brandings. Then I said to him, ‘Moaning
women may moan over you! O Aqil! Do you cry on account of
this fire which has been made by a man for fun while as you
are driving me towards the fire which Allah, the Powerful,
has prepared for (manifestation of) His wrath? Should you
cry from pain, but I should not cry from the flames?” (Editor)
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(a.s) placed him under the cloak. Then Husayn
(a.s) came and went in there. Then came Fatimah
(a.s) who was placed there by the Prophet (a.s).
Next Ali (a.s) came and the Prophet took him
under his cloak and recited, “Allah only desires to
keep away the uncleanness from you, O people of
the House (Ahl al-Bayt), and to purify you a
thorough purifying. 33:33.”
 Sahih Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Al-Manaqib:

ƎǺăǈƊūơ ȄǴăǟ ƊǲōǴăƷ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ĈœǼǳơ ƐǹƗ ƨăǸƊǴăǇĈǵƗǺăǟ
ŖȈăƥ ƌǲǿƗ ÊƔȏƚǿ ĈǶĄȀƐǴǳơ ǱƢǫ ƐĽ ÅƔƢǈĉǯ ƊƨăǸĉǗƢǧăȁ ĘȆĉǴăǟăȁ Ǝśǈƌūơȁ
ČǵƗ ƪƊǳƢǬǧ ƆơŚȀǘăƫ ǶĄǿǂĈȀƊǗăȁ ăǆąƳĈǂǳơ ĄǶȀǼăǟ ąƤĉǿƒƿƗ ŖċǏƢƻăȁ
ƉŚăƻńƛǮĈǻƛǱƢǫƅơƊǱȂǇăǁƢȇǶĄȀăǠăǷƢǻƗȁƨǸƊǴăǇ
Ummu-Salamah has quoted that the Holy Prophet
(a.s) covered Hasan, Husayn, Ali and Fatimah
(a.s) with his cloak and then stated: “O Lord!
These are my Household (Ahl al-Bayt) and my
chosen ones. Take wickedness away from them
and make them pure!”
Ummu-Salamah says, “I asked the Prophet (a.s),
‘O Messenger of Allah! Am I among them?’ He
replied, ‘You are into goodness (but not among
them).’”
Tirmidhi writes under this tradition: “This tradition is
true and well-documented and the best one quoted in
this regard.”
 Sahih Al-Tirmidhi, Vol. 13, p.200:
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ƢăǸċǻƎƛƃ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœĈǼǳơ ȄǴǟ ƌƨăȇȉơ ǽǀǿ ąƪƊǳăǄăǻƢƐŭþ
ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ
ƆƢǼăǈƷăȁ ƊƨăǸĉǗƢǧ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ČœĈǼǳơƢǟăƽ ƊƨǸƊǴăǇ ďǵƌƗ ĉƪȈăƥĿ
ÊƔȏƚǿĈǶĄȀƐǴǳơǱƢǫōĽÇƔƢǈĉǰƎƥǶĄȀƊǴōǴăƴƊǧǽƎǂąȀƊǛăǦǴăƻĎȆǴăǟȁƆƢǼȈǈĄƷăȁ
ƨǸƊǴăǇČǵƌƗƪƊǳƢǫƆơŚȀǘăƫǶĄǿǂĈȀƊǗăȁăǆąƳĈǂǳơĄǶȀǼăǟąƤĉǿƒƿƘƊǧŖȈăƥƌǲǿƗ
ƉŚăƻńƛĉƪąǻƗȁĉǮƎǻƢǰăǷȄǴăǟĉƪąǻƗƊǱƢǫƅơċœăǻƢȇǶĄȀăǠăǷƢǻƗȁ
Umar Ibn Salamah, the Holy Prophet’s stepchild,
says: The honorable verse of “Purification” was
revealed in the house of Ummu-Salamah, the Holy
Prophet’s wife. The Holy Prophet (a.s) called
Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn (a.s), and Ali (a.s)
was behind him. Then he covered them with a
cloak (kisa’) and stated: “O Allah! These are my
Household, so banish wickedness from them and
make them pure!” At this moment, UmmuSalamah asked: “O Prophet of God! Am I among
them?” He answered, “You are in your own place
1
and you are into goodness, too.”


Mushkil Al-’athar (authored by Al-Tahawi), Vol. 1,
2
p. 336:

1

Egypt Press, with exposition of Ibn Arabi Maliki, Kitab AlManaqibǰȱ ǯȱ řŝŗşǰȱ Tafsir (Exegesis of Quran)ǰȱ ǯȱ řŗŘş (Int’l
No.)
2

ȱ ŗ st ed., Dar Sadir, Beirut, Section: “on what has been
narrated from the Holy Prophet about the Verse of
Purification.”
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ąǶƌǰąǼăǟăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳĄǾōǴǳơĄƾȇƎǂĄȇƢăǸċǻƎƛƃƊƨăȇȉơǽĉǀǿÉƅơƊǱăǄąǻƗƨăǸƊǴăǇĈǵƌƗǺăǟ
ƌǲȇŐƎƳ Ɛȏƛ ĉƪȈăƦǳơĿƢǷăȁ ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ
Ąśǈƌūơăȁ ĄǺǈƊūơăȁ ƌƨǸĉǗƢǧăȁ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁăȁ
ǱƢǬǧĉƪȈăƦǳơ ƎǲǿƗǺĉǷƢǻƗÊƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁƢȇ ĄƪǴƌǬǧĄǵȐċǈǳơĄǶƎȀȈǴăǟ
ƢĈŲ ōŅƛ ċƤăƷƗ ƊǹƢǰƊǧ ǶǠăǻ  ƊǱƢǫǾĈǻƗ ĄƩƽƽăȂƊǧ ƆơŚăƻƅơ ăƾǼĉǟ ăǮǳ Ɛǹƛ
ĄƣĄǂǤƫȁĄǆǸĈǌǳơǾȈǴǟĄǞƌǴǘƫ
Ummu-Salamah says: When the honorable verse
(of purification) was revealed, there was no one at
home except (Archangel) Gabriel, the Holy
Prophet (a.s), Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn (a.s). I
asked: “O Messenger of Allah! Am I from the Ahl
al-Bayt (a.s)?” He replied: “Indeed, you have good
deeds before God.” I wished he had said ‘yes’. It
was more pleasurable for me than all the things
1
over which the sun shines and sets.”

1

Tahawi Hanafi, in this section, mentions eleven traditions,
with the same meaning, quoted from Ummu-Salamah from
different chains of narrators. In order to conclude from these
and other rare traditions stating that the Prophet (a.s) told
Ummu-Salamah that she was among the Ahl al-Bayt too, he
then writes: “It is clear from these traditions that when the
Holy Prophet (a.s) told Ummu-Salamah that she is from the
Ahl al-Bayt, he did not mean that she is among those referred
to in the Purification Verse. And that the intention of the
honorable verse is only the Prophet (a.s) himself, Ali,
Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn (a.s), and no one else. It also
makes clear what the Prophet (a.s) meant when he told
Ummu-Salamah, ‘You are from my Household.’” (i.e. here the
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Dear reader! Pay considerable attention to the fact that
the honorable Prophet (a.s) has separated UmmuSalamah, his wife, from his Household (a.s). Hence
when Zayd Ibn Arqam was asked, “Who are the Ahl alBayt? Are the Prophet’s wives among them?” He
answered, “No! A wife lives with her husband for a
while, then her husband divorces her and she returns to
1
her father’s and her tribe.”
 Al-Durr Al-Manthur, under the exegesis of the
Purification Verse:

ƊƨăǠǈĉƫǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơƊǱȂǇăǁƢǻąƾƎȀăǋƊǱƢǫǅƢĈƦǟƎǺƥơǺăǟ
ăƾǼǟǾǼǟƅơȆǓǁ ƉƤĉǳƢǗĺƗ ƎǺƥ ĈȆǴăǟ ăƣƢƥ ƉǵȂăȇ ōǲƌǯļƘȇ ƉǂĄȀǋƗ

Prophet does not mean the special meaning of the Ahl al-Bayt
and the virtues mentioned in the verse do not match with
her.) Then in response to those who say that the Purification
Verse is preceded and followed by two addresses to the
Prophet’s wives, he writes: “So, we understand that God’s
statement in the verse ( Ϳ Ϊϳήϳ ΎϤϧ ) is addressed to His
intended men to remind them of their great status, and the
Prophet’s wives are only the addressees of the previous part
of the verse, before address to the men.” Then he narrates two
traditions like this, “In the mornings, the Holy Prophet (a.s)
used to come to the door of Fatimah’s house and state, ‘Peace
be upon you! O the Ahl al-Bayt! God has inclined to take any
wickedness away from you.” He then adds, “Also what is
narrated for us in this regard implies that the Purification
Verse (Tat’hir) is in their dignity.” See: Mushkil Al-Athar, Vol.
ŗǰȱǯȱřřŘ-řřş. (Editor)
1

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Fadha’il Al-Sahabah, ǯȱŚŚŘś.
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ƊǲąǿƗǾĄƫƢǯǂăƥăȁ Êƅơ ƌƨăǸąƷăǁăȁ ǶƌǰȈƊǴăǟ ĄǵȐĈǈǳơ ƌǱȂǬăȈǧ ĊƧȐăǏ ŏǲƌǯ ĉƪǫăȁ
ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛƃ ĉƪȈăƦǳơ
ăǆǸăƻ ƉǵȂăȇ Ɛǲƌǯ Éƅơ ǶƌǰăǸĉƷǁ ƊƧȐĈǐǳơ ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ
ĊƩơĈǂăǷ
Ibn Abbas says: For nine months, we witnessed
that the Messenger of Allah (a.s) came to the door
of Ali’s house five times a day at the time of the
five prayers and stated: “Peace be upon you, the
Ahl al-Bayt, and Allah’s blessings and mercy!
Allah only desires to keep away the uncleanness
from you, O people of the House (Ahl al-Bayt),
and to purify you a thorough purifying. It is the
prayer time. May God bless you!”
Is there not a secret here? Why does the Prophet, whose
speech and behavior are always brimful of wisdom and
expediency, emphasize on this issue so strongly? Not
only did Ibn Abbas narrate such traditions, but also
others did, such as Abu Al-Hamra, Abu Barzah and
1
Anas Ibn Malik.

The Ahl al-Bayt’s Claim to Imamate
Among the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s), Imam Ali and Imam Hasan
(a.s) reached Caliphate and managed the affairs of the

1

Al-Dur Al-Mathur, exegesis of Purification verse; Majma’ alZawa’idǰȱǯȱşǰ ǯȱŗŜş
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Muslim community, albeit for a little while. Although
Imam Husayn (a.s) apparently did not take power and
government, and adversaries of Islam ruled over the
Muslim community in his age, as history goes on, the
holy Imam in different circumstances introduced himself
as an Imam deserving Caliphate.
When people of Kufah invited Imam Husayn (a.s) for an
oath of allegiance writing to him, “We have no Imam,”
the honorable Imam sent Muslim Ibn Aqil, his
1
representative, to Kufah to investigate the situation.
It is evident that if he did not believe in his own
Imamate he led the nation to the true Imam, if not
denying his own Imamate; rather he did the reverse.
Imam Husayn (a.s), in response to people of Kufah,
wrote:
In the name of Allah, the most Merciful, the most
Compassionate.
From Husayn Ibn Ali to the assembly of Muslims
and believers.
Hani and Sa’id, your last messengers, brought your
letters to me. I understood what you had
mentioned. The majority of you had said, “We
have no Imam, so come to us so that God may
lead us to truth under your guidance.” I sent my

1

Al-Imamah and Al-¢ǰȱ ȱ Řǰȱ ǯŚǲȱ ȱ -Dhahab,
ȱřǰȱǯȱśŚǲȱ’ȱ ¢ǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŘŚŘ
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cousin to you who is my trustee and ordered him
to report your situation and attitudes. If he writes
to me that the attitudes of your scholars and noble
ones are as stated in your letters and by your
messengers, I will come to you as soon as possible,
God willing.

ĄǺĉƟơĈƾǳơăȁ ĉǖąǈĉǬǳƢƎƥ ƌǀĉƻȉơăȁ ƎƣƢƬĉǰǳƢƎƥ ƌǲĉǷƢǠǳơ Ɛȏƛ ĄǵƢǷȍơ ƢǷ ȅǂąǸăǠƊǴƊǧ
ÊƅơĉƩơƿȄǴăǟĄǾăǈƒǨăǻĄǆƎƥƢƊūơȁďǪƊūƢƎƥ
I swear by myself that Imam is not but to practice
Allah’s Book, do justice, and surrender himself to
1
God’s will. Peace be upon you!

Continuation of the Presence of Members from
the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s)
Ibn Hajar says: “The traditions exciting and persuading
to holding fast to the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s), implying nonstop presence of a pious person from the Ahl al-Bayt
(a.s), deserving to be followed, until the Resurrection
Day. The same is the case about the Holy Quran, which
would be proof until the Last Day. And hence the Ahl
2
al-Bayt (a.s) are safety for the inhabitants of the earth.

1

Tarikh TabariǰȱǯȱśǰȱǯřśřǲȱAl-Akhbar Al-TiwalǰȱǯȱŘřŞǲȱMaqtal
Al-Husayn by Abu Miǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŝǲȱ Al-Imamah wa Al-Siyasah,
ǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŞǯ
2

Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhriqah.
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 Dhakha’ir Al-Uqba, p. 17:

ǺĉǷĊǥȂǴĄƻŏǲƌǯĿǱƢǫ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœĈǼǳơǹƛăǂǸĄǟǺăǟ
ăśĉǳƢǤǳơăǦȇǂąƸăƫƎǺȇďƾǳơơǀǿǺăǟƊǹȂǨǼăȇŖąȈăƥƎǲąǿƗǺĉǷƈǱȁƾĄǟŖċǷƌƗ
ńƛ ǶƌǯĄƾƒǧȁ ǶƌǰăƬċǸĉƟƗ ōǹƛȁ ȏƗ ăśǴĉǿƢƊŪơ ƊǲȇȁƘƫȁ ăśǴĉǘƦƌŭơ ƊǱƢƸĉƬǻơăȁ
ƊǹȁƾĉǧȂĄƫąǺăŠơȁǂƌǜǻƢǧōǲăƳăȁċǄăǟÊƅơ
Umar quoted the Holy Prophet (a.s) as saying: In
each generation of my nation, there are just people
from my Ahl al-Bayt, defending religion against
distortions of exaggerators, claims of the liars and
interpretations of the ignorant. Your Imams are
your messengers to Almighty God. Be aware of
who you choose as your messengers!
Therefore, in the Prophet’s age, the Ahl al-Bayt included
Ali, Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn (a.s), but there will
always be people from the Ahl al-Bayt for the safety and
guidance on the earth.
The great Prophet of Allah (a.s) has considered Imam
Mahdi (a.s) from the Ahl al-Bayt too; who is the last
Imam is as stipulated in the following traditions:
 Musnad Ahmad, Vol. 3, p. 28:

ƆƢǸƒǴƌǛ ĄǑǁȋơ ÉȌąǸĄƫ ƊǱƢǫ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ƊǱȂǇǁ Ɛǹƛ
ÉȌąǸăȈƊǧ ƆƢǠǈĉƫ ȁƗ ƆƢǠƦăǇ ĄǮĉǴǸăȇ ļăǂƬĉǟ ǺĉǷ ƈǲĄƳăǁ ĄƱĄǂƒź ċǶƌƯ ƆơǁȂăƳăȁ
ƆȏƾăǟăȁƆƢǘąǈĉǫăǑǁȋơ
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The earth will become full of injustice and
oppression and then a man from the House (a.s)
will emerge. He will govern the earth for seven or
1
nine years, making it full of justice.
Hakim has also narrated this tradition as a true one.

2

 Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Vol. 4, p. 505:

ƎǲąǿƗǺĉǷ ƈǲĄƳăǁȆǴăȇǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơǺǟƅơĉƾƦǟǺǟ
ȆǸąǇơǾĄǸąǇơÉƔȆĉǗơȂĄȇŖȈăƥ
ăǮĉǳƿ Éƅơ ƊǱċȂƊǘƊǳ ćǵȂăȇ ƐȏƛƢȈǻĈƾǳơǺĉǷ ăǪąƦăȇ ąǶƊǳȂƊǳƊǱƢǫ ƊƧăǂȇǂĄǿĺƗǺăǟ
ȆǴȇĈŕăƷăǵȂăȈǳơ
The Prophet (a.s) said: “A man from my
Household will come; his name will be as same as
mine.
Abu Hurayrah said: If there were to remain in the
life of the world but one day, God would prolong
that day until he (Mahdi) comes.”
Tirmidhi says: “This tradition is fine and true.”
 Muntakhab Kanz Al-Ummal, Vol. 6, p. 32:

1

Musnad Al-MukathirinǰȱǯȱŗŖŝşŗǰ ŗŖŝřŝǰ ŗŖŝŞŖǰ ŗŖŝŖŜǰ ŗŖŞŞŝǰ
ŗŖŞşŞȱ ŗŗŘřŞ (Int’l No.)
2

Mustadrakȱ ǰȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱśśŞ
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ŖȈăƥ ƎǲąǿƗǺĉǷ ƈǲƳăǁ ĄƱĄǂƒźǶƐǴăǇăȁĉǾȈǴăǟÉƅơȄƐǴăǏÊƅơƌǱȂǇăǁƊǱƢǫ
ƢǸƊǯ Ɔȏƾăǟăȁ ƆƢǘąǈĉǫ ƢǿÉȌąǸăȈƊǧ ȆǬƌǴĄƻ ĄǾƌǬƌǴĄƻăȁ ȆǸąǇơ ǾĄǸąǇơ ÉƔȆĉǗơȂĄȇ
ƆơǁȂƳăȁƆƢǸƒǴƌǛąƪƊƠĉǴĄǷ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) said: A man from my
Household (a.s) will emerge whose name and
manner are the same as mine. He will fill in the
earth with justice as it had been filled with injustice
and oppression.
 Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al-Asharah:

ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơƌǱȂǇǁƊǱƢǫǱƢǫĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟĘȆǴăǟǺăǟ
ĊƨƊǴȈƊǳȆĉǧÉƅơǾĄƸĉǴąǐĄȇĉƪȈăƦǳơƎǲąǿƗǺĉǷČȅĉƾȀƊŭơ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) said: Mahdi is from my
Household. God will provide him with victory
1
over night.”
 Sunan Abi-Dawud, Kitab Al-Mahdi:

ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ƊǱȂǇǁ ĄƪąǠĉũ ƪƊǳƢǫ ƊƨǸƊǴăǇ ĈǵƌƗ Ǻăǟ
ƊƨăǸĉǗƢǧĉƾƒǳȁǺĉǷļăǂƬĉǟǺĉǷČȅĉƾȀƊŭơƌǱȂǬȇ
Ummu-Salamah quoted the honorable Prophet
(a.s) as saying: “Mahdi is from my Household and
1
Fatimah’s descendants.”

1

ȱ ǯȱ ŜŗŖǯȱ Ǳȱ Sunan Ibn Majah, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŚŖŝś
(Int’l No.)
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 Al-Mu’jam Al-Awsat of Tabarani, Vol. 1, p. 56:

ƢĈǼĉǷƗǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ďœĈǼǴĉǳ ƊǱƢǫ ĄǾĈǻƗ ƉƤĉǳƢǗĺƗ ƎǺƥ ďȆǴăǟǺăǟ
Éƅơ ĄǶĉƬąƼăȇ ƢǼƎƥ ƢĈǼĉǷ ƒǲƥ ǱƢǫ ƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ Ƣȇ ƢǻƎŚƊǣ ąǺĉǷ ąǵƗ ČȅĉƾȀƊŭơ
ăƶăƬƊǧƢǼƎƥƢǸƊǯ
Ali Ibn Abi Talib asked the Holy Prophet (a.s): “O
the Messenger of Allah! Is Mahdi from us?” The
Prophet (a.s) answered: “He is surely from us. God
2
will conclude with us as He commenced with us.”

1

ȱǯȱřŝřśǯȱǱȱSunan Ibn Majah, Dar Al-Fikr, Kitab Al-Fitan,
ǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗřŜŞǰȱǯȱŚŖŝŜ (Int’l No.)
2

All the Sunni master scholars have denied the tradition
“There is no Mahdi except Jesus.” In Awn Al-Ma’bud fi Sharh
Sunan Abi Dawud” (vol.ȱ ŗŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŚŚǼǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
tradition: “Bayhaqi and Hakim Nayshapuri have considered
this tradition as weak. Within the narrators of this tradition is
Aban who is rejected.” The same is stated in “Tuhfat AlAhwadhi fi Sharh Sunan Al-Tirmidhi” (ǯȱŜǰȱǯȱŚŖŘǼ.
Ibn Hajar in Fat’h Al-Bari (ǯȱ Ŝǰȱ ǯȱ řśŞǼȱ ¢Ǳȱ “Abul Hasan
Khasa’i in Manaqib Shafi’i says: “Successive traditions argue
that Mahdi is from this nation and that prophet Jesus will
follow him in prayers.” This is stated to reject the tradition
that “There is no Mahdi except Jesus” quoted by Ibn Majah from
Anas. The same is true about the tradition, “The Prophet (a.s)
said: ‘His name is my name and his father’s name is my
father’s,’” that is quoted in “Sunan Abu Dawud”, all the chains
of this tradition reach back to Asim Ibn Bahdalah, though
trusted by some, a group of scholars in Rijal attribute excess
of mistakes, invalidity, lack of preservation, unfamiliarity and
evasion to his traditions. (See Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib). So
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Haythami says explicitly in Majma’ al-Zawa’id (ǯȱ Ŝǰȱ ǯȱ řŘŝǼ,
“Some scholars have regarded his narrations as doubtful.”
The same is also the case about a tradition included by Abu
Dawud in Sunan (Dar ‘Ihya’ Al-Sunnah Al-Nabawiyyah, Vol.
ŚǰȱǯȱŗŖŞǰȱǯȱŚŘşŖǼȱȱKitab Al-Mahdi stating, “Ali (a.s) looked
at his son, Hasan (a.s), and said something implying that
Mahdi is from Hasan’s progeny.” Regardless of its
documentation, this tradition is probably misprinted,
replacing Husayn with Hasan. Because Sayyid Ibn Tawus in
Al-Tara’if ( ¢¢ȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŝŝǼȱ ȱ ȱ -Bitriq in
Al-Umdah (Mu’assasah Al-Nashr Al- ȱǰȱǯȱŚřŚǼȱ
have quoted the same tradition from the book entitled Al-Jam’
Bayn Al- Sihah Al-Sittah by Razin Al-Abdari, from Abi Ishaq
himself -the narrator of tradition- as follows: “Ali (a.s)
looking at Husayn (a.s) said…” to the part which reads: “ A
man from his progeny comes…”
Also various other traditions state that Mahdi (a.s) is from
Husayn’s progeny, such as the tradition recorded by Qunduzi
Hanafi in Yanabi’ Al-Mawaddah (ǯȱ řǰȱ ǯȱ řşŚǼȱ on the
authority of Al-Darqitni in Al-Jarh wa’l-Ta’dil on the authority
of Abu Sa’id Al-Khudri:

ƢƐŭȁĄǽăƾǼǟ ćǆĉǳƢƳƢǻƗȁ ƌƨăǸĉǗƢǧ ĉǾȈǴǟ ąƪǴăƻăƾƊǧ ƆƨƊǴȈǬƊƯƆƨăǓǂǷ ăǑƎǂăǷ ĈœǼǳơ ƐǹƗ
ƎƤĉǰǼăǷȄǴăǟăƣǂăǓǾĈǻƗăȂǿăȁþƌƧăŐăǠǳơƢȀąƬƊǬăǼăƻĉǦǠĈǔǳơǺĉǷĉǾƥƢǷąƩƗǁ
ǶƎȀȈǴǟƅơĄǵȐǇĉƨĈǷÉȋơĉǽǀǿČȅĉƾȀăǷơǀǿǺĉǷƊǱƢǫȁƎśăǈƌūơ
The Prophet (a.s) got seriously ill. Fatimah came to him
while I was there. Seeing the Prophet’s weakness, Fatimah
got lump in her throat…the Prophet tapped Husayn on the
shoulder and said: “Mahdi is from Husayn’s progeny.

Peace be upon them all.”
The tradition under discussion is also not well-documented,
since, first, Abu Dawud says, “I narrated it from Harun Ibn
Al-Mughirah.” It is not clear who narrated on the authority of
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Harun Ibn Al-Mughayrah to Abu Dawud. So the tradition is
interrupted. Second, Sulaymani has said about Harun Ibn AlMughayrah Ibn Al-Hakim, “His traditions should be closely
investigated.” Ibn Habban has said, “He may make mistakes.”
(Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib, Dar Sadir, Published in Hiydar Abad,
ǯȱ ŗŗǰȱ ǯŗŘǼȱ ¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ’s documentation, after
Harun Ibn Mughayrah, there is Amr Ibn Qays about whom
Abu Ubayd Ajuri quotes Abu Dawud as saying, “There is
mistake in his traditions.” (Tahdhib Al-Kamal, Al-Risalah, Vol.
ŘŘǰȱ ǯŘŖśǰȱ ǯȱ ŚŚřŝǼȱ ȱ ȱ Mizan Al-I’tidal says, “His
traditions are groundless.” (Dar Al-Ma’ǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱŘŞśǰȱǯȱ
ŜŜŜşǼȱ ȱ aymani says, “He is doubted.” (Tahdhib AlTahdhib, Dar Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŘǼȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
Azim Abadi has mentioned in Awn Al-Ma’bud fi Sharh Sunan
Abi Dawud as the result of arguments, stating that Mahdi (a.s)
is from Hasan’s progeny and that he is related to Husayn (a.s)
on his mother’s side is completely wrong, because, first, the
result of arguments is possible when the truth of all of them is
proved, while our study made it clear that the tradition of
Abu Ishaq as quoted in the present versions of Sahih Abu
Dawud is invalid from different aspects. This meaning is
expressed in no other way either. Second, numerous
traditions stipulate that Mahdi (a.s) is from the progeny of
Husayn (a.s) and that he is from the ninth generation of
Husayn’s children. This is incompatible with concluding
statement of the author of Awn Al-Ma’bud. Basically, it seems
that these two traditions quoted by Abu Dawud, that is the
tradition implying that the name of Mahdi’s father is
Abdullah and another one saying that Mahdi (a.s) is from
Hasan’s progeny, are fabricated by the proponents of
Muhammad Ibn Abdullah Ibn Hasan, known as Al-Nafs AlZakiyyah (The pious Spirit). Even some people like Al-Mansur
Al-Dawaniqi, the Abbasid caliph, before the establishment of
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Imams Are From the Prophet’s Household (the Ahl
al-Bayt)
Another sign of the Imams (a.s) found in traditions is
their belonging to the Holy Prophet’s Household.
 Hilyat Al-Awliya’, Vol. 1, p. 86:

ǺăǷ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơǱȂǇǁǱƢǫ ǱƢǫǅƢƦǟǺƥơǺǟ
ȆďƥăǁƢȀǇăǂƊǣĊǹąƾăǟƊƨċǼăƳăǺƌǰǈăȇăȁļƢǸăǷăƩȂĄŻăȁļƢȈăƷƢȈąƸăȇƒǹƗĄǽċǂăǇ
ȅƾǠăƥ ǺĉǷ ĉƨċǸĉƟȋƢƎƥ ĉƾăƬƒǬăȈƒǳăȁ ĄǾċȈĉǳăȁ ƎǱơȂĄȈƒǳăȁ ȅƾąǠăƥ ǺĉǷ ƆƢĈȈǴăǟ ƎǱơȂĄȈƒǴƊǧ
ƈǲąȇăȁăȁ ƆƢǸƒǴĉǟăȁ ƆƢǸąȀƊǧ ơȂǫƎǃĄǁăȁ ŖăǼȈǗ ǺĉǷ ơȂǬĉǴĄƻ ļăǂƬĉǟ ǶĄȀċǻƜǧ
Éƅơ ĄǶĄȀƊǳƢǻƗȏŖƊǴĉǏǶƎȀȈĉǧ ăśĉǠĉǗƢǬǳơăȁ ŖċǷƌƗǺĉǷ ąǶƎȀĉǴąǔƊǨƎƥ ăśƎƥƐǀƊǰĄǸǴĉǳ
ŖăǟƢǨăǋ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) said: One who would like
to live and die as I do and be placed in Paradise (of
Eden) that is made by my Lord should follow Ali
and his successors and Imams after me; since they
are my Household. They are created from my

The Abbasid dynasty, had named him Mahdi and sworn
allegiance to him. However Muhaddith Qumi, in his book
entitled Muntaha Al-Amal, says, “Abu Al-Faraj and Sayyid Ibn
Tawus have frequently narrated that Abdullah al-Mahz, the
father of Al-Nafs Al-Zakiyyah, and all his family denied his
being the promised Mahdi.” (See: Muntaha Al-’Amal, Section
on the murder of Muhammad Ibn Abdullah) The tradition,
“There is no Mahdi except Jesus” is the reaction of their
opponents. Impiety and worldliness have caused many
calamities and altered many facts.
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disposition
and
given
knowledge
and
understanding. Woe betide those who deny their
excellence! Woe betide those who deny their
relation to me! May God deprive them of my
1
intercession!
 Musnad Al-Firdaws:

ĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁƢǼƎƥ ȄƐǴăǏƊǱƢǫȅǁƾŬơ ĊƾȈǠǇĺƗǺăǟ
ăǂĉǋƢǠăǷƢȇƊǱƢǬǧƢǼȈǴăǟƎŉǂƊǰǳơĉǾƎȀƳăȂƥƊǲƦƒǫƗōĽńȁȋơƊƧȐĈǐǳơǶōǴǇȁ
Ŀ ĊƨōǘĉƷ ƎƣƢƥȁ ƉƵȂǻ ĉƨăǼȈǨăǇ ƌǲƊưăǷǶƌǰȈĉǧŖȈăƥ ƎǲąǿƗ ƊǲƊưăǷ ōǹƛĺƢƸǏƗ
ǺĉǷ ăǺȇĉƾǋơĈǂǳơ ĉƨċǸƟȋơ ȅƾǠăƥ ŖȈăƥ ƎǲąǿƘƥ ơȂǰċǈăǸăƬƊǧ ƊǲȈƟơǂǇƛ řăƥ
ƌƨĈǸĉƟȋơ ǶƊǯ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ Ƣȇ ƊǲȈĉǬǧ ƆơƾăƥƗ ơȂƐǴĉǔăƫ ǺƊǳ ǶǰċǻƜƊǧ ŖċȇĈǁƌƿ
ļǂąƬĉǟǺĉǷǱƢǫȁƗŖȈăƥƎǲąǿƗǺĉǷăǂǌăǟƢǼƒƯơƊǱƢǫăǭăƾǠƥ
Abu Sa’id Khudri says: The Prophet (a.s)
accomplished the first prayer with us and then
turned to us and stated: “O my companions! The
like of my Ahl al-Bayt among you is Noah’s Ark
and the Gate of Repentance (Bab Hittah) of the
2
Israelites. So after me, hold fast to my Ahl al-Bayt;

1
2

ȱŚ th ed., Dar Al-Kutub Al-’ȱŗŚŖśǯȱ

This is a reference to an event stated in Surah (Chapter) AlBaqarah (The Cow), Vȱ śŞȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ Ǳȱ Ğ ȱ
wandering about in lands for many years, due to their sins
and obstinacy, the Israelites got subject to God’s blessing and
forgiveness and were led to a place for living. When entering
into its gate, they were asked to bind, as a sign of humility,
and say the word “hittah—meaning repentance.” It is
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the followers of truth from my progeny. Surely you
1
will never go astray.” He was asked: “O the
Messenger of Allah! What is the number of Imams
after you?” He replied: “They will be twelve from
my Household.”

 Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabir, Vol. 3, p. 93:

2

ƌǲąǿƗ ĄǺƸăǻăȁ þǶǯĄƙơǂăǷƗ ƢĈǻƜǧ ƢǼȈǧ Èƅơ ơȂǬĈƫƛ ŒăƬąƴƌŭơ ǵƢǷȍơ Ǻăǟ
ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛƃ ōǲăƳăȁ ċǄăǟ ƅơ ƊǱƢǫ ȅǀƐǳơ ĉƪȈăƦǳơ
ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơǲǿƗăǆąƳďǂǳơ
Imam Hasan Mujtaba (a.s) says: “Be pious
concerning our affairs; we are your rulers indeed…
we are the same People of the House about whom

narrated that the Gate of Repentance was built short so that
the Israelites had to bend a little when entering, as to
accomplish God’s order. But they entered with their knees
bent and straight head, instead of entering in the state of
genuflection. Indeed they did not genuflect before Almighty
God. Moreover, as stipulated in the next verse, instead of
‘hittah,’ some of them said similar words mockingly. See:
Shaykh Tabarsi, Tafsir (Exegesis) Jawami’ Al-Jami’ Exegesis,
vol.ȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŞ. (Editor)
1

Since all the Imams except Ali (a.s) are the Prophet’s
progeny, he has known all of them as his children, i.e. they
are mostly from his progeny.
3

ȱŘ nd ed., Maktabah Ibn Taymiyah.

4

ȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱŗŝŘ.

2

ȱŘ nd Edition, Maktabah Ibn Taymiyah.
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God said: “Allah only desires to keep away the
uncleanness away from you, O People of the
House, And to purify you a (thorough) purifying.”
Haythami in Majma’ al-Zawa’id quotes this tradition from
Tabarani and says, “The narrators of this tradition are
1
trustworthy.” The same tradition is included in many
other books too, such as Shawahid Al-Tanzil by Hakim
2
3
Hasakani, Ibn Kathir Dimashqi’s Tafsir Exegesis,
4
Tarikh Dimashq by Ibn ‘Asakir, … etc.
 Al-Isabah fi Tamyiz al-Sahabah, Vol. 1, p. 559:

ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ƅơ ƊǱȂǇǁ ĄƪąǠǸăǇ ǱƢǫ ǥǂǘǷ Ǻƥ ƽƢȇǃ Ǻǟ
ƊǲĄƻƾăȇăȁ ŖăƬȈĉǷ ăƩȂǸăȇȁ ļƢȈăƷ ƢȈƸăȇ ƒǹƗ ċƤƷƗ ąǺăǷǱȂǬȇ ǶōǴǇȁ
ǺĉǷ ĄǾăƬċȇĈǁƌƿȁ ƆƢȈĉǴăǟ ōǱȂăƬăȈƒǴƊǧ ĉƾǴƌŬơ ƌƨċǼăƳȆĉǿȁ ȆĈƥăǁňƾăǟăȁŖƐǳơ ƨċǼƊŪơ
ăƣƢƥ ǶƌǯȂǴĉƻƾĄȇ ǺƊǳăȁ ĆȃƾĄǿ ăƣƢƥ ǶƌǯȂƳƎǂąƼĄȇ ąǺƊǳ ǶĄȀċǻƜƊǧ ĉǽĉƾǠƥ
ĊƨǳȐăǓ
The Holy Prophet (a.s) said: Anyone who likes to
live and die the same as I do and be placed in the
eternal Paradise promised by my Lord should take
5
Ali (a.s) and his children as his guardians (wali),

1

ȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱŗŝŘǯ

2

ȱŗ st ȱǯȱŗŚŗŗǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱřŘ.

3

Dar Al-Ma’ǰȱŗŚŗŘǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱŚşś.

4

Dar Al-ȱŗŚŗśǰȱǯȱŗřǰȱǯȱŘŝŖ.

5

The term ‘wali’ has several meanings, such as friend, lover,
ruler, confederate by an oath, follower…etc. What is more in
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for they never take you away from guidance and
1
will never lead you astray.

 Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhriqah, p. 15:

ƊǲǔƊǨǳơ ƐǹƛĄǅƢĈǼǳơƢȀĈȇƗƢȇǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇǁǺăǟ
ĄǶƌǰƥ ċǺăƦăǿǀăƫ ȐƊǧ ĉǾĉƬċȇďǁƌƿȁ Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇǂĉǳ ƊƨăȇȏȂǳơȁ ƊƨǳƎǄąǼƊŭơăȁ ăǥăǂċǌǳơăȁ
ƌǲȈĉǗƢƥȋơ
The Messenger of Allah (a.s) says: O People!
Excellence, honor, dignity and government are for
the Messenger of Allah and his Progeny, so be
aware not to be deceived by untruths!
Qanduzi Hanafi narrates this tradition from Hudhayfah
Ibn Al-Yaman in Jawahir Al-’Aqdayn and states, “Ibn
Hanafi, in Al-Tanbih, and Zarandi, in Durar Al-Simtayn,
2
have narrated this tradition. Interestingly, those who
replaced the Ahl al-Bayt unlawfully, occupying the
position of Caliphate, used these kinds of traditions for
arguing against their rivals. Abu Bakr, for rejecting the

harmony with this tradition is ‘ruler.’ Even if it is used in its
other meanings, the point is proved, since the tradition says
that Ali (a.s) and his children guide people and, as will be
mentioned, he and his infallible children claimed their
Imamah.
1

Also, Al-Muntakhab min Dhayl Al-Mudhayyal of ǰȱǯȱŞřǲȱ
Kanz Al-’Ummal, Al-Risalah,ȱś t h ȱǯǰȱǯȱŗŗǰȱǰȱŜŗŗǯ
2

Yanabi’ Al-Mawaddahǰȱ ŗ st ȱ ǯǰȱ  ȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ǯȱ
Śś
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candidate of Ansar said, “Caliphate is not known but for
1
Quraysh.”
Mu’awiah too, for denying Ibn Zubayr and Ibn Umar
and supporting Yazid’s prospective Caliphate said,
“Caliphate is only for the children of Abd Manaf (the
grandfather of Banu Hashim and Banu Umayyah),
because they are the relatives of the Messenger of
Allah.” He added, “O son of Zubayr and son of Umar!
2
Surely, Allah has taken you away from Caliphate.”
Pay attention to how Mu’awiah told that God has taken
Caliphate away from them, but in their own case, he
says nothing of the Revelation or the Prophet’s will.
To conclude this chapter, here is just one tradition that is
narrated by Qunduzi Hanafi about the names of all the
Imams (a.s):
 Yanabi’ Al-Mawaddah, p. 440:

Ǻăǟ ăǮƌǳƘąǇƗ ƾċǸăƸĄǷ Ƣȇ ƊǱƢǬǧ öǲưąǠăǻõ ĄǾǳ ƌǱƢǬĄȇ ĎȅĉƽȂȀăȇ ăǵĉƾƊǫ þ
ȄǴăǟĄƪąǸƊǴąǇƗƢȀǼăǟřăƬąƦăƳƗƒǹƜǧƉśƷƌǀǼĄǷȅǁąƾăǏĿĄƲƊǴąƴƊǴăƫÈƔƢȈąǋƗ
ǺăǟňąǂƎƦąƻƘǧ þƾċǸăƸĄǷƢȇƊǱƢǬǧƧǁƢǸĉǟƢƥƗƢȇ ƒǲăǇǱƢǫ ăǮąȇăƾăȇ
ăǺƥ ȄǇȂĄǷƢǼċȈƎƦăǻ ōǹƛȁ ĎȆǏăȁ ĄǾƊǳăȁ Ɛȏƛ Ęœăǻ ąǺĉǷƢǸƊǧ ȂĄǿǺăǷ ăǮďȈĉǏăȁ
ĺƗ ĄǺƥ ČȆǴăǟȆĈȈĉǏăȁ ōǹƛƊǱƢǬǧ ĊǹȂǻ ƎǺƥ ăǞăǋȂȇ ńƛ ȄăǏąȁƗ ƊǹơǂǸĉǟ
1

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Al-Hudud, Section Rajm Al-Halabi,
ǯȱŜřŘŞ (Int’l No.)
2

Al-Imamah wa Al-CaliphateǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗśŖ
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ƎƤǴĄǏǺĉǷĊƨċǸĉƟƗƌƨăǠąǈĉƫĄǽȂǴƬăƫĄśăǈƌūơăȁĄǺăǈƊūơăȅƢǘƦĉǇĄǽăƾąǠăƥăȁƉƤĉǳƢǗ
ǾĄǼąƥƢǧĄśăǈƌūơȄǔăǷơƿƛƊǱƢǫŅąǶƎȀďǸăǈƊǧƾċǸăƸĄǷƢȇǱƢǫśăǈƌūơ
ĄǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ƾċǸăƸĄǷ ȄǔăǷ ơƿƜǧ ƾċǸăƸĄǷ ĄǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ĎȆǴăǟ ȄăǔăǷ ơƿƜǧ ĎȆĉǴăǟ
ǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ȄǇȂĄǷ ȄǔăǷ ơƿƜǧ ȄǇȂĄǷ ǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ǂƊǨǠăƳ ȄǔăǷ ơƿƜǧ ĄǂƊǨǠăƳ
ĎȆĉǴăǟǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ƾċǸăƸĄǷ ȄăǔǷ ơƿƜǧƾċǸăƸĄǷǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ĎȆǴăǟ ȄǔăǷ ơƿƜǧĎȆĉǴăǟ
ƌƨċƴƌūơ ĄǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ĄǺăǈƊūơ ȄǔăǷ ơƿƜǧ ĄǺăǈƊūơ ĄǾĄǼąƥƢǧ ĎȆǴăǟ ȄǔăǷ ơƿƜǧ
ǂǌăǟƢǼƯơÊƔȏƚȀƊǧȅĉƾȀƊŭơƾċǸăƸĄǷ
A Jew called Na’thal came to the Holy Prophet
(a.s) and said, “O Muhammad! I have some
questions, which have been in my mind for a
while. If you answer me, I will embrace Islam with
your help.” The Prophet (a.s) said, “O Aba
Amarah! You may ask me!” The man asked, “O
Muhammad! Make me aware of your successor
after you, for there is no Prophet without a
successor. Our Prophet Musa Ibn ‘Imran (Moses)
set Yusha’ (Joshua) Ibn Nun as his successor.” The
Holy Prophet replied, “My successor is Ali Ibn Abi
Talib and after him my two grandsons Hasan and
Husayn after whom nine Imams from Husayn’s
progeny will come successively.” “Tell me their
names, Muhammad,” he asked. The Prophet (a.s)
stated, “After Husayn will come his son Ali
(Sajjad), after Ali his son Muhammad (Baqir), after
Muhammad his son Ja’far (Sadiq), after Ja’far his
son Musa (Kazim), after Musa his son Ali (Riza),
after Ali his son Muhammad (Jawad), after
Muhammad his son Ali (Hadi), after Ali his son
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Hasan (‘Askari) and after Hasan his son Hujjah
Muhammad Mahdi. They are thus twelve in
1
number.

Shia Traditions are Proof for everyone
There are various traditions about Imamate and features
and signs suggested by them matching with the Twelve
Imams (a.s). The variety of the traditions is much
beyond those briefly mentioned here. The number of
traditions is to such an extent that regardless of
truthfulness and justice of narrators, they cannot be the
result of a joint plot for making false information. Since
different people from diverse places with various
attitudes have narrated these traditions and these are
mentioned in numerous books. Therefore, when such
diverse individuals have narrated a single concept in
different words, alteration and forgery are basically rare.
As mentioned before, since the discussions in this book
are brief, we here deal with a sample of traditions
narrated by the Shia, evidencing the signs of Imamate
and Caliphate with the names and personality of the
Imams. Though this discussion is also a cursory one,
with due attention to what preceded and the following

1

Al-Hafiz Sulayman Ibn Ibrahim Al-Qanduzi Al-Hanafi,
Yanabi’ Al-Mawaddahǰȱ Ş th ed. Dar Al-Kutub Al- ¢¢ȱ ŗřŞśǰȱ
ȱŝŜǰȱǯȱŚŚŖ
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1

true traditions, truth will be clear. It is noteworthy that
in the following traditions’ documents, there are people
who may be opposed because of their being Shia, and
hence these traditions are not considered as proof,
especially because the Imams themselves are included in
the documents. In response, it should be said that this
objection is not acceptable since it requires that even if a
just and trustworthy person narrates something he
believes in it himself, then that would be untrue.
Furthermore, Sunni scholars themselves quote and
depend upon Shia scholars in their books. The late
Allamah Abd Al-Husayn Sharaf Al-Din has collected the
names of many Shia scholars whose trustworthiness,
honesty and Shiism has been stipulated by Sunni
scholars and narrators such as Bukhari, Muslim,
2
Tirmidhi… etc, have learnt their knowledge from them.
Hakim Nayshapuri in the book entitled Ma’rifat ‘Ulum
Al-Hadith, when writing about the most valid documents
and the best chains of narrators, mentions some
Companions of the Prophet (a.s); but at the very
3
beginning he says, “The most valid documents of the
Ahl al-Bayt’s traditions are narrated by Ja’far Ibn

1

‘True’ here is not used in its special idiomatic sense, but it
means narratives whose narrators are trustworthy people;
though most traditions are ‘true’ in the sense used in Rijal
too. (True traditions should meet some characteristics, such as
narrator’s belief in Imams and the like)
2
3

See Al-Muraja’atǰȱǯȱśŘ
ȱǯȱśŚ.
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Muhammad (Imam Sadiq (a.s)) from his father, Imam
Baqir (a.s) from his grandfather, Imam Sajjad (a.s) from
Imam Ali (a.s), provided that the narrator from Ja’far is
1
trustworthy.”
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, when speaking about the document
of the famous tradition, “The phrase, ‘Allah is He
besides whom there is no God’ is my fortress,” narrated
by Imam Reza (a.s) from his father, from his
grandfather, from the Messenger of Allah, says, “If this
phrase is recited before an insane, he will surely be
2
healed.”
Therefore these traditions act as proof for the non-Shia,
too. Furthermore, we naturally have two options—we
either make belief that traditions about Imamate and
Caliphate are only limited to those narrated by the Sunni
from the Holy Prophet (a.s), or that there are more such
traditions. The result of both is the same, since in the
first case, no Islamic branch save Twelver Shia match
3
with the tradition, and in the second case, (i.e. if the

1

In these cases, Imam Sajjad (a.s) narrates from his father,
Imam Husayn (a.s) who narrates from Imam Ali (a.s).
2

See: Al-Sawa’iq Al-Muhriqahǰȱ Ř nd ȱ ǯȱ ŗřśŞȱ
Al-ȱȱ¢ǰȱǯȱŘŖś.
3

ǯȱ ǯǰȱ ȱ

Allamah Sharaf Al-Din says: We investigated what the Sunni
have narrated about the virtues of the Sahabah—Companions
(except the Ahl al-Bayt) and found no opposition (in them)
with the Imamiyyah (believers in the Twelve Imams) belief
and no argument for Caliphate of the Companions. So no one
has used them in proving the Caliphate of the three Caliphs.
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traditions are more than those narrated by the Sunni),
these other traditions and their documents should be
studied. In so doing, it will become clear that they all
prove the Imamate of the Twelve Imams (a.s).

Knowing the Names and Personalities of the
Imams
Some well-documented traditions quoted by the Shia and
including the auspicious names of Imams (a.s) follow:
Imam Ali, Imam Hasan and Imam Husayn (a.s)

 ‘Uyun Akhbar Al-Riza (a.s), Vol. 1, p. 57:

ĉǾȈǴăǟ ăśǼĉǷƚƌŭơ ĄŚǷƗ ƊǲĉƠĄǇ ǱƢǫ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ĘȆǴǟ Ǻƥ śăǈĄƷ Ǻăǟ
ȆĈǻƛǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơƎǱȂǇǁƎǱȂƊǫŘǠăǷǺăǟĄǵȐċǈǳơ
ƢǻƗ ƊǱƢǬǧ ƧăǂąƬĉǠǳơ ǺăǷ ļăǂąƬĉǟăȁ Êƅơ ăƣƢƬĉǯ ƎśƊǴƊǬōưǳơ ĄǶƌǰȈĉǧ ćǦŏǴăƼĄǷ
ǶĄȀĄǠĉǇƢƫ Ǝśǈƌūơ ĉƾƒǳȁ ǺĉǷ ƌƨăǠąǈĈƬǳơ ƌƨċǸĉƟȋơȁ Ąśăǈƌūơăȁ ĄǺăǈƊūơăȁ
ơȁƽǂăȇ ĈŕăƷǶĄȀƌǫƎǁƢǨĄȇȏăȁ Êƅơ ăƣƢƬĉǯƊǹȂǫƎǁƢǨĄȇȏǶĄȀĄǸĉƟƢǫăȁ ǶĄȀČȇĉƾąȀăǷ
ĄǾăǓȂăƷǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏÊƅơǱȂǇăǁȄǴǟ
Ali (a.s) was asked, “What did the Prophet mean
by ‘Household’ when he said, ‘I leave two valuable

But great Sunni scholars consider what is stated in some
books about Abu Bakr and others as forgery. See: Sharh
‘Aqa’id ‘Azudiǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ǯȱ ŜŚŚǲȱ Sharh Nahj Al-Balaqah, Ibn Abi’lǰȱǯȱŗŗǰȱǯȱŚşǰȱǯȱ
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things among you—Allah’s book and my
Household?’” He replied, “By ‘Household,’ the
Holy Prophet referred to me, Hasan, Husayn and
nine Imams from Husayn’s progeny the ninth of
whom is their Mahdi and Qa’im (the living). They
would not be separated from Allah’s Book until
they come to the Prophet (a.s) at the River.
Imam Ali Ibn Al-Husayn (a.s)

 Ithbat Al-Hudat, Vol. 5, p. 218:
Shaykh Kulayni narrates from Imam Baqir (a.s), When
Husayn (a.s) was martyred, Muhammad Ibn AlHanafiyyah (son of Imam Ali) sent someone to Ali Ibn
Al-Husayn (a.s), his nephew, to tell him in privacy, “O
son of my brother! The Prophet (a.s) appointed for his
succession and for the Imamate the Commander of the
Believers (Amir Al-Mu’minin; Imam Ali), as you know,
and then Hasan and Husayn. Your father was martyred
and did not make his will. I am your uncle, your father’s
brother, and more deserving than you in terms of age
and being Ali’s son. So do not quarrel with me about
Imamate and the Prophet’s succession. Imam Sajjad (a.s)
answered:

ƊǹȂǰăƫƒǹƗăǮƌǜĉǟƗȆĈǻƛĘǪăƸƎƥăǮǳăǆąȈƊǳƢǷƎǝċƾăƫȏăȁÈƅơƎǪċƫƛČǶăǟƢȇ
ƊǲąƦƊǫ ōŅƛ ȄǏąȁƗ ĉǾȈƊǴăǟ Êƅơ ĄƩơȂǴăǏ ČǶăǟƢȇ ĺƗ ōǹƛăśǴĉǿƢƊŪơǺĉǷ
ĊƨăǟƢǈƎƥăƾăȀąǌăƬąǈĄȇƒǹƗƊǲƦƊǫăǮĉǳƿĿōŅƛăƾƎȀăǟăȁƎǩơǂĉǠǳơńƛăǾċƳȂăƬăȇƒǹƗ
ȅƾǼĉǟǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏÊƅơƎǱȂǇăǁĄƵȐĉǇơǀǿăȁ
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“O uncle! Fear God and do not claim something to
which you have no right. I admonish you lest you
may be of the ignorant. O uncle! My father—peace
be upon him—before going to Iraq appointed me
as his successor; and a while before his martyrdom,
he took allegiance with me about Imamate. And
this is the Prophet’s weapon being with me.”

He then added, “Do not interfere with this issue lest
your life may become short and your mood dispersed!
Almighty God has placed Imamate and succession in
Husayn’s offspring. If you want to make sure, let us go
to the Black Stone (in the Holy Ka’bah) together and
leave the judgement to it.”
Imam Baqir (a.s) says: “This discussion took place in
Mecca. So they went to the Black Stone together and
Imam Sajjad said to Muhammad Ibn Hanafiyyah, “First,
you beseech God and ask Him to make the Black Stone
speak and then you ask it your question.” Muhammad
prayed insistently, asked God and called the Stone, but
there was no response. Imam (a.s) said, “O uncle! If you
were Imam and successor of the Prophet (a.s), the Stone
had replied you.” Ibn Hanafiyyah said, “O son of
brother! Now you pray and ask it.” Then Ali Ibn AlHusayn prayed and beseeched God stating, “(I adjure
you) By Him Who have placed the allegiance of Imams,
successors and all the people in you, tell us about the
Imam and successor after Husayn Ibn Ali (a.s).” The
Stone moved in such a way that it was nearly removed
from its place. It uttered Allah’s Name and said, “O
Allah! Imamate and succession after Husayn Ibn Ali
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(a.s) is for Ali Ibn Al-Husayn, son of the Prophet’s
daughter—Fatimah.” So Ibn Hanafiyyah regretted
accepting Imam Sajjad as Imam.
This tradition is quoted from Imam Baqir (a.s) with
1
different documents.
Imam Muhammad Al-Baqir (a.s)

 Ithbat Al-Hudat, Vol. 5, p. 263:
Shaykh Saduq, in his book entitled Al-Amali, narrates
from Imam Sadiq (a.s):

ĄǾăǼąƥơ ăƾƳăȂƊǧ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ Ǝśăǈƌūơ ƎǺƥ ďȆĉǴăǟ ȄǴăǟ Ɗǲăƻăƽ ƆơǂƎƥƢƳ Ɛǹƛ
ƊǱƢǫ ơǀǿ ǺăǷ ǱƢǬǧ ƆƢǷȐƌǣ ĄǽăƾǼĉǟ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ĘȆĉǴăǟ ăǺƥ ƾċǸăƸĄǷ
ǂĉǫƢƦǳơƾċǸăƸĄǷȅƾǠăƥƎǂąǷȋơĄƤĉƷƢǏăȁřąƥơơǀǿ
Jabir went to Imam Sajjad (a.s) and saw his son,
Muhammad who was a child then. He asked the Imam,
‘Who is he?’ The Imam (a.s) replied, ‘He is my son and
my successor, Muhammad Al-Baqir.’
Imam Ja’ far Al-Sadiq (a.s)

 Ithbat Al-Hudat, Vol. 5, p. 323:

1

The late Allamah Majlisi in Bihar Al-Anwar quotes from the
book entitled Al-Khara’ij wa’l-Jara’ih by Ravandi, “Some
believe that Muhammad Ibn Hanafiyyah did so to resolve
people’s doubts (He did not deny it himself) See: Bihar AlAnwarǰȱ ¢¢ȱǰȱǰȱǯȱŚŜǰȱǯȱřŖ.
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ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ǶĉƟƢǬǳơ Ǻăǟ ƊǲƠĄǇ þĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ǂǨǠƳ ĺƗ Ǻǟ
ĄǶĉƟƢǫ Êƅơȁ ơǀǿƊǱƢǬǧ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ ÊƅơĉƾƦăǟĺƗ ȄǴǟǽƾăȈƎƥ ăƣǂăǔǧ
ƉǂƊǨǠăƳȂƥƗ ăǒƦƌǫƢĈǸƊǴƊǧ þǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ĊƾċǸăƸĄǷ ƎǱƕ
ăǮĉǳǀƎƥǾĄƫąǂăƦąƻƘƊǧ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ ƅơĉƾƦăǟĺƗ ȄǴăǟ ĄƪƒǴăƻăƽ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ
ȂĄǿ ƉǵƢǷƛ Ŏǲƌǯ ăǆȈƊǳ ƒǹƗ ƊǹȁăǂăƫǶƌǰōǴăǠƊǳƊǱƢǫ ōĽ ĄǂƥƢƳ ăǩăƾăǏƊǱƢǬǧ
ĄǾƊǴƦƊǫǹƢǯȅǀƐǳơƎǵƢǷȍơăƾǠƥăǶĉƟƢǬǳơ
Imam Baqir (a.s) was asked, ‘Who is Qa’im?’ He
pointed to Imam Sadiq (a.s) and said, ‘(I swear) By
God that he is the Qa’im of the Household of
Muhammad (a.s).’ Anbasah (the narrator) said,
‘After Imam Baqir’s demise, I went to Imam Sadiq
(a.s) and quoted Jabir’s tradition to him. He said,
‘Jabir has been truthful. You may think that each
Imam is not Qa’im of his last Imam.’
Therefore, Qa’im here is not used in its special meaning,
standing only for Imam Mahdi (a.s), but it has its general
meaning used for all Imams, since all Imams are ‘Qa’im
1
bi ‘amri Allah.’
Imam Musa Al-Kazim (a.s)

 Ithbat Al-Hudat, Vol. 5, p. 472:

ĄǺƒŴăȁ ƆƢǷȂȇ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ ăǺăǈƊūơƢƥƗ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ ƅơĉƾƦăǟȂƥƗ Ȅǟăƽ
ȅƾǠăƥǶƌǰĄƦĉƷƢǏÊƅơăȁȂĄȀƊǧơǀǿǶƌǰƎƦĉƷƢǐƎƥąǶƌǰȈƊǴăǟƢǼǳƊǱƢǬǧǽăƾǼĉǟ
1

That is they maintain Allah’s orders.
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Shaykh Kulayni quotes Sulayman Ibn Khalid as
saying: One day we were with Imam Sadiq (a.s)
when he called his son Abu al-Hasan (Musa) and
told us, “By God, he is your Imam after me.”
Imam Ali Ibn Musa Al-Riza (a.s)

 Ithbat Al-Hudat, Vol. 6, p. 8:

ȅĉƾƒǳƎȁ ĄǂăƦƒǯƗ ƆƢĈȈĉǴăǟ ȆƎǼąƥơ Ɛǹƛ ƊǱƢǫ ǾĈǻƗ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ƎǺăǈūơ ĺƗ Ǻăǟ
ĎœăǻƐȏƛĉǾȈǧǂƌǜąǼăȇąǶƊǳȁƎǂƒǨƊŪơĿȆǠăǷǂƌǜǼăȇȂĄǿăȁƐŅƛąǶĄȀČƦăƷƗȁǶĄǿČǂăƥƗȁ
ĎȆĉǏăȁȁƗ
Shaykh Kulayni narrates from Abu al-Hasan,
Imam Kazim (a.s), “My son, Ali, is the eldest and
1
most beloved of my children. He reads Jafr along
with me, while no one except the Prophet and his
successors look at it.

1

“Jafr” (arithmomancy) is one of the sources of the Imams’
knowledge. The author of Majma’ Al-Bahrayn writes, “It is
quoted in the tradition, ‘The Messenger of Allah (a.s) taught
Jafr and Jami’ah to the Commander of the Believers, Ali (a.s).’
These two are interpreted as, “skin of goat and skin of ram on
which all the sciences, even the different compensation prices
for a scratch, a whip and half a whip, were written.” The
researcher Sharif Jurjani in Sharh Mawaqif is quoted as saying,
“Jafr and Jami’ah are two books of Ali’s (a.s) in which all the
happenings of the world until the end of the world are
included according to the science of Huruf, and known Imams
from his children know this science and rule with it.” (Editor)
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Imam Muhammad Al-Taqi Al-Jawad (a.s)

 Ithbat Al-Hudat, Vol. 6, p. 157:

ƢĈǼƌǯ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ƢǓĈǂǴĉǳ ĄƪǴƌǫ ǱƢǫ ŜŹ ƎǺƥ ƊǹơȂǨăǏ Ǻăǟ
ńƜƊǧƈǹąȂƊǯƊǹƢǯƒǹƜǧăǮăǷȂăȇÉƅơƢǻơǁƗȐƊǧ ǱƢǫƒǹƗńƛ þăǮƌǳƊƘǈăǻ
Ǿȇƾăȇ ăśăƥ ćǶĉƟƢǫ ăȂǿȁ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ ƉǂƊǨǠăƳĺƗ ńƛ ǽĉƾȈƎƥ ăǁƢǋƘƊǧǺăǷ
ǺĉǷĄǽČǂĄǔăȇƢǷăȁǱƢǬǧăśǼǇĉƭȐƯĄǺƥơơǀǿǭơƾĉǧĄƪǴĉǠĄƳƪǴƌǬǧ
ăśǼǇƭȐƊƯĄǺąƥơăȂǿȁĉƨċƴƌūƢƥȄǈȈǟăǵƢǫƾƊǬƊǧăǮǳƿ
Shaykh Kulayni quotes Safwan as saying: I told
Imam Riza (a.s), ‘We always ask… If something
happens to you, God forbid, whom should we
follow?’ The Imam pointed at his son, Abu Ja’far,
Imam Jawad (Muhammad Taqi) who was
standing before him. I said, ‘May I be sacrificed to
you! He is only three years old!’ The Imam (a.s)
stated, ‘What is wrong with it? Jesus was also three
years old when he rose as a proof. (Maybe
prophecy is intended.)
Imam Ali Al-Naqi Al-Hadi (a.s)

 Mir’at Al-’Uqul (Exposition of Al-Kafi), Vol. 3, p.
383:
Isma’il Ibn Mihran says: When Imam Jawad (a.s)
was taken from Madinah to Baghdad for the first
time, I said to him, “May I be sacrificed to you! I
am afraid about where you are going. Who is the
Imam after you?” He looked at me laughing and
said, “This year, my absence is not the way you
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think.” The second time he was taken to Mu’tasim
(the Abbasid caliph), I asked, “You are going.
Who will be the Imam after you?” He cried until
his beard was wet. Then he returned to me and
said:

ĘȆĉǴăǟřąƥơńƛȅƾǠăƥǺĉǷĄǂąǷȋơċȆƊǴăǟĄǥƢƼĄȇǽĉǀǿăƾąǼĉǟ
“This time, my life is in danger. After me,
Imamate is for my son, Ali (Imam Hadi (a.s)).
Imam Hasan Al-Askari

 Mir’at Al-’Uqul (Exposition of Al-Kafi), Vol. 6, p.
205:
Imam Jawad (a.s) narrates a happening in which
Al-Khidr (a.s) testifies to God’s Unity, the
Prophet’s Mission and the Imamate of the Imams
one by one. He then continues:

ƾċǸăƸĄǷƎǺƥďȆĉǴăǟƎǂąǷƘƥĄǶĉƟƢǬǳơĄǾċǻƘƥĘȆǴăǟƎǺƥƎǺăǈƊūơȄǴăǟĄƾăȀǋƗȁ
I testify that Hasan Ibn Ali is the successor of
Imam Hadi, Ali Ibn Muhammad, and the Imam
after him.
Imam Al-Mahdi

ăǂăȀƒǜăȇĈŕƷȄĈǸăǈĄȇȏăȁȄĈǼƊǰĄȇȏƎǺăǈƊūơĉƾƒǳȁǺĉǷƉǲĄƳăǁȄǴăǟĄƾăȀąǋƗăȁ
ƆơǁȂăƳąƪƊƠĉǴĄǷƢǸƊǯƆȏƾăǟƢǿÉȌąǸăȈƊǧĄǽĄǂąǷƗ
And I testify to a man, the son of Hasan (Imam
Askari) whose name and nickname are unknown
until his emergence, when he will make the earth
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full of justice as it was filled with oppression and
injustice.

Imam Mahdi’s Occultation
 Mir’at Al-Uqul (Exposition of Al-Kafi), Vol. 4, p. 50:

ƌǱȂǬăȇ ĄǵȐċǈǳơĉǾȈǴăǟ ÊƅơĉƾƦăǟƢƥƗ ĄƪąǠĉũ ƊǱƢǫ ƉǶĉǴǈĄǷ ƎǺƥ ƾċǸăƸĄǷǺăǟ
ƢǿȁǂĉǰǼĄƫȐƊǧƈƨăƦȈƊǣąǶƌǰƎƦĉƷƢǏǺăǟąǶƌǰăǤƊǴăƥƒǹƛ
Muhammad Ibn Muslim quotes Imam Sadiq (a.s)
as saying: “If you were informed of your Imam’s
Occultation, do not deny it.”
-

Mir’at Al-’Uqul (Exposition of Al-Kafi), Vol. 4, p.
52:

ƈƨǴȇȂǗ ƢŷơƾƷƛ ĉǹƢƬƦȈǣ ǶƟƢǬǴǳ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ƅơ ƾƦǟ ĺơ Ǻǟ
ǾĉƬăǠȈĉǋ ǺǷ ƈƨǏƢƻ ƢȀȈǧ ǾǻƢǰăŠ ĄǶƊǴǠȇ ńȁȋƢǧ ƧŚǐƊǫ ȃǂƻȋơȁ
ǾƎǼȇƽĿǾȈǳơȂăǷƨǏƢƻƐȏƛƢȀȈǧǾǻƢǰăŠǶƊǴǠȇȏȃǂƻÉȋơȁ
Imam Sadiq (a.s) says: “Imam Qa’im (a.s) has two
Occultations—short and long. In the first one,
nobody knows about his place except particular
Shia; and in the second one, no one except
particular Companions (special friends) know
about his place.
Muslims in the Occultation period, for determining their
duties, refer to trustworthy and knowledgeable
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jurisprudents that deduce Islamic laws from Allah’s
Book and the Imams’ Sunnah.
An honorable Tawqi’ (letter from Imam Mahdi) that
Shaykh Saduq narrated from a person called Ishaq Ibn
Ya’qub reads:

ǶĄȀċǻƜǧ ƢǼĉưȇĉƽƢƷƗ ĉƧơȁĄǁ ńƛ ƢȀȈĉǧ ơȂǠƎƳǁƢǧ ƌƨăǠĉǫơȂǳơ ƌƭĉƽơȂƊūơ ƢĈǷƗăȁ
ąǶƎȀȈǴăǟÊƅơƌƨċƴĄƷƢǻƗȁǶƌǰȈƊǴăǟŖċƴĄƷ
And when something happens, refer to the
narrators of our traditions who are my proof for
1
you, and I am Allah’s proof for them.
And at the end of this letter we read:

ǺăǟƢȀăƦċȈǣơƿƛƎǆąǸċǌǳƢƥƎǝƢǨĉƬǻȏƢǰǧŖăƦȈƊǣĿĺƎǝƢǨĉƬǻȏơĄǾƳăȁƢĈǷƗăȁ
ăǵȂƴČǼǳơ ōǹƗ ƢǸƊǯ ƎǑąǁȋơ Ǝǲǿȋ ƈǹƢǷȋ ȆĈǻƛȁ ĄƣƢƸċǈǳơ ƎǁƢǐąƥȋơ
ȏȁ ǶƌǰȈƎǼǠĄȇ ȏ ƢĈǸăǟ ƎǱơƚČǈǳơ ăƣƢƥ ơȂǬĉǴƒǣƘǧ ÊƔƢǸċǈǳơ Ǝǲąǿȋ ƈǹƢǷƗ
ƐǹƜǧ ƎƱǂƊǨǳơ ƎǲȈƴǠăƬƎƥ ÈƔƢǟČƾǳơ ơȁǂĉưƒǯƗȁ ǶĄƬȈĉǨƌǯ ƾǫ ƢǷ ăǶƒǴĉǟ ơȂǨōǴǰăƬăƫ
ǶƌǰĄƳăǂƊǧăǮĉǳƿ
And benefiting from me (The Imam) in the
Occultation time is like benefiting from the sun
while it is covered by the clouds. I am safety for the
inhabitants of the world as the stars are safety for

1

Though the narrator of this tradition, Ishaq Ibn Ya’qub, is
not a well-known person, this meaning is confirmed by
jurisprudents and some other traditions.
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the inhabitants of the heavens. Avoid irrelevant
questions (useless for your fate) and do not try to
know what is unnecessary. Pray a lot for hastening
1
my reappearance, which is relief for you.

1

Kamal Al-DinǰȱǯȱŚŞř
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Ijtihad and Taqlid
Lexical Meaning of Ijtihad
Lexically, Ijtihad means effort for getting something. Ibn
Al-Athir writes, in Al-Bidayah wa’l-Nihayah, “Ijtihad
means making effort in search of something. This word
1
is in the same conjugation with the keyword jahd,
meaning strength and ability.
The term Ijtihad was used in the same meaning in the
Prophet’s age and his Companions’, until the end of the
first century after the Prophet’s Hijra. There are
numerous traditions quoted from the Holy Prophet (a.s)
testifying to this usage, three of which are mentioned
here:

ǶƌǰƊǳăƣƢƴăƬąǈĄȇƒǹƗăǺĉǸăǔƊǧÊƔƢǟĈƾǳƢƥơȁƾƎȀăƬąƳƢǧƽȂĄƴĈǈǳơƢĈǷƗăȁ
When praying, in the state of prostration, make

1

Jahd or juhd
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1

effort; your prayer will be accepted hopefully.

ÊƔƢǟĈƾǳơĿơȁƾƎȀăƬąƳơȁċȆƊǴăǟơȂƐǴăǏ
2

Pay tribute to me and make effort when praying.

 3ƨƳăǁăƽƌƨƊƟƢĉǷĉƾƎȀăƬąƴƌŭơȄǴăǟƎǶĉǳƢăǠǳơƌǲąǔƊǧ
A scientist is a hundred times more excellent than
4
one who only makes effort in worship.
Apart from what was mentioned from the Holy Prophet,
here are just two examples from the various statements
available in this regard:

Ǝǂĉƻơȁȋơ ƎǂąǌăǠǳơĿ ĄƾƎȀăƬąƴăȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂĄǇăǁ ƊǹƢǯ
ǽƎŚƊǣĿĄƾƎȀăƬąƴăȇȏƢǷ
The messenger of Allah (a.s) made such an effort
in worshiping in the last ten days of Ramadan that
5
he did not make in other times.

1

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Al-Salat, Section on prohibition of
ȱ ȱ Ě ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŝǰȱ ŝřŞ (Int’l)
and Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbalǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗşşǯ
2

Sunan Al-Darimiǰȱǯȱŗǰȱ ǰȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ȱ ǰȱǯȱŗŖŖǰȱřřś (Int’l No.)
3

Sunan Al-Darimiǰȱǯȱŗǰȱ ion, Section on superiority
ȱ ǰȱǯȱŗŖŖǰȱřřś (Int’l No.)
4

As is evident, in this tradition and the next one, Ijtihad
means effort in worshiping.
5

Sahih Muslim, Kitab I’tikaf (ȱ ȱ Ǽǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŖş
(Int’l No.)
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Ummah Harithah, a female Companion of the Prophet,
when speaking with the Prophet about her martyred son
1
says:

Ŀ ĉǾȈƊǴăǟ ĄƩąƾăȀăƬąƳơ ăǮĉǳƿ ăǂąȈƊǣ ƊǹƢǯ ƒǹƛȁ ĄƩąǂăƦăǏ ĉƨċǼƊŪơĿ ƊǹƢǯ ƒǹƛ
ÊƔƢǰĄƦǳơ
If my child is in Paradise, I will be patient
2
otherwise I will make effort in crying.
As a result, the lexical meaning of Ijtihad, during the
Prophet’s age and a while after him, was to attempt or
make effort. The only exception to this usage is the
tradition of Mu’adh reading:

ȂǳƕȏăȁȆƎȇƗǁĄƾƎȀăƬąƳƗ
I will practice according to my opinion and do not
3
fear.
This will be discussed in details later on.

1

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Al-Jihad (¢ȱ Ǽǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ȱ
şřǰȱ ǯȱ Řśş (Int’l No.); Musnad Ahmadǰȱ ǯȱ řǰȱ ȱ ŘŜŖȱ
ȱŘŞřǯ
2

Harithah was one of the fighters who was martyred due to a
mistaken shooting in Badr Battle. The Holy Prophet told his
restless mother, “Your son is placed in high Paradise.”
(Editor)
3

Sunan Al-DarimiǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŜŖǰȱǯȱŗŜŞ (Int’l No.)
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Idiomatic Meanings of Ijtihad
1

Islamic scholars have used the term Ijtihad with
different meanings. In general, Ijtihad is used to refer to
two meanings—general and specific. Of course, this term
was mostly used in its specific meaning for quite a while
at first.
Ijtihad in its general meaning

There are various definitions for Ijtihad in its general
meaning, some of which follow:
A) “Ijtihad is the jurisprudent’s best attempt to
reach understanding (and certainty) about
2
Islamic rules.”
B) “Ijtihad is making effort in recognizing
3
conjectural religious rules to such an extent that
1
no greater effort is possible.”

1

Islamic jurisprudential investigations, endeavoring for the
deduction of commandments based on Islamic fundamentals
2
3

Kharazmi, Usul Al-Fiqhǰȱǯȱřśŝǯ

About conjectural religious issues, The late Muhaqqiq
Khurasani in the book entitled Kifayat Al-Usul,ȱ ȱ Ŝǰȱ ǯȱ
Řşŝȱ : “When a mujtahid attends to a religious rule,
either he reaches certainty about it or not. If he reaches
confidence about a religious rule, he performs according to it.
In case he does not make certain however, there are three
situations: either there is a weak and unimportant probability
which is called Wahm (ǼǰȱȱȱśŖȱȱ¢ȱȱ

100
C) “Ijtihad is obtaining
2
explanatory reasons.”
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rules

from

D) “Making every effort in reaching a conjecture to
religious rules, in such a way that reaching
3
beyond it would be impossible.”

Shakk (doubt), or a strong probabilit¢ȱȱȱȱśŖȱȱ
that is Zhann (conjecture).
The duty of a person in doubt is to refer to one of the
scientific principles (association, acquittal, precaution and
option) to get the apparent rule for it and not be left
perplexed and wandered in the action phase. Indeed,
conjecture is more preferable to illusion. But if one has a
conjecture about a religious rule, he should see if his
conjecture is religiously valid or not. If it is not, such as a
conjecture resulting from a tradition quoted by an evil-doer,
his duty is as of one in doubt. If his conjecture is religiously
valid however, his duty is to do according to that conjecture.
Therefore conjectural religious issues are those about which
we are not certain, but to which we are led because of its
religious validity. In such cases, though we are not aware and
confident of the religious rule, since we have reached a valid
religious conjecture, that is considered as reaching knowledge
and confidence. Hence practice according to these rules is
obligatory.
1

Allamah Hilli, Mabadi Al-Usul ila ‘Ilm Al-UsulǰȱǯȱŘŚŖǯ

2

Mustafa Al-Zarqa’, Hadharat Al-Islam M£ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ
ŘŚŖǰȱǯȱŘǯ
3

Amudi, Irshad al-FuhulǰȱǯȱŘśŖǯ
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1

E) “Ijtihad is the disposition (malakah) to obtain
the proof of religious rules or practical duties,
2
either a religious or a logical proof.”
These are general definitions for Ijtihad found in the
scholars’ books. Each of them is subject to some
criticisms and there is controversy about their scope of
inclusion. But they all seem to have a common point and
that is the concept of “attempting to obtain religious
rules via some reasons.” There is controversy on whether
some reasons such as Qiyas (analogy), Istihsan
(approbation), masalih mursalah and khabar wahid (one
tradition)… etc, are really proof; and that if they are
reasons, what their requirements are. That is why
Muhaqqiq Hilli, when defining Ijtihad from the
viewpoint of jurisprudents, begins like this: “Making
3
effort in obtaining religious rules.” Then he adds:
“Accordingly, obtaining rules from religious reasons is
Ijtihad, since this requires exerting views and cannot be
4
done with regard to manifestations of the religion.” He
continues: “That reason may be Qiyas (analogy) or
5
something else. Hence, Qiyas can be a kind of Ijtihad.”

1

A firm tendency in human soul, including virtues and vices
(Editor).
2
3

Al-Sayyid Al-Khu’i, Misbah Al-UsulǰȱǯȱŚřŚǯ
Ma’arij Al-Usulǰȱǯȱŗŝşǯ

4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.
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Here, Muhaqqiq Hilli poses a problem and the answer to
it: “If one says: ‘So, Imamiyyah (Twelver Shia) accepts
Ijtihad.’ I reply: Yes, it is so, but there is a paradox here,
because Qiyas is considered as a means for Ijtihad. But if
Qiyas is excluded, we accept Ijtihad as obtaining rules
1
through theoretical ways (means) other than Qiyas.”
Some may think this definition of Muhaqqiq Hilli is
about the special meaning of Ijtihad. But it is not true,
since he considers as Ijtihad issues such as concluding
from traditions either substituting full with conditional,
or general with specific, and other conclusions and also
opposition of traditions with each other, preference or
option of them; whereas Ijtihad in its special meaning
does not include these issues. Since as will follow, the
special meaning of Ijtihad belongs to issues in which
there is no tradition.

Ijtihad in its Special Meaning
There are some definitions for the special meaning of
Ijtihad, too. Some have defined it as Qiyas, as Imam
Shafi’i who equals between Ijtihad and Qiyas and says,
2
“These two are used to name the same concept.” Others
equal it with Ra’y (opinion).

1

Ma’arij Al-Usulǰȱǯȱŗŝşǯ

2

Shafi’i, Al-Risalahǰȱȱȱ¢ǰȱǯȱŚŝŝǯ
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Ijtihad is defined as: “Making effort in obtaining a rule,
when there is no (reported) tradition, by pondering and
1
using ways shown by religion in order to inference.”
Still others have equaled Ijtihad with Ra’y (opinion),
Qiyas (analogy) and Istihsan (approbation). The late
Sayyid Murtaza Alam al-Huda has a different view. To
him, Ijtihad and Qiyas are different and their relationship
is general and specific. This great scholar writes:
“Among jurisprudents, some differentiate between Qiyas
and Ijtihad saying, ‘In Qiyas, the analogy is made based
on a definite principle, but in Ijtihad there is no principle
for analogy, such as Ijtihad in finding Qiblah, defining
the value of the damaged things and difference of
2
healthy and injured (arsh).’ Some others consider Qiyas
as a kind of Ijtihad. So when speaking of those who
accept Ijtihad, we mean those who use conjectures and
reasons to reach religious rules, not those who only trust
3
reasons.

1
2

Masadir Al-Tshri’ǰȱǯȱŝǯ

Arsh or difference of healthy and injured means
‘compensation of every harm -other than murder- to wealth
and health of others.’ So, harm is compensated by arsh. Some
cases in which arsh is paid are (ŗ) when a harm is done to
someone’s animal, (Ř) when someone’s goods is taken and
harmed, (ř) when something is sold, but harmed before
delivery, or (Ś) when something is sold and found to be
damaged later on, but the contract cannot be dissolved. In
these cases, the difference between sound and damaged
animal or goods should be paid to the owner or customer.
3

Al-Dhari’aǰȱǯȱŜŝřǯ
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Ijtihad in its specific usage, meaning either Ra’y
(opinion), Qiyas (analogy), or Qiyas, Istihsan and Masalih
Mursalah, if proved only through conjecture, is not valid
to Imamiyyah jurisprudents, and hence cannot prove
1
religious rules. Since it includes reasons prohibiting
2
from following conjectures. It should be kept in mind
that since Ijtihad was used by jurisprudents as
conjectural Ijtihad at a point in time, the early Shia
scholars have written explicitly or implicitly on rejection
of Ijtihad (conjectural Ijtihad). As an example Shaykh
Mufid, the great Shia scholar of the third century, has
written a book under the title Al-Naqz Ala Ibn Al-Junayd fi
Al-Ra’y (rejection of Ibn Junayd in Ijtihad according to
the opinion). As a result, when dealing with the term
Ijtihad in the books, or when using it, we should pay
attention to its two senses.

1

As stipulated in VȱŘŞȱȱSurah (chapter) Al-Najm:

ƢƆƠąȈăǋďǪăƸƒǳơąǺĉǷȆƎǼąǤĄȇƢƊǳċǺōǜǳơōǹƎƛăȁ

Surely conjecture does not avail against the truth at all.
2

These reasons prohibit from following any conjecture, i.e.
what is not knowledge cannot be acquired. But on the other
hand, some conjectures are exceptions to the general rule in
this honorable Verse, like a conjecture reached upon by
Bayyinah (two witnesses). Therefore, except the exceptions to
this general rule, other conjectures cannot be acted upon, such
as Shuhrah (fame), Qiyas (alalogy), Istihsan (approbation) etc.
(Editor).
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Sources of Ijtihad
Having defined Ijtihad, we now turn to the sources of
Ijtihad (in its general sense). All that is included in Usul
(the science of principles of obtaining religious rules)
books as sources of Ijtihad are: (1) Allah’s Book—the
Holy Quran, (2) The Holy Prophet’s Sunnah (tradition)
and the tradition of the Ahl al-Bayt and the
Companions, (3) Ijma’ (consensus), (4) Aql (wisdom), (5)
Qiyas (analogy), (6) Istihsan (approbation) and (7)
Masalih Mursalah.
In the following discussion, we review the above sources
1
and their proof briefly to see which of them can be used
as the religious reasons to obtain the rules.
Examining the proof of the Holy Quran

Among the mentioned sources, all Muslims agree upon
the proof of the Holy Quran. Of course, some Sunni
2
3
books like Sahih Al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim and some
4
Shia ones such as Al-Kafi include traditions stating that
some Quranic Verses have not survived to be available to

1

This proof can either be an inherent or a conjectural one,
which is religiously valid and can be followed. Since it has
two possibilities: either it is followed truly or not. In the latter
case, because that is what the religion has ordered, there’s no
duty left. (Editor)
2

ȱǯȱŞǰȱǯȱŗŜşǯ

3
4

ȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱŗŜŝǲȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱŗŖŖǯ
Mir’at Al-Uqul (exposition of Al-KafiǼǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱśřŜǯ
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us. But none of the Sunni or Shia researchers have
attended to these traditions. So, all Muslims consider the
Holy Quran (in its present manifestation) as proof and
the first source of Islamic attitudes and rules. Of course,
it is clear that inference from the Holy Quran requires
knowing some principles to make true understanding of
the verses possible, help recognize absolute from
conditional, abrogating from abrogated and indisputable
from analogous verses.
Examining the proof of the tradition

Tradition is based on one of these three: a) The
Prophet’s speech, b) The Prophet’s behavior, c) The
Prophet’s confirmation or keeping quiet.
The proof of Prophet’s tradition, like the proof of Allah’s
Book, is clear and no one can deny it. It is completely
mistaken to say, “Allah’s Book is sufficient and there is
no need to other things,” since Quran has denied this,
stating:

ƊǹȁĄǂōǰƊǨăƬăȇąǶĄȀōǴăǠƊǳăȁąǶƎȀąȈƊǳƎƛƊǱďǄĄǻƢăǷƎǅƢċǼǴĉǳăǺďȈăƦĄƬĉǳăǂƒǯŏǀǳơăǮąȈƊǳƎƛƢăǼƒǳăǄǻƊƗăȁ
And We have revealed to you the Reminder that
you may make clear to men what has been
revealed to them, and that haply they may reflect.
16:44.

ơȂĄȀăƬąǻƢƊǧĄǾąǼăǟąǶƌǯƢăȀăǻƢăǷăȁĄǽȁƌǀĄƼƊǧƌǱȂĄǇċǂǳơąǶƌǯƢăƫƕƢăǷăȁ
And whatever the Messenger gives you, accept it,
and from whatever he forbids you, keep back. 59:7.
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ƊǱȂĄǇċǂǳơơȂĄǠȈĉǗƊƗăȁăǾōǴǳơơȂĄǠȈĉǗƊƗơȂĄǼăǷƕăǺȇĉǀōǳơƢăȀČȇƊƗƢăȇ
O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the
Messenger. 4:59.
There are also other Verses and traditions stipulating this
issue. Imam Shafi’i says in this regard: “If we reject the
traditions altogether, we face an unsolvable problem and
that is if someone performs the least of what is called
prayers or Zakat (statutory Islamic levy), he does his
duty. For example, one may perform two units (rak’ah)
of prayers, saying what is not in Allah’s Book is not
obligatory (i.e. in Qur`an, there is only prayer in itself
and that can be accomplished with two units.)
Meanwhile, tradition has determined the number of units
in a day and their quality for us. This is also the case
about Zakat, its different kinds, quantities and the
1
specific properties to which it belongs.
Of course, like Allah’s Book, for understanding tradition
one should acquire its principles, varieties and proofs
and works, and the traditions adducing them to
distinguish the true traditions, which proof the rules.
The Ahl al-Bayt’ s Tradition

Reference to the Prophet’s tradition, successively
narrated in Sunni books, makes it clear that the excellent
and unique status of the Prophet’s Household (Ahl alBayt) is among the principles of Islam. Affection to the

1

Tarikh Al-Fiqh Al- ǰȱǯȱŘŘş (the abridged version)
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Holy Prophet’s Household and following them is
necessary. Though there is no doubt about the proof of
the Ahl al-Bayt’s tradition, for discarding any possible
temptation in this issue, just two of the most famous
reasons for it, i.e. “Purification Verse” and “Thaqalayn
tradition” will follow:
The first reason fo r proof of the Ahl al-Bayt’s
tradition

The Holy Quran sates:

ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ƊǲąǿƊƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛ
ơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ
Allah only desires to keep away the uncleanness
from you, O people of the House, and to purify
you a (thorough) purifying. 33:33.
For more explanation about this honorable verse known
as Purification (Tat’hir) Verse, it should be said that
according to this verse God wants to take any
wickedness away from the Ahl al-Bayt, and since any sin
is wickedness, they are away from any sin and hence
infallible, by God’s will
As is evident from the word “ ΎϤ͉ϧ·” which is used for
exclusion in Arabic, this is God’s certain inclination to
specialize the Ahl al-Bayt in purification, while the
Almighty has invited anyone to be pure and avoid
committing sins. What remains is to see who are the Ahl
al-Bayt. To find the answer to this question, we should
attend to traditions on the cause of the revelation of this
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verse. Some such traditions from the most trusted Sunni
1
books are mentioned hereinafter:

ǾȈƊǴăǟȁƧơƾǣ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœǼǳơ ăƱǂăƻƪƊǳƢǫ ƊƨăǌĉƟƢǟǺăǟ
ÈƔƢƳōĽĄǾƊǴăƻƽƘǧĘȆǴăǟǺƥĄǺǈūơƔƢƴǧăƽăȂǇƗǂǠǋǺĉǷƈǲċƳǂĄǷƈǕǂĉǷ
ĎȆǴăǟ ÈƔƢƳ ƐĽ ƢȀƊǴăƻƽƘǧ ƌƨǸĉǗƢǧ ƩÈƔƢƳ ƐĽ ǾǠǷ ƊǲƻƾƊǧ Ąśǈƌūơ
ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛƃ ƊǱƢǫ ƐĽ ĄǾƊǴăƻąƽƘǧ
ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ
Aishah says: One morning, the Holy Prophet (a.s)
came out of his house wearing a cloak made of
black hair. Hasan (a.s) came in and the Prophet
(a.s) placed him under the cloak. Then Husayn
(a.s) came and went in there. Then came Fatimah
(a.s) who was placed there by the Prophet (a.s).
Next Ali (a.s) came and the Prophet took him
under his cloak and recited, “Allah only desires to
keep away the uncleanness from you, O people of
the House (Ahl al-Bayt), and to purify you a
2
thorough purifying. 33:33.”

1

For more information see: narrative books such as Al-Durr
Al-Manthur, by Suyuti.
2

Sahih Muslimǰȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŝǰȱ ȱ Ȃȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗřŖǰȱ ǯȱ ŚŚśŖǲȱ Musnad Ahmadǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ
Musnad Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ řŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŚŗřŘǲȱ Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab
Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŝřŞǲȱ Sunan Abu Dawud, Kitab Al-Libas, No.
řśŗřǰȱǻ ȂȱǯǼ
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ƢăǸċǻƎƛƃ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœĈǼǳơ ȄǴǟ ƌƨăȇȉơ ǽǀǿ ąƪƊǳăǄăǻƢƐŭþ
ƂơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ǲǿƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ
ƆƢǼăǈƷăȁƊƨăǸĉǗƢǧ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ČœĈǼǳơƢǟăƽ ƊƨǸƊǴăǇďǵƌƗ ĉƪȈăƥĿ
ÊƔȏƚǿĈǶĄȀƐǴǳơǱƢǫōĽÇƔƢǈĉǰƎƥǶĄȀƊǴōǴăƴƊǧǽƎǂąȀƊǛăǦǴăƻĎȆǴăǟȁƆƢǼȈǈĄƷăȁ
ƨǸƊǴăǇČǵƌƗƪƊǳƢǫƆơŚȀǘăƫǶĄǿǂĈȀƊǗăȁăǆąƳĈǂǳơĄǶȀǼăǟąƤĉǿƒƿƘƊǧŖȈăƥƌǲǿƗ
ƉŚăƻńƛĉƪąǻƗȁĉǮƎǻƢǰăǷȄǴăǟĉƪąǻƗƊǱƢǫƅơċœăǻƢȇǶĄȀăǠăǷƢǻƗȁ
Umar Ibn Salamah, the Holy Prophet’s stepchild,
says: The honorable verse of “Purification” was
revealed in the house of Ummu-Salamah, the Holy
Prophet’s wife. The Holy Prophet (a.s) called
Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn (a.s), and Ali (a.s)
was behind him. Then he covered them with a
cloak (kisa’) and stated: “O Allah! These are my
Household, so banish wickedness from them and
make them pure!” At this moment, UmmuSalamah asked: “O Prophet of God! Am I among
them?” He answered, “You are in your own place
1
and you are into goodness, too.”
The same in narrated by Tirmidhi with a little difference
in words and he comments under it, “This tradition is
2
fine and true.”

1

Sahih al-Tirmidhi with exposition of Ibn Arabi Maliki,
ȱ ȱ ¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗřǰȱ Kitab Tafsir (Exegesis of Quran),
ǯȱ ŘŖŖǰȱ ǯȱ řŗŘş (Int’l No.) Kitab Al- Manaqibǰȱ ǯȱ řŝŗşǰȱ Tafsir
(Exegesis of Quran)ǰȱǯȱřŗŘş (Int’l No.)
2

Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Al-ǰȱǯȱřŞŖŜ (Int’l No.).
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Dear readers: certainly pay attention that the Prophet
(a.s) excluded his wife, Ummu-Salamah, from the Ahl
al-Bayt. With so many traditions on this issue, how can
one trust few traditions, which consider the Prophet’s
wives among the Ahl al-Bayt? Moreover, as history and
the reference books of traditions, like Sahih Muslim state,
the Umayyad and the Abbasid rulers tried to put out the
light of the Ahl al-Bayt, and scholars in Rijal and
biographies have stipulated that some of the narrators of
these few traditions like Ikramah and Muqatil were liars
and fabricators. Furthermore, in these traditions only the
Prophet’s wives are considered as the Ahl al-Bayt, while
so many traditions exclude exactly the Prophet’s wives
from the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s). Therefore, even if the
documents of these traditions are true, since they are in
contrast with a great many of other traditions excluding
the Prophet’s wives from the Ahl al-Bayt, these latter
traditions are preferable with regard to their number and
documentation.
Another issue posed about the Purification Verse is that
its preceding and following verses are:

ƊƧƢƊǴċǐǳơ ăǺąǸĉǫƊƗăȁ ȄƊǳȁƌƘƒǳơ ĉƨċȈĉǴĉǿƢăƴƒǳơ ăƱČǂăƦăƫ ăǺąƳċǂăƦăƫ ƢƊǳăȁ ċǺƌǰĉƫȂĄȈĄƥ Ȇĉǧ ƊǹąǂƊǫăȁ
ąǶƌǰąǼăǟ ăƤĉǿƒǀĄȈĉǳ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ ƢăǸċǻƎƛ ĄǾƊǳȂĄǇăǁăȁ ăǾōǴǳơ ăǺąǠĉǗƊƗăȁ ƊƧƢƊǯċǄǳơ ăśĉƫƕăȁ
Ȇĉǧ ȄƊǴąƬĄȇ ƢăǷ Ɗǹąǂƌǯƒƿơăȁ ơĆŚƎȀƒǘăƫ ąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȇăȁ ĉƪąȈăƦƒǳơ ƊǲąǿƊƗ ăǆąƳďǂǳơ
ơĆŚƎƦăƻƢƆǨȈĉǘƊǳƊǹƢƊǯăǾōǴǳơōǹƎƛĉƨăǸƒǰĉƸƒǳơăȁĉǾōǴǳơĉƩƢăȇƕąǺĉǷċǺƌǰĉƫȂĄȈĄƥ
And stay in your houses and do not display your
finery like the displaying of the ignorance of yore;
and keep up prayer, and pay the poor-rate, and
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obey Allah and His Messenger. Allah only desires
to keep away the uncleanness from you, O people
of the House, and to purify you a (thorough)
purifying. And keep to mind what is recited in
your houses of the communications of Allah and
the wisdom; surely Allah is Knower of subtleties,
Aware.
A doubtful question may be posed here as to why this
honorable verse accompanies verses about the Prophet’s
wives. The answer would be, first, as is evident from
various traditions, the latter part of the honorable verse
has been revealed independently and then arranged in
the present order later on. Second, the change in address
1
2
form from feminine plural to masculine plural is a clear
reason for the multiplicity of addresses, especially since
3
it shifts to feminine plural again. It may be stated that:
the change in pronouns is to include people other than
the Prophet’s wives. The answer would be that if it is so,
the same should be continued to the end, while this is
not the case. So, the honorable verse mentions
characteristics for a certain group determined in
traditions and the Holy Prophet’s Sunnah.
Also, with regard to this change in style and the usage of
“ ΎϤϧ· ” for exclusion, it becomes clear that here God’s will

1

“ ϦϜΗϮϴΑ ” (your houses), “ ϦΟήΒΗ ” (display), “ ϦϤϗ ” (keep up),
“ ϦϴΗ˯ ” (pay), Ϧόσ ”“ (obey).
2

“ ϢϜϨϋ ” (away… from you), “ ϢϛήϬτϳ ” (purify you).

3

“ ϥήϛΫϭ ” (keep to mind), “ ϦϜΗϮϴΑ ” (your houses).
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is of genesis kind and hence unobjectionable, just like
the true meaning of will. Moreover, if there were a
religious will stressed by the Prophet, it were not only
unnatural but stylistically obscene to address the Ahl alBayt with masculine words. Because the Prophet’s wives
are included in the religious will and besides they have
been addressed in the beginning of this honorable verse.
Furthermore, the traditions including Thaqalayn
traditions which will follow, proves that God’s will has
been since the genesis. And consequently the Ahl alBayt’s infallibility and the proof of their tradition are
proved.
The second reason for the proof of the Ahl alBayt’s tradition

The second reason for the proof of the Ahl al-Bayt’s
tradition is Thaqalayn tradition. These traditions have
been narrated in many Sunni books in different senses.
Some of these sources are Sahih Muslim, Sunan AlDarimi, Khasa’is Al-Nisa’i, Sunan Abi Dawud, Sunan Ibn
Majah, Musnad Ahmad and Mustadrak Hakim.
According to Qaysarani, Thaqalayn tradition has twenty
seven Sunni narrator chains, as counted by some
researchers. Some others believe they are thirty nine.
These are narrated by eighty two Shia chains of
narrators. Here, we quote this honorable tradition from
Sahih Muslim and Sunan Al-Tirmidhi:
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1

Ibn Hayyan says: Husayn, Umar Ibn Muslim and
I went to Zayd Ibn Arqam. Husayn told him: “O
Zayd! You have surely gained great goodness, you
have seen the Prophet (a.s), heard his speech,
accompanied him in battles and prayed behind
him. Tell us something of what you have heard
from the Holy Prophet (a.s).” Zayd said: “O son of
my brother! By God that I have lived my age and
reached an old age, thus forgetting some of the
Prophet’s statements I have heard. So, accept what
I tell you and do not take me into trouble more
than that.” Then he continued: “One day, the Holy
Prophet (a.s) delivered a sermon to us beside a
pond named Khumm, somewhere between Mecca
and Medina. After eulogy to God he said:

Ȇďƥăǁ ƌǱȂĄǇăǁ ȆƎǼăȈĉƫƒƘăȇ ƒǹƊƗ ĄǮĉǋȂĄȇ ćǂăǌăƥ ƢăǻƊƗ ƢăǸċǻƎƜƊǧ ĄǅƢċǼǳơ ƢăȀČȇƊƗ ƊȏƊƗ
ÙȃƾƌŮơ ĉǾȈĉǧ Êƅơ ĄƣƢăƬĉǯ ƢăǸĄȀƌǳċȁƊƗ ƎǺąȈƊǴƊǬƊƯ ǶƌǰȈĉǧ ćǭƎǁƢăƫ ƢăǻƊƗăȁ ĄƤȈƎƳƌƘƊǧ
ȆĉƬąȈăƥ ƌǲąǿƊƗăȁ ĉǾƎƥ ơȂǰÊǈąǸăƬąǇơăȁ Êƅơ ƎƣƢƬĉǰƎƥ ơȁƌǀĄƼƊǧ ĄǁȂČǼǳơăȁ
ĄǶƌǯĄǂŏǯƊƿƌƗȆĉƬąȈăƥƎǲąǿƊƗȆĉǧÈƅơĄǶƌǯĄǂŏǯƊƿƌƗȆĉƬąȈăƥƎǲąǿƊƗȆĉǧÈƅơĄǶƌǯĄǂŏǯƊƿƌƗ
ȆĉƬąȈăƥƎǲąǿƊƗȆĉǧÈƅơ
“O people! I am a human being. God’s angel will
soon come to take my soul and I will accept him. I
will leave two valuable things among you; first

1

Sahih Muslimǰȱ ǯȱ ŝǰȱ ȱ £’l Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŘŘǰȱ ǯȱ
ŚŚŘś; Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al- ę¢ ¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŞŚŜŚȱ ȱ
ŗŞśŖŞǲȱ Sunan Al-Darimi, Kitab Faza’il Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ řŗŞŘ
(Int’l No.)
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Allah’s Book in which there is light and guidance,
so hold fast to it and follow it. The second is my
Household (the Ahl al-Bayt). I remind you of God
about my Ahl al-Bayt. I remind you of God about
my Ahl al-Bayt. I remind you of God about my
Ahl al-Bayt.”
In Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Zayd Ibn Arqam has quoted the
Holy Prophet (a.s) as saying:

ȅƾǠăƥ ơȂƐǴĉǔăƫ ąǺǳ ƢǸƎȀƎƥ ǶĄƬƒǰċǈăǸăƫ ƒǹƛ ƢǷ ƎśƊǴƊǬōưǳơ ĄǶƌǰȈǧ ćǭƎǁƢƫ ȆĈǻƛ
ńƛÊƔƢǸċǈǳơǺĉǷćƽȁƾǸăǷƈǲąƦăƷÊƅơĄƣƢƬĉǯƎǂăƻȉơǺĉǷĄǶƊǜąǟƗƢǸĄǿĄƾăƷƊƗ
ăǑȂƊūơ ċȆǴăǟ ơƽƎǂăȇ ĈŕăƷ ƢǫċǂƊǨăƬăȇ ǺƊǳăȁ ŖȈăƥ ƌǲǿƗ ļăǂąƬĉǟȁ ƎǑąǁȋơ
ƢǸƎȀȈĉǧȆƎǻȂǨŏǴăƼĄƫăǦȈƊǯơȁǂƌǜąǻƢǧ
“I leave two invaluable things. If you follow them,
you will never go astray after me. They are both
great: Allah’s Book that is taken from the Heavens
to the earth like a rope, and my family; my
Household. These two will not separate each other
until they come to me in the River in Paradise. So
1
be careful of how you will do after me!”
As to the stipulation of this tradition, the Ahl al-Bayt has
an equal status as to the Holy Quran and following it is
like following Quran in that it saves from going astray.
And there would never be a separation between them.

1

Kitab Al-Manaqib, Vol.ȱ Řǰ ǯȱ řŖŞǰȱ ǯȱ řŝŘŖǲȱ Musnad Ahmad,
Baaqi Musnad Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŖŜŞŗǰŗŖŝŖŝǰŗŖŝŝşȱ ȱ
ŗŗŗřś (Int’l No.)
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Therefore as Quran is away from deviation, the Ahl alBayt is away from misguidance too. Otherwise, it cannot
be equal with and inseparable from Quran forever.
Anyhow, it is quite obvious from the above-mentioned
tradition that Ali, Fatimah Al-Zahra, Hasan and Husayn
(a.s) are the Ahl al-Bayt. So, at the time of the revelation
of this verse, these honorable persons are the Ahl al-Bayt
and as the successive tradition, “Imams will be twelve in
number,” and other traditions certify, after them nine
1
Imams from Husayn’s progeny are from the Ahl al-Bayt.
Here, we just mention two traditions about this issue
from the Holy Prophet (a.s):
Muhammad Ibn Muthana, with a few persons in
between, narrates Jabir Ibn Samarah who quotes the
Prophet (a.s) as saying:

ƉǊȇăǂƌǫǺĉǷąǶĄȀŎǴƌǯþƆơŚĉǷƗăǂăǌăǟƢǼƒƯơƌǹȂǰăȇ

1

For further information see: first chapter of the present book
or explanatory books such as Ithbat Al-Hudat and the like.
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1
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Ziyad Ibn Mutarrif says: “I heard the Prophet (a.s) as
saying:

ąǺĉǷ ĄǾăƬċȇċǁƌƿăȁ ƆƢĈȈĉǴăǟ ōǱăȂăƬăȈƒǴƊǧŖăƬȈĉǷ ăƩȂǸăȇăȁ ļƢȈăƷ ƢȈąƸăȇ ƒǹƗ ċƤăƷƗǺĉǷ
ǽĉƾǠăƥ
“Everyone who would like to live and die like I do
should set Ali as his leader and Ali’s progeny after
2
him.”
With such an excellent position for the Ahl al-Bayt,
being Quran’s equals, away from any wickedness, and
people’s guidance and safety from going astray, it is
obvious that their speech and Sunnah, which implies the
Prophet’s Sunnah, are proof. Of course, the recognition
of the Ahl al-Bayt’s Sunnah needs some requirements
and to gain it, the criteria mentioned earlier should be
considered.

1

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŘŝǰȱ ǯȱ ŜŜŞŘǲȱ Sahih
Muslim, Kitab Al- ǰȱǯȱřřşřǰȱřřşŚǰȱřřşśǰȱřřşŜȱȱřřşŝǲȱ
Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Al-ǰȱǯȱŘŗŚşǲȱSunan Abi Dawud,
Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ řŝřŗȱ ȱ řŝřŘǲȱ Musnad Ahmad, Musnad
Al-¢¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗşŞŝśǰȱ ŗşşŖŗǰȱ ŗşşŖŝǰȱ ŗşşŘŖǰȱ ŗşşŚřǰȱ ŗşşŜřǰȱ
ŗşşŞŝǰȱŗşşşŝǰȱŘŖŖŗŝǰȱŘŖŖŗşȱȱŘŖŖŘŘ (Int’l No.).
2

Al-Isabahǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ śśşǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŞŜśǰȱ Al-Muntakhab Min Dhayl
Al-Mudhayyal by Tabariǰȱ ǯŞřǲȱ Kanz Al-Ummal, fifth ed., AlRisalahǰȱǯȱŗŗǰȱǯȱŜŗŗǯ
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The Proof of the Companion’ s Sunnah

There is no proof for the tradition (Sunnah) of the
Prophet’s Companions (Sahabah), as long as it belongs
to them themselves, not to the Prophet, and there is no
consensus about it. What some people have regarded as
the proof for the Companions’ Sunnah are two verses of
the Holy Quran:

ąǺăǟ ƊǹąȂăȀąǼăƫăȁ ĉǥȁĄǂąǠăǸƒǳƢƎƥ ƊǹȁĄǂĄǷƒƘăƫ ƎǅƢċǼǴĉǳ ąƪăƳƎǂąƻƌƗ ĊƨċǷƌƗ ăǂąȈăƻ ąǶĄƬąǼƌǯ
ĉǾōǴǳƢƎƥƊǹȂĄǼĉǷąƚĄƫăȁƎǂƊǰǼĄǸƒǳơ
You are the best of the nations raised up for (the
benefit of) men; you enjoin what is right and forbid
the wrong and believe in Allah. 3:110.

ƊǹȂƌǰăȇăȁ ƎǅƢċǼǳơ ȄƊǴăǟ ÈƔơăƾăȀĄǋ ơȂĄǻȂƌǰăƬĉǳ ƢƆǘăǇăȁ ƆƨċǷƌƗ ąǶƌǯƢăǼƒǴăǠăƳ ăǮĉǳƊǀƊǯăȁ
ơĆƾȈƎȀăǋąǶƌǰąȈƊǴăǟƌǱȂĄǇċǂǳơ
And thus We have made you a medium (just)
nation that you may be the bearers of witness to
the people and (that) the Messenger may be a
bearer of witness to you. 2:143.
But it should be pointed out that these two honorable
verses are probably not the proof of the Companions’
Sunnah, since the first verse states, “You are the best
nation for enjoining right and forbidding the wrong.”
This is not to say that if a few Companions said
something, their statement is proof per se. The second
verse also says, “You are a medium nation.” It is not
about the Companions individually, rather it implies the
characteristics of the Islamic nation as a whole.
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Furthermore, though being a Companion of the Prophet
is a great virtue, as history goes, some Companions did
not recognize this value and were criticized in the Holy
Quran and the Prophet’s traditions because of their
wrongdoing.
1,

The establishers of Zirar Mosque the abandoners of
2,
3,
Jihad (the holy war) Walid Ibn Uqbah Ibn Abi Mu’it
4,
Samarah Ibn Jundab and some others are all examples
of this bitter truth.

1

The mosque built by some hypocrites under the leadership
of Abdullah Ibn Ubay, when the Prophet (a.s) had left Medina
for a holy war, to be a center for hypocrites and the Prophet’s
adversaries. The Prophet was informed of the event by the
Divine Revelation, and arriving at Medina, ordered to
dismantle it at once. See: Surah (Chapter) Al-Tawbah, Verse
ŗŖŝǯ (Editor)
2

These are three of the Prophets Companions, i.e. Furat, Hilal
and Ka’b, who refused to engage in Tabuk War. See: (Surah)
(Chapter) Al-Tawbah, VȱŗŗŞ (Editor.)
3

He was a Companion of the Prophet who gave him
information about a newly-embraced Muslim. The angel of
Revelation descended and rejected his information. See: Surah
Al- ǰȱȱŜ (Editor.)
4

He was one of the Companions who had a tree in the house
of one of the Ansar (Helpers) and entered the garden to watch
for his tree now and then. The owner of the house was
disturbed by him and complained about it to the Prophet
(a.s). The Holy Prophet suggested that he would pay the price
of the tree to Samarah who rejected it. Then he promised to
give Samarah a tree in Paradise instead. But he did not accept
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The Holy Quran is the best witness to ingratitude and
hypocrisy of some of the Companions, when it states:

ȄƊǴăǟơȁĄƽăǂăǷĉƨăǼȇĉƾăǸƒǳơƎǲąǿƊƗąǺĉǷăȁƊǹȂƌǬĉǧƢăǼĄǷƎƣơăǂąǟƊƘƒǳơąǺĉǷąǶƌǰƊǳąȂăƷąǺċǸĉǷăȁ
ȄƊǳƎƛ ƊǹȁČƽăǂĄȇ ċǶƌƯ ƎǺąȈăƫċǂăǷ ąǶĄȀĄƥŏǀăǠĄǼăǇ ąǶĄȀĄǸƊǴąǠăǻ ĄǺąƸăǻ ąǶĄȀĄǸƊǴąǠăƫ ƢƊǳ ƎǩƢƊǨďǼǳơ
 ƉǶȈĉǜăǟƉƣơƊǀăǟ
And from among those who are round about you
of the dwellers of the desert there are hypocrites,
and from among the people of Medina (also); they
are stubborn in hypocrisy; you do not know them;
We know them; We will chastise them twice then
shall they be turned back to a grievous
chastisement. 9:110.
It is worth mentioning that some traditions stipulate to
the injustice of some Companions to make it clear that
according to the Prophet’s tradition, the Companions’
traditions cannot be totally the proof. The honorable
Prophet (a.s) said:

ƌǱȂƌǫƊƘǧƎǱƢǸďǌǳơăƩơƿąǶƎȀƎƥƌǀăƻƚȈƊǧŖċǷƌƗąǺĉǷƉǱƢƳƎǂƎƥÉƔƢƴĄȈăǇĄǾċǻƛȁȏƗ
ƌǱȂǫƘǧǭăƾǠăƥơȂƯăƾąƷƗƢǷȅǁƾăƫȏ ăǮċǻƛ ƌǱƢǬĄȈƊǧĺƢƸąǏƗ ďƣăǁƢȇ
ơȁĄƾĄƦąǟơƒǹƊƗĉǾƎƥȆƎǼăƫąǂăǷƊƗƢăǷƢōǳƎƛąǶĄȀƊǳĄƪƒǴƌǫƢăǷøĄƶĉǳƢĈǐǳơĄƾąƦăǠǳơƊǱƢǫƢǸƊǯ

it either. Then the Prophet (a.s) ordered to uproot it and said,
“You do harm to people.” This tradition is narrated in Sunan
Abi Dawud, Kitab Al-£¢ǰȱ ǯȱ řŗŘś (a Sunni source) and
in Wasa’il, Kitab Ihya’ȱ  ǰȱ ȱ ŗŘǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰřȱ ȱ Śǯ ( a
Shia source).
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ȆƎǼăƬąȈōǧăȂăƫƢċǸƊǴƊǧąǶƎȀȈĉǧĄƪąǷĄƽƢăǷơĆƾȈƎȀăǋąǶƎȀąȈƊǴăǟĄƪǼƌǯăȁąǶƌǰċƥăǁăȁȆďƥăǁăǾōǴǳơ
ƒǹƎƛ ćƾȈƎȀăǋ ÇƔąȆăǋ ŏǲƌǯ ȄƊǴăǟ ăƪąǻƊƗăȁ ąǶƎȀąȈƊǴăǟ ăƤȈĉǫċǂǳơ ăƪąǻƊƗ ăƪǼƌǯ
ùĄǶȈĉǰăƸƒǳơ ĄǄȇƎǄăǠƒǳơ ăƪąǻƊƗ ăǮċǻƎƜƊǧ ąǶĄȀƊǳ ąǂĉǨąǤăƫ ƒǹƎƛăȁ ăǭĄƽƢăƦĉǟ ąǶĄȀċǻƎƜƊǧ ąǶĄȀąƥŏǀăǠĄƫ
ƌǀąǼĄǷ ąǶƎȀƎƥƢǬąǟƗ ȄǴăǟ ăǺȇĈƾăƫąǂĄǷ ơȂǳơǄăȇ ąǶƊǳ ǶĄȀċǻƛ Ņ ƌǱƢǬĄȈƊǧ ǱƢǫ
ǶĄȀăƬƒǫăǁƢǧ
“Be aware that soon people from my nation will
come and be placed in Hell. So, I will say to God:
“O Almighty God! Save my Companions!” The
answer comes: “You do not know what they have
done after you.” So I will say the same thing as
God’s pious servant (Jesus Christ) said, ‘And I was
a witness of them so long as I was among them,
but when Thou didst cause me to die, Thou wert
the watcher over them, and Thou art witness of all
things. If Thou shouldst chastise them, then surely
they are Thy servants; and if Thou shouldst forgive
them, then surely Thou art the Mighty, the Wise.’
Then I will be told: “When you left them, they
1
retrograded and became apostates.”
In Sahih Muslim, Hudhayfah is quoted as saying:

1

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Al- ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗśŝǰȱ ǯȱ śŗŖŚȱ ȱ śŗŖřǲȱ
Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Ahadith Al-Anbia’ǰȱ ǯȱ řŗŖŖǰ řŗşŗǰ
ŚřŝŗȱȱŜŖŚśǲȱSunan Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Siffah Al-Qiyama, No.
ŘřŚŝȱ ȱ řŖşŗǲȱ Sunan Al-Nisa’i, Kitab Al-Jana’£ǰȱ ǯŘŖŜŖǲȱ
Musnad Ahmad, Musnadȱ ȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗşŘǰȱ ŘŗŜŞǰǳ (Intl
No.).
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ąǶƎȀȈĉǧƆƢǬĉǧƢǼĄǷăǂăǌăǟƢǼƒƯơĺƢƸąǏƗĿǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœĈǼǳơƊǱƢǫ
ĉǕƢȈĉŬơĈǶăǇĿƌǲăǸƊŪơăƲĉǴăȇĈŕăƷƊƨċǼƊŪơƊǹȂǴĄƻąƾăȇȏƈƨăȈƎǻƢǸƊƯ
The Messenger of Allah said: “Among my
Companions, there are twelve hypocrites eight of
whom will not enter the Garden (Paradise) until a
1
camel passes through the eye of a needle.”
2

A similar tradition is narrated in Musnad Ahmad, too. It
is interesting that some narrators who found this
tradition in accord with their opinion, changed “among
3
my Companions” into “among my nation.” Also,
Nawawi in his exposition on Sahih Muslim, regards
“Companions” as those who have ever talked to the
4
Prophet (a.s), not really his followers. The judgement is
here left to the readers to say if these constitutions in the
traditions are true.
The following is recorded in Sahih Al-Bukhari:

ȆĉǓăǁ ƉƣǃƢǟ ăǺƥ ÈƔơǂăƦǳơ ĄƪȈĉǬƊǳ ƊǱƢǫĉǾȈƥƗǺăǟƤĈȈăǈƌŭơ ƎǺƥƔȐăǠǳơǺăǟ
ȆƻƗ ăǺƥƢȇ ƊǱƢǬƊǧ þĈœĈǼǳơ ăƪąƦĉƸăǏǮǳ ĹȂǗĄƪǴƌǬƊǧƢǸĄȀǼăǟ
ĄǽăƾǠƥƢǼƒƯăƾąƷƗƢǷȅǁąƾƫȏăǮĈǻƛ

1

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Sifat Al-ę ǰȱ ǯȱ ŚşŞřȱ ȱ ŚşŞŚ
(Int’l No.).
2

Musnadȱ ę¢ ¢ǰȱǯȱŘŘŘŘş (Int’l No.).

3

Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al- ę¢ ¢ǰȱǯȱŗŞŗŘŞ (Int’l No.).

4

Dar Al-Ihya’ Al-Turath Al-’ȱŗřşŘǰȱǯȱŗŝǰȱǯȱŗŘśǯ
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It is quoted from Al-Ala’ Ibn Musayyib who
quoted his father as saying: I saw Bara’ Ibn ‘Azib
and told him: “Good for you! You were with the
Prophet (a.s)…” So, he said: “O son of my brother!
1
You do not know what we did after him.”
Therefore, when it is possible for a Companion to
become an apostate, as stated in the Prophet’s tradition,
it is of more likelihood for him to become unjust, too.
How can we accept the traditions of all the Companions
as proof then? So it is not true that the Companions’
tradition is completely proof.
The Proof of Consensus

Another source of Ijtihad is consensus, that is to say that
if all Muslims unanimously agree upon a statement, it
will be the proof. It should be said that if such unanimity
and consensus exists about a rule, that is the proof for
sure, at least because the Infallibles are among them,
too. But if only some Muslims have consensus on it,
regardless of who they are, that rule would not be proof.
The Proof of wisdom (Common Sense)

There is controversy over the proof of wisdom in
jurisprudential rules. Some people know wisdom as the
source of religious rules saying: If wisdom got the
goodness or wickedness of something, we understand

1

ǯȱ śǰȱ ȱ -Maghazi, Dar Al-ȱ ŗŚŖŗǰȱ ǯȱ Ŝśǰȱ ǯȱ řŞśŘ
(Int’l No.).
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that the religion is in accord with that, too. For example,
if wisdom considers oppression as wickedness, we realize
that the religion rejects it too, or if wisdom regards
justice as goodness, we get the religion’s confirmation of
it. This is a brief discussion of the proof of wisdom, but
1
detailed discussion about it needs a complete book.

The Proof of Qiyas, Istihsan and Masalih Mursalah
We first deal with the definitions and then a brief
discussion on the proofs of Qiyas, Istihsan and Masalih
Mursalah.

Qiyas (analogy)
Various definitions have been proposed for Qiyas, some
of which are as follow:
First definition: “To generalize from principle to
consequence, based on a common point between them.”
Second definition: “To prove a definite rule for another
definite rule, via something common between them.”

Istihsan (approbation)

1

For further information see: The Philosophy of Ethics, section
on intellectual goodness and wickedness and their accordance
ȱȱǰȱǯȱŘŚŝ-ŘŜřȱȱǯȱŚŞ-śŞ (by the present
author.)
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Different definitions have been also given for Istihsan,
three of which follow:
First definition: “Issuing a verdict by jurisprudent only
because it seems fine to him.”
Second definition: “An argument in the jurisprudent’s
mind which he cannot express it in words.
Third definition: “Substituting any arguments for the
1
accepted facts for the benefit of the people.”

Masalih Mursalah

1

Tajrid Al-Usulǰȱǯȱşŗǯ
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In order to define this term, first we should make the
meaning of masalih and mursalah clear. Maslahah
(singular form of masalih) is by definition the religious
consideration of issues. Also, masalih here is a cause
leading to religious consequences, either it be worship or
habitual issues. Worship is what religion wants as its
own right. Habit is what the religion wants for the
benefit of the people and the order of their lives. But
there is some controversy over the concept of mursal.
Some interpret it as using no tradition, saying:
“Discovery of some issues is left to wisdom.” Some
others define it as using general traditions but not special
1
ones.
So far, the definitions of Qiyas (analogy), Istihsan
(approbation) and Masalih Mursalah were mentioned.
Regarding their proof, however, it should be said that all
arguments for the pure authenticity of them are invalid.
Some Sunni scholars and researchers have not accepted
their proof either, since all these three concepts have one
common point and that is “following without
knowledge” which is prohibited in the Holy Quran, even
if it is following conjecture. The following verses are the
best proofs for rejecting “following without knowledge.”

ćǶƒǴĉǟĉǾƎƥăǮƊǳăǆąȈƊǳƢăǷĄǦƒǬăƫƢƊǳăȁ

1

See: Muhammad Taqi Hakim, Al-Usul Al-’Ammah lil Fiqh AlMuqarinǰȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ŝǰȱ ŗ st ed., Dar Al-Andilus
ǰȱǯȱřŞŗǯ
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And follow not that of which you have not the
knowledge. 18:36.

 ƢƆƠąȈăǋďǪăƸƒǳơąǺĉǷȆƎǼąǤĄȇƢƊǳċǺōǜǳơōǹƎƛăȁċǺōǜǳơƢōǳƎƛƊǹȂĄǠƎƦċƬăȇƒǹƎƛ
They do not follow anything but conjecture, and
surely conjecture does not avail against the truth at
all. 53:28.
Qiyas (analogy) which is followed by most of the Sunnis
and especially the Hanafite, Istihsan (approbation)
especially accepted by the Hanbalite (followers of
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal’s school of Islamic law) and the
Hanafite (followers of Abu Hanifah’s school of Islamic
law), and Masalih Mursalah used by the Malikite
(followers of Malik Ibn Anas’s school of Islamic law)
and the Hanbalite are all instances of following without
knowledge and thus invalid, since based on the above
verses, following conjecture is not permitted. There is
also no argument for excluding Qiyas, Istihsan and
Masalih Mursalah from the Quran’s general principle. Of
course, some cases like analogy to a reason included in
the traditions, preferring the most important to the
important when being in contrast to each other, and
applying the leader’s opinion as that of ruler—not
attributed to Islam—are acceptable. So, two points
should be borne in mind about Qiyas:
First, what is being criticized here as Qiyas is that whose
reason is obtained by conjecture and inference. But if the
reason is emphasized in the tradition as mentioned
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above, the case would not be an analogy, rather
1
deducing a valid general rule.
Second, the term Qiyas as used here is different from the
one in Logic, since that is called analogy.
In short, it can be concluded that what is known as Ra’y
“opinion” is not valid, since most of what has been
stated in support of opinion—whether Qiyas, Istihsan or
Masalih Mursalah—is based on Mu’adh’s tradition, as
will be followed, and adducing it is not authentic.
Moreover Ibn Majah has recorded another tradition from
Mu’adh which rejects this claim. This issue is dealt with
next.
Adducing Mu’ adh’ s tradition

The most important reason for the proof of ‘opinion’ in
Ijtihad is Mu’adh’s tradition. When sending his young
and competent Companion, Mu’adh Ibn Jabal, to
Yemen, the Messenger of Allah (a.s) had a conversation
about judgment with him, which is narrated in Sunan AlDarimi like this:

ƊǱƢǫ ƎǺǸăȈǳơńƛ ĄǾƊưăǠăƥƢƐŭ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ċœĈǼǳơ ōǹƗ ĊƿƢǠĄǷ ąǺăǟ
ƎƣƢƬǰƎƥȆǔƒǫƗǱƢǫȆǔƒǬƫ ăǦȈƊǯ ÆƔƢǔƊǫ ăǮǳ ăǑăǂăǟ ƒǹƛ ăƪąȇƗăǁƗ
Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǁ ĉƨċǼĄǈƎƦƊǧ ƊǱƢǫ Êƅơ ƎƣƢƬĉǯ Ŀ ąǺƌǰȇ ąǶƊǳ ƒǹƜǧ ƊǱƢǫ Êƅơ
Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǁ ĉƨċǼĄǇȆĉǧǺƌǰăȇ ąǶƊǳ ƒǹƜǧƊǱƢǫ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ

1

Tajrid Al-ǰȱǯȱşřǯ
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Êƅ ĄƾąǸƊūơƊǱƢǫ ōĽ ĄǽăǁąƾăǏ ăƣǂăǔƊǧ ƊǱƢǫȂǳƕȏăȁ ȆȇƗǁ ĄƾƎȀăƬąƳƗ ƊǱƢǫ

ÊƅơƊǱȂǇăǁȆǓǂĄȇƢŭÊƅơƎǱȂǇăǁƊǱȂǇăǁăǪōǧăȁȅǀƐǳơ
It is narrated from Mu’adh that when the Prophet
(a.s) was sending him to Yemen, he asked, “What
would you do if you face a judgment case?” He
said, “I will judge according to Allah’s Book.” The
Prophet (a.s) asked, “What if you do not find it in
the Book?” Mu’adh replied, “I will judge as to the
tradition of the Messenger of Allah (a.s).” The
Prophet (a.s) asked again, “How about if there was
nothing in the Prophet’s traditions about it?”
Mu’adh answered, “I will judge based on my own
opinion and will not fear.” Mu’adh narrates that
the Prophet (a.s) beat himself on the chest and
stated, “Praise be to God Who led the Prophet’s
1
envoy to what satisfies the Messenger of Allah.”
Ibn Hazm, about concluding the authenticity of opinion
in Ijtihad from this tradition, says: “Adducing this
tradition is not true, because it is only narrated by Harith
Ibn ‘Amr who is an unidentified person.” Bukhari in
Tarikh Al-Awsat says: “The narrator of this tradition,
Harith, is not known except with this tradition. He
himself narrates the tradition from people of Hams (a
city in Syria) who are not known. Also this tradition was
not narrated in the Companions’ age nor in their
follower’s until the time Abu Awn narrated it from an

1

ȱǯȱŗŜŞ (Int’l No.)
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indefinite source and when the Companions heard the
tradition from Shu’bah, they spread it everywhere.”
Ibn Hazm also says: “The reason for the quotation of
this tradition and then its rejection is that it is very rare
for the Prophet to say: “If you do not find anything in
Allah’s Book or the Prophet’s tradition,” while he knows
God’s statement that, ‘Follow what has been revealed to
you from your Lord. 7:3,’ ‘This day have I perfected for
you your religion. 5:3,’ and ‘And whoever goes beyond
the limits of Allah, he indeed does injustice to his own
soul. 65:1’ Furthermore, in case the tradition is true,
Mu’adh’s saying ‘I will judge based on my own opinion,’
will mean, ‘I will do my best to find the truth in the
1
Quran and Sunnah.’”
Besides, the above-mentioned tradition is mentioned in
Chapter Qadha’ (the Judgments), where there is a
necessity to solve the problem of the two parties in some
way, as Tirmidhi has included this tradition in Chapter
2
Al-Aqdhiyah (the Judgments). So, applying it in Section
Ifta’ (Issuing Verdicts) requires strong reason. Apart from
this, there is another tradition quoted by Mu’adh in
Sunan Ibn Majah which is in contrast with the one under
discussion:
 Sunan
Ibn
Majah,
(introduction)

1
2

Kitab

Al-Muqaddamah

Al-Ahkam, Al-’Asimah Publicatioǰȱǯȱśǰȱǯȱŝŝřǯ

ȱǯȱřŗŗş (Int’l No.)
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ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇǁ řƊưăǠăƥ ƢƐŭ ƊǱƢǫ ǲƦăƳ Ǻƥ ƌƿƢǠĄǷ ƢǼƯċƾăƷ
ƒǹƜƊǧ ĄǶƊǴąǠăƫƢǸƎƥ Ɛȏƛ ċǺƊǴĉǐƒǨăƫȏăȁ ċǺăȈĉǔƒǬăƫȏǱƢǫ ƎǺăǸăȈǳơńƛ ǶōǴǇȁ
ĉǾȈǧōŅƛăƤĄƬƒǰăƫȁƗĄǾăǼďȈăƦĄƫĈŕăƷąǦĉǬƊǧćǂąǷƗăǮąȈƊǴăǟƊǲƊǰąǋƗ
Mu’adh narrates: When the Prophet (a.s) sent me
to Yemen, he said: “Do not judge and solve
arguments except when you are completely sure.
So, if you encounter something sophisticated, stop
issuing verdicts until it becomes clear for you, or
1
you write a letter about it to me.”
There are also other traditions rejecting the practice
according to one’s opinion. The honorable Prophet (a.s)
said:

ƊǹȂƐǴĉǔăȇăȁƊǹȂƐǴĉǔĄȈƊǧǶƎȀƎȇƗǂƎƥƊǹȂƬƒǨĄȈƊǧƊǹąȂăƬƒǨăƬąǈĄȇƈǱƢĈȀĄƳćǅƢǻȄǬƦăȈƊǧ
Those people remain in foulness who are asked
questions and they answer according to their own
opinion, leading others astray and going astray
2
themselves.

ÉƔƢǼąƥƗ ƊǹȁƾōǳăȂƌŭơ ǶƎȀȈĉǧ ƊƘăǌăǻ ĈŕƷ ƆȏĉƾăƬǠĄǷ ƊǲȈƟơǂǇƛ řăƥ ĄǂąǷƗ ƒǱăǄȇ ąǶƊǳ
ơȂƐǴăǓƊƗȁơȂƐǴăǔƊǧƎȅƗĈǂǳƢƥơȂǳƢǬƊǧƎǶăǷÉȋơƢȇƢƦăǇ
1
2

ȱǯȱśŚ (It’l No.)

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Al-I’tisam, Dar Al- ǰȱ ǯȱ ŚŞŘŞǲȱ
Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Al- ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘśŝŜǲȱ Musnad Ahmad,
Musnad Al-Mukathirinǰȱ ǯȱ ŜŘŘŘǰȱ ŜŚşŞȱ ȱ ŜŜŖŘǲȱ Sunan Ibn
Majah, Kitab Al-MuqaǰȱǯȱśŗǲȱSunan Al-Darimi, Kitab
Al-ǰȱǯȱŘŚŗ (Int’l No.)
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The Israelites were moderate until people emerged
among them who were the children of the captives.
They issued verdicts based on their own opinions,
1
going astray and leading astray, too.”
In his Sahih, Bukhari says, “The Prophet (a.s) never
talked according to personal opinion or analogy, because
of the Exalted God’s statement: Surely we have revealed
the Book to you with the truth that you may judge
between people by means of that which Allah has taught
you. 4:105”

The Abandonment or Allowance of Practicing
Ijtihad
The last topic to be discussed in this chapter is whether
the issue of Ijtihad is still open to practice or not. In our
time, most of the Sunni, except some of their scholars,
believe that practicing Ijtihad is not allowed anymore.
Shaykh Ahmad Abdul Rahim, a Sunni scholars, divides
jurisprudents into three different groups, the third of
which he calls ‘attributed jurisprudents’ and considers
following their verdicts as the duty of all Muslims. As
stated in his words, ‘attributed jurisprudent’ is one who
is attributed to one of the four Islamic schools (the
Shafiite, the Hanbalite, the Malikite and the Hanafite),
not issuing any verdicts against them. He says, “The
third group are those Muslims who emerged from the

1

Sunan Ibn MajahǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŞȱǯȱśśȱȱKanz al-Ummal.
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fourth century. It is a must for the public to follow the
jurisprudents attributed to one of the four Islamic
schools, since an independent jurisprudent is rare to this
1
day.”
His most important argument for his claim is that: “The
Islamic nation has reached consensus to trust the
predecessors for recognizing the religion. We should
refer to them too, and this is only possible through finedocumented traditions narrated in famous books and
reached upon by stating the most preferred traditions,
selecting the most general ones and concluding from
them. These features are not found but in the four
Islamic schools. No other Islamic sect or school lacks
theses features save Imamiyyah (the Twelver Shia) and
2
Zaydiyyah, whose followers are heretics.”
Our question here is that: If one knows what is narrated
from these four Sunni Imams and finds all or some of
them mistaking in the inference of some issues, should
he still follow them? If a rule with the same strength is
narrated
from
someone
else
like
professors,
contemporaries or the scholars of the four Islamic
schools, are these four Imams the only ones to be
followed?
Furthermore
what
is
wrong
with
discrimination in following? When we see the verdict
issued by one of these four Imams or others is more
convincing and logically more acceptable, why should

1

Al-Insaf, by Da ǰȱǯŝǯ

2

Al-Insaf, by Da ǰȱǯŝǯ
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we ignore it and just stick to a specific Islamic school? Is
it not heresy to confine the recognition of Islamic rules
in only four people?
The Holy Quran and honorable traditions invite us to
ponder over the religion. Following predecessors is true
in case of traditions, not in inference, especially if it is
opposed to our own inference. What do those who
confine jurisprudence to these four people, say about the
Prophet’s (a.s) statement that:

ƢǿơĈƽƗ ċǶƌƯƢǿƢǟȂƊǧŖƊǳƢǬăǷ ăǞĉǸăǇ ąǺăǷ Éƅơ ăǶĉƷăǁ ąȁƗ ƆơƾƦăǟ Éƅơ ăǂċǔăǻ
ĊǾƒǬĉǧ ƎǲĉǷƢƷ ċƣĄǁăȁ ĄǾǳ ăǾƒǬĉǧȏ ĊǾƒǬĉǧ ƎǲĉǷƢƷ ċƣĄǂƊǧ ƢȀąǠăǸąǈăȇ ąǶƊǳ ąǺăǷńƛ
ĄǾǼĉǷĄǾƊǬƒǧƗăȂĄǿąǺăǷńƛ
“May God promote the rank of that servant of
Him who hears my speech, keeps it in mind and
narrates to those who have not heard it. Too many
are the narrators who do not understand the
traditions they narrate, and too many are the
narrators who narrate the tradition for someone
1
who understand it more than they do.”
Moreover, this is in contrast with the consensus of
Muslims in the first century and their followers.

1

Sunan Al-Darimi, Al-Muqaddama (Ǽǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ
ŝśǰȱ  Ihya’ Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŘşȱ ȱ ŘřŖǲȱ Sunan Ibn Majah,
Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŘŝȱ ȱ ȱ -ǰȱ ǯȱ řŖŚŝǲȱ
Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al-¢¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŜŗśřȱ ȱ ŗŜŗřŞ
(Int’l No.)
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Mawlawi Shah Waliyullah Dahlawi in his Al-Insaf says:
“Muslims in the first and second centuries did not have
consensus on following single Islamic schools. The
ordinary people got the rules from their fathers or the
scholars in their cities who were capable of total or
partial inference from the Holy Quran or the
1
traditions.”
Is it not heresy to ignore the method of the Companions
and their followers and limit our understanding of God’s
religion to four persons? Also, what does it mean that
Imamiyyah are heretics? Is following the Ahl al-Bayt
heresy, while the leaders of the four Sunni schools had
directly or indirectly benefited from Imam Sadiq’s
knowledge? As this fact is implicitly acknowledged in the
book entitled Al-Tuhfah Al-Ithna ‘Ashariyyah, written to
2
reject the Shia, a part of which reads:
“And this is Abu Hanifah—May God be satisfied
with him—with his high rank before the Sunni,
who is proud to say eloquently, ‘If Nu’man (Abu
Hanifah) had not passed those two years, he was
perished.’ Abu Hanifah means the same two years

1

Quoted from the Encyclopedia of Muhammad Farid Wajdi,
ǯȱřǰȱǯȱŘŘŗ (with a little difference)
2

The book is originally in Farsi, by Shah Abdul Aziz Dihlawi
Hindi. Shaykh Qulam Aslami has translated it into Arabic in
ŗŘŘŝȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ŗřŖŗǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
this translation (Editor.)
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he accompanied Imam Sadiq—May God be
1
satisfied with him—for obtaining knowledge.”
Malik says:

2

“I went to see Ja’far Ibn Muhammad (Imam Sadiq
(a.s)) for a while. I did not see him but in one of
three states: either praying or fasting or reciting the
Quran. I did not see him quoting traditions from
the Messenger of Allah (a.s) except that he was
pure. He never said nonsense and was among
scholars, worshipers, ascetics and those who fear
God.
When Abu Hanifah was asked, “Who was the best
jurisprudent you have ever seen?” He replied:
“I have seen no one better than Ja’far Ibn
Muhammad. When calling him to Al-Hirah,
Mansur (The Abbasid caliph) sent someone to me
saying, ‘O Abu Hanifah! People are fascinated by

1

Then he continues: “It is said that Abu Hanifa has learnt
knowledge and the traditions from Imam Sadiq, his father—
Imam Baqir and his uncle Zayd Ibn Ali Ibn Al-Husayn (a.s).
In this regard it suffices to say that most tradition chains of
the Sunnis reaches back to the Prophet’s Household (a.s). No
one denies this save one who does not differentiate between
the dead and alive. See Alusi, Mukhtasar Al-Tuhfah Al-Ithna
‘Ashariyyahǰȱȱ ǰȱ ȱŗřşşǰȱǯŞ (Editor).
2

Sharh Al-Zurqani ala Mawatta’ Al-Imam Malikǰȱŗ st ed., Dar AlNashȱ ȱ ŗŚŗŗǰȱ ǯȱŗǰȱ ǯȱ řřŚǲȱ ȱ Al-Shifa’ bi Ta’rif
Huquq Al-Mustafa, Dar Al-ȱȱŗŚŖşǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŚŘǯ
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Ja’far Ibn Muhammad (and I cannot help arresting
him), so prepare your sophisticated questions for
him.’ I made forty difficult questions for him. Then
I went to Abu Ja’far (Imam Baqir) and found Ja’far
(Imam Sadiq) sitting on his right side. Seeing those
two, Ja’far’s dignity attracted me more than his
father’s did. So, I greeted them and was allowed to
sit. Ja’far attended to me and asked his father, ‘O
Abu Ja’far! Do you know this man?’ He answered,
‘Yes, he is Abu Hanifah, he has come to us.’ And
then Abu Abdullah (Imam Sadiq) continued, ‘O
Abu Hanifah! Bring your questions to ask Abu
Abdullah.’ Then I began questioning and in each
case he said, ‘Your opinion about this issue is soand-so while people of Medina say so-and-so and I
say so-and-so.’ He sometimes accepted our ideas
and sometimes theirs and sometimes rejected both
ideas, until we covered all the forty questions.
Then Abu Hanifah said, ‘Is it not that the most
knowledgeable of the people is one who is aware of
different ideas?’
The Dangers Of Ignorant Prejudices

Unfortunately, ignorant biases have hurt the Islamic
nation seriously throughout history. So many calamities
have harmed the Muslims under the title of Islam and
have blackened the pages of history! The writer of
Majma’ Al-Buldan writes about Isfahan:
“Recently and previously, there has been much
damage in Isfahan due to the biases of the Shafiite
and the Hanbalite and many quarrels between
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them. Whenever one group wins, it ravages,
dismantles and sets on fire the other group’s
districts. No contract prevents them from so
1
doing.”
2

The same is quoted from Mir’at Al-Jinan. In Nayshapur
too, there was a big quarrel between the Hanafite and the
Shafiite in which schools and marts were burnt and
many Shafiites were killed. Then they won over the
Hanafites but overdid in revenge. All these occurred in
AH 554. Such also happened between the Shafiite and
3
the Hanbalite in 716. The same events happened in
4
Baghdad in 323.
Many similar happenings have taken place, some of
which are mentioned in the worthy book Al-Imam Al5
Sadiq wal Madhahib Al-Arba’a. You may suppose that
these disputes only involved the public and that the
scholars of the four Islamic schools did not have any role
in them. But unfortunately the fact is that the leaders of
all these disputes or most of them were the scholars who
stimulated the public by their verdicts.

1

The Encyclopedia of Muhammad Farid Wajdi, Dar Al-Kutub
Al- ¢¢ǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŘŚŝǯ
2

ȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱřŚřǯ

3

Ibn Kathir, Al-Bidayah wa’l-NihayahǰȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱŝŜǯ

4

Ibn Al-Kathir, Al-Kamilǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱřŝśǯ

5

ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯŗşŖ-ŘŖŜǯ
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As an example, Shaykh Ibn Hatam Hanbali claimed that
1
one who is not Hanbalite is not Muslim. Meanwhile
Shaykh Abu Bakr Muqri Wa'iz believed in the
2
blasphemy of all the Hanbalite. Also Muhammad Ibn
Musa Hanafi, the judge of Damascus died in 506, is
quoted as saying, “If affairs were governed by me, I
3
would take Jizyah from the Shafiite.” In the same vein,
Abu Hamid Tusi, died in 567, have said, “If I was in
4
control, I would take Jizyah from the Hanbalite.”
These ignorant biases worsened to such an extent that
they reached books of biography (Rijal) and some people
were described as ‘doubtful’ and ‘liar’ only because of
their belief. Sabuki says: “Ignorance and bias are more
than alteration and adaptation in historians, and I have
seen few history books lacking these. The history of our
teacher, Dhahabi—May God forgive him—with all his
comprehensiveness is replete with prejudice. He has
taunted Muslims, who are selected servants of God, very
much. He has gone too far, deviated from the truth and
insulted Shafiite and Hanbalite Imams, but he has
praised the Anthropomorphists excessively.

1

Quoted from Tadhkirat Al-Huffazǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱřŝśǯ

2

Quoted from Shadharat Al-Dhahab, Vol. řǰȱǯȱŘśřǯ

3

A kind of tax charged from believers of other Heavenly
religions in lieu of their non-acceptance of Islam and covering
the cost of administration and their security in an Islamic
country. (Translator)
4

Al-Imam Al-Sadiq wal Madhahib Al-Arba’aǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗşŖǯ
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Hafiz Salah says: “Hafiz Shams Al-Din Dhahabi, there is
no doubt in whose piety, has been overcome by
argumentation,
aversion
of
interpretations
and
unawareness of purifying to such an extent that have
1
deviated his nature badly.”
Furthermore, some of them have fabricated traditions on
their Imams’ virtues and attributed to the Prophet (a.s)
wrongly, like what is falsely narrated from Prophet (a.s)
about Abu Hanifah, “God’s Prophets take pride in me
and I take pride in Abu Hanifah. Whoever likes him has
also liked me and whoever dislikes him has disliked
2
3
me,” and so on.
Other traditions have been fabricated in the vices of
other Islamic schools’ founders, as Ibn Hajar says about
Muhammad Ibn Saeed Tawarruqi, “He is among the
fabricators and has fabricated inappropriate issues about
the trustee… like this tradition wrongly narrated from
4
the Prophet, “A man will soon come from my nation,
called Ibn Idris (Shafi’) whose danger is worse than that
of Satan.”

1

Tabaqat Al-Shafi’iyyahǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗşŖǯ

2

Al-Dur Al-Mukhtar fi Sharh Tanwir Al-Absarǰȱǯȱŗǰǯȱśř-śŚǯ

3

Like what is said in praise of Shafi’i which is more a kind of
reproach, as Fakhr Razi quotes from Harmalah: “Shafi’i took
his tongue out and reached it to his nose; that is why he was
so powerful in speaking and eloquence.” See Manaqib Al-Imam
Al-Shafi’iǰȱǯȱřśǯ
4

Lisan Al-Mizanǰȱǯȱśǰȱǯȱŗŝşǯ
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Concluding Abandonment or Permission of Practicing Ijtihad

Some cases of biases of these four Islamic schools’
followers were mentioned. It is thus clear what they did
with the Ahl al-Bayt’s religion! Many alterations,
adaptations and fabricated traditions for eliminating the
1
light of the Ahl al-Bayt! Of course, a few true
quotations can be found with some impartial people who
were moderate to some extent. Anyway, confining
Ijtihad to the four jurisprudents (of the four Islamic
schools) is an unprecedented issue. It is true that
throughout history, sometimes a religious sect overcame
another, but it has been a political issue depending on
the whims of the rulers and leaders. For instance, when
Abu Yusuf, Abu Hanifah’s student, was appointed as the
chief judge of the state, he gave dominance to the
Hanafite jurisprudence and their judges. Other instances
of this you can see in the book entitled Tarikh Hasr AlIjtihad (The history of the abandonment of Ijtihad)
Historians’ statements show that the official and
effective dominance of these four Islamic schools and
restriction of others has occurred almost in the seventh
century. If truth be told, practicing Ijtihad must be
allowed and understanding religion must not be
restricted to what Malik, Abu Hanifah, Shafii and Ibn
Hanbal have understood from it. Reference to the
predecessors is only true in traditions, not Ijtihad.

1

See Sharh Nahj Al-Balaghah of Ibn Abi’l- ǰȱǯȱŗŗǰȱǯȱŚŚǯ

Wuzu (Statutory Ablution)
in Allah’s Book and the Prophet’s
Tradition
One of the rules on whose necessity and conditions for
performing the five daily (obligatory) prayers all the
Muslims have consensus is the purity (Taharah). One for
whom the obligatory bathing (Ghusl) is not necessary can
accomplish purifying by ablution. Some actions and
conditions of the ritual ablution, like whether to wash or
rub the feet, are subject to controversy. Most Sunni
scholars believe that washing the feet in ablution is
compulsory, but the verdict of all Shia jurisprudents is to
rub them. In case rubbing is incumbent, should it be
done all over the foot? Or is it enough to rub the feet
from the toes to the ankles?
At the outset of this discussion, we direct the attention of
the gentle readers, and mostly our Sunni brethren, to
some points:
A) Most of the beliefs and rituals which are now
considered as Islamic certainties have not been so
at the time of the Companions, their followers and
even one or two generations after them. In fact,
there has been controversy over these issues
among scholars and jurisprudents in the past, but
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due to political and practical concerns, some of
the opinions (and sometimes even one opinion)
have dominated others over time. Clearly, in such
a situation, scholars and thinkers may be
frightened by the dominance of an opinion and
attempt to find reasons and argumentation,
though unjustified, for it. The reason behind this
is that they have been brought up on respecting
that opinion and have accustomed to it. Later,
they have faced the same thing in their exchanges
with their fellows in the society. Leaving such an
opinion is hence very difficult, since it is deeply
internalized in one’s soul and mind. But reason
and justice requires that we save ourselves from
these jams and try to think logically and
independently and choose accordingly. Our
present discussion is one of the clearest evidences
of this issue.
B) The main source for the inference of religious
rulings is the Holy Quran that is away from any
untruth and everything should refer to it. If a
tradition or some traditions are against the Word
of Allah, they are surely invalid and should be
ignored. So, if traditions were contrary to each
other, i.e. some were in accord with Allah’s Word
and some against it, those in apparent accordance
with Quran are certainly preferable. Of course, if
the traditions in apparent contrast with Quran are
not opposed by other traditions, some people may
use them for the interpretation of Allah’s Book,
leaving the face of Quran. However, it is not the
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case if there are other opposing traditions, since
the proof of a tradition is lost due to the
contradiction to other traditions and therefore
there remains no proof for rejecting the face of
Quran. The Holy Prophet (a.s) says in this regard:

ǾĄƬƒǴƌǫƢǻƗȁĈřĉǷăȂĄȀǧĄǾƊǬƊǧơȁƒǹƜǧÊƅơƎƣƢƬĉǯȄǴǟȆĉưȇƾăƷơȂǓƎǂąǟƛ
“Compare my traditions with the Word of Allah. If
it was in accord with Quran, (you will find out
1
that) it is really my statement.”
C) Shia jurisprudents refer to traditions quoted from
the Ahl al-Bayt for proving the rulings of ablution,
like other rulings. Based on Thaqalayn tradition
and other traditions, they not only take traditions
from the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) as proof but also prefer
them to other traditions, as acknowledged by
some Sunni scholars. For instance, when Hakim
Nayshapuri speaks of the most valid documents
and the best narrator chains, he mentions some of
2
the Companions but first of all he says:
“The most valid tradition narrated from the Ahl alBayt (a.s) is Ja’far Ibn Muhammad (Imam Sadiq)
from his father (Imam Baqir), from Ja’far’s
grandfather (Imam Sajjad) from Ali (a.s), provided

1

Kanz al-Ummal, Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ şşŘǲȱ Al-Jami’ Al-Saghirǰȱ ŗ st
ed., Dar Al-ȱŗŚŖŗǰȱǯȱŗŗśŗǯ
2

Ma’rifa Ulum Al-HadithǰȱǯȱśŚǯ
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1

that the narrator from Ja’far is trustee.”

About the document of the famous tradition
2
known as Salsalat Al-Dhahab (Golden Chain)
narrated by Imam Riza (a.s), from his father from
his grandfathers from the Messenger of Allah
(a.s), Ahmad Ibn Hanbal says, “If this document
3
is read to an insane, he will be surely healed.”
Our emphasis here is on the traditions quoted by
the Sunni, but some of the traditions quoted by
the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) from the Holy Prophet are
mentioned, too. Our purpose is for our Sunni
brothers in this age to know, like their great
scholars at the first centuries after the emergence
of Islam, that these rulings are not especially for
the Shia; rather they can be obtained through the
traditions of themselves. Also some of the
Companions, their followers and some others who
are accepted by both the Sunni and the Shia
believe in these rulings and verdicts, too. It is
hoped that these scientific discussions make the

1

In these cases, the tradition is narrated from Imam Sajjad
(a.s) from Imam Husayn (a.s) from Ali (a.s).
2

A divine tradition in which the Exalted God states:

ĺơǀăǟąǺĉǷăǺĉǷƗřąǐĉƷƊǲăƻăƽąǺăǸƊǧřąǐĉƷÉƅơƐȏƛăǾǳƛȏƌƨăǸĉǴƊǯ

“The phrase “There is no God but Allah,” is My fort.
Whoever comes to My fort will be safe from My
chastisement.”
3

Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Al-Sawa’iq Al-MuhriqahǰȱǯȱŗŘŘǯ
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two Islamic sects approach each other, preventing
the adversaries of Islam and Quran from enjoying
their differences. This illumination may, by God’s
favor, make those who are of opinion and do not
consider taqlid as limited to “the four Islamic
schools”, choose this opinion, as did their
scholars previously.

D) The contradiction seen among the traditions are
of different sources, not just due to fabrication
and wrong attribution to the Messenger of Allah
(a.s), though alteration is the main source.
Qurtubi has some viewpoints about the traditions’
quotation and alteration. He says, “One should
not heed what liars and fabricators have said
about the virtue of reciting some Quranic chapters
and other deeds. The liars have fabricated these
with different purposes. Some of the apostates by
doing these aimed at making doubt among the
people and some others did so as a result of their
1
whims.
As Nuh Maruzi fabricated some
traditions in virtue of the Holy Quran’s chapters
one by one. When he was asked about his
intention, he answered, “I saw people turning
away from the Quran and going toward the
jurisprudence of Abu Hanifah and Maghazi of Ibn
Ishaq, so I fabricated these traditions for God’s
sake!” Qurtubi then continues, “Avoid what
Islam’s opponent and miscreants have established

1

They supposed they fabricate traditions for God’s sake.
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for encouragement or warning! The most harmful
of these is a group known as being ascetic who
supposed that they fabricated traditions for God’s
sake. People trusted them and hence accepted
what they fabricated. They were misled and led
1
people astray, too.” Nevertheless, contradiction
is found in some traditions since the narrator may
2
3
not have noticed situational or textual signs, or
if he has noticed them, he has not mentioned
them because the signs had been clear to him. For
example, he has brought a conditional rule as full
or a full one as conditional. Some other sources of
contradiction can be thought of which are
included in Dirayah and Usul books in detail.
E) As understood from reference books of traditions,
prayer and ablution were stipulated in the religion
from the beginning of the Prophet’s Mission, since
the Messenger of Allah (a.s) prayed along with Ali

1

Tafsir Qurtubiǰȱ Ř nd ed. Dar Al-Shu’ǰȱ ¢ȱ ŗřŝŘǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ
ŝŞǯ
2

Situational signs include the state of people involved in
question and answer, and conditions of time and place while
asking and answering. In the present discussion, the issue at
stake is that the narrator may not have attended these
conditions while narrating the tradition, (Editor).
3

Textual signs are words and phrases in traditions that bear
special meaning. The issue at stake here is that the narrator
may have narrated the tradition headless of these words’
sensitivity and special connotation, not bringing the original
words (Editor).
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1

(a.s) and Khadijah (a.s). Ibn Majah in his Sunan,
Hakim in Mustadrak and Tabari in his Tarikh
quote Abbad Ibn Abdullah as saying that he heard
Ali (a.s) saying:

ƐȏƛȅƾǠăƥƢȀƌǳȂǬăȇȏĄǂăƦƒǯȋơĄǪȇĈƾĈǐǳơƢǻƗȁĉǾĉǳȂǇăǁȂĄƻƗăȁÊƅơĄƾąƦăǟƢǻƗ
ăśǼĉǇƎǞąƦăǈƎƥƎǅƢĈǼǳơƊǲąƦƊǫĄƪąȈōǴăǏćƣơƐǀƊǯ
I am God’s servant and the brother of His
Messenger, and I am the greatest truthful. No one
would claim this after me except a liar. I prayed
2
seven years before other people did.”
Though prayer had been included in the religion from
the beginning, there is consensus that the Ablution Verse
3
(5:6) has been descended in Medina , as this verse is in
4
Al-Ma’ida Chapter, which was revealed in Medina. Of
course, as is evident from some of the verses in this
Chapter, some verses of it have been revealed toward the
end of Prophet’s life. Keeping this in mind, there is
likelihood that at first, ablution was different regarding

1

Sirah by Ibn HuǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŘŜŖǲȱTarikh Ya’qubiǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱ
Řřǯ
2

Sunan Ibn Majah, Dar Ihya; Al-Turath Al-ȱŗřşśǰȱǯȱŚŚ
(in the same page it is quoted from Al-Zawa’id, “This
document is true.” Mustadrak, Dar Al-Ma’ǰȱ ȱ ŗŚŖŜǰȱ
ǯȱ řǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŗŘǲȱ Tarikh Tabari, Dar al-Ma’ǰȱ ¢ǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ǯȱ
řŗŖǯ
3

Jalal Al-Din Suyuti, Al-Itqan fi Ulum Al-Quranǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗřřǯ

4

Ibid.
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its conditions and details, and after the revelation of the
honorable verse, the previous tradition about the
ablution was abrogated. Some traditions imply the same
concept, too. Therefore by rejection of some traditions
because of their contradiction, we do not intend to deny
them totally. Perhaps the narrators have quoted an
abolished ruling headless of its being abolished or
heading its clear abolition.
With regard to the above-mentioned facts, we present the
honorable verse of ablution (wuzu) and dry ablution
(tayammum) and discuss it in details.
Almighty God says:

ąǶƌǰăǿȂĄƳĄȁ ơȂƌǴÊǈƒǣƢƊǧ ĉƧƢƊǴċǐǳơ ȄƊǳƎƛ ąǶĄƬąǸƌǫ ơƊƿƎƛ ơȂĄǼăǷƕ ăǺȇĉǀōǳơ ƢăȀČȇƊƗ Ƣăȇ
ƎǺąȈăƦąǠƊǰƒǳơȄƊǳƎƛąǶƌǰƊǴĄƳąǁƊƗăȁąǶƌǰĉǇȁÉƔĄǂƎƥơȂĄƸăǈąǷơăȁƎǪĉǧơăǂăǸƒǳơȄƊǳƎƛąǶƌǰăȇĉƾąȇƊƗăȁ
ÈƔƢăƳ ąȁƊƗ ƉǂƊǨăǇ ȄƊǴăǟ ąȁƊƗ ȄăǓąǂăǷ ąǶĄƬąǼƌǯ ƒǹƎƛăȁ ơȁĄǂċȀōǗƢƊǧ ƢĆƦĄǼĄƳ ąǶĄƬąǼƌǯ ƒǹƎƛăȁ
ơȂĄǸċǸăȈăƬƊǧ ÅƔƢăǷ ơȁĄƾƎƴăƫ ąǶƊǴƊǧ ÈƔƢăǈďǼǳơ ąǶĄƬąǈăǷƢƊǳ ąȁƊƗ ĉǖĉƟƢăǤƒǳơ ąǺĉǷ ąǶƌǰąǼĉǷ ćƾăƷƊƗ
ƊǲăǠąƴăȈĉǳĄǾōǴǳơĄƾȇƎǂĄȇƢăǷĄǾąǼĉǷąǶƌǰȇĉƾąȇƊƗăȁąǶƌǰĉǿȂĄƳĄȂƎƥơȂĄƸăǈąǷƢƊǧƢĆƦďȈƊǗơĆƾȈĉǠăǏ
ąǶƌǰōǴăǠƊǳąǶƌǰąȈƊǴăǟĄǾăƬăǸąǠƎǻċǶĉƬĄȈĉǳăȁąǶƌǯăǂďȀƊǘĄȈĉǳĄƾȇƎǂĄȇąǺĉǰƊǳăȁƉƱăǂăƷąǺĉǷąǶƌǰąȈƊǴăǟ
.ƊǹȁĄǂƌǰąǌăƫ
O you who believe! when you rise up to prayer,
wash your faces and your hands as far as the
elbows, and rub your heads and your feet to the
ankles; and if you are under an obligation to
perform a total ablution, then wash (yourselves)
and if you are sick or on a journey, or one of you
come from the privy, or you have touched the
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women, and you cannot find water, betake
yourselves to pure earth and rub your faces and
your hands therewith, Allah does not desire to put
on you any difficulty, but He wishes to purify you
and that He may complete His favor on you, so
that you may be grateful. (5:6)

The Quality of Washing the Hands
The first issue of difference in ablution between the
Sunni and the Shia is the quality of washing the hands.
The Shia, when washing the hands during the ritual
ablution, begin from the elbows down to the fingertips,
while the usual method among the Sunni is the reverse,
i.e. they start from the fingertips up to the elbows. Of
course, this is not a basic difference. All the Sunni
jurisprudents consider the Shia’s method in washing the
hands as true. That is right! Some of them state that in
some cases beginning from the fingertips is
recommended. Nawawi in his Al-Majmu’, says, “Abu’lQasim Saymuri and his friend, Mawirdi, in the book
entitled Hawi say that it is recommended to start from
the fingertips during washing the hands in ablution. So,
one should pour water to his palm and reach it to the
elbow by the palm of the other hand. The natural flow of
water is not sufficient. And if someone else pours water
for him in ablution, it is recommended to pour water
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from the elbow to the fingertips and one who pours
1
water should be on the left side.”
Also, a part of Al-Fiqh ala Al-Madhahib Al-Arba’a reads:
“One of the recommendations in ablution for the Shafiite
is to begin from the front part of the organs (the
fingertips) provided that the water is taken by handfuls
from a bowl or a vessel. But if someone else pours water
or water pours from something like a trumpet, it is
recommended to begin from the elbows.”
Except the Shafiite, others have quoted the virtue of
beginning from the fingertips when washing the hands in
the ritual ablution. As far as the author scrutinized, no
Sunni jurisprudent knows beginning from the fingertips
compulsory. A point worthy of mentioning about
washing the hands is that the elbow should certainly be
washed, as stipulated in traditions narrated by both the
Sunni and the Shia:

ÈƔƢŭơ ċǂăǷƊƗ ƊƘĈǓăȂăƫ ơƿƛ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ČœĈǼǳơ ƊǹƢǯ ƉǂƥƢƳ Ǻăǟ
ĉǾąȈƊǬƊǧąǂĉǷȄǴăǟ
Jabir said: The Holy Prophet (a.s) always washed
the elbows in ablution.
The honorable verse states the same thing too, because
the word “ ϰϟ· ” (into) is used as meaning “ ϊϣ ” (with)
implying that the elbow should also be washed to the

1

Abu Zakariyya Muhyi Al-Din Ibn Sharaf Al-Nawawi, AlMajmu’, Dar Al-ǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřşŚǯ
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sufficient extent. The lexicographers and jurisprudents
have stipulated this fact. The usage of “ ϰϟ· ” with the
meaning “ ϊϣ ” is not limited to this verse only, since both
in Allah’s Word and in Arabic, it is frequently found,
such as in 11:52, 4:2 and 3:52. In Arabic language, there
1
is a proverb supporting this claim. But Sharih Razi has
proposed the meaning of addition. Undoubtedly the
theme of the honorable verse is that hands should be
washed including the elbows and the word “ ϰϟ· ” (to)
means inclusion, but the verse does not include the
2
quality of washing the hands.

1

An Arabic proverb says:

ƈǲƎƥƛĉƽȁōǀǳơńƛĄƽȁōǀǳơ

2

Other jurisprudents propose the possibility of the meaning
‘end’ for ‘ ńƛ ’ but this is not to say that the thing to be washed
(hand in this case) is limited to this extent and that ‘ ńƛ ’ means

the end point in washing since beginning from the elbow
when washing the hand in ablution is agreed upon by all
Muslims.
The quality of washing the hand in the honorable verse: We
should see what ‘ ńƛ ’ (to) means and to which verb it belongs.
There are two possibilities; the stronger one is that it means
“ ǞǷ ” (with) and belongs to the verb ‘wash.’ In this case, the
verse does not include the quality of washing the hands at all,
and we should obtain it from traditions; since this verse only
implies that hand should be washed along with the elbow, but
does not say anything if the hand should be washed
beginning from the elbow or the fingertips. The other, yet
weaker, possibility is that ‘ ńƛ ’ (to) means ‘the end point.’ In
this case, we should see to which verb ‘ ńƛ ’ belongs. If it
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belongs to “ ơȂǴǈǣơ ” (wash), the verse means that the elbow is
the end point of the hand to be washed in the ablution. In
other words, washing the hand should begin from the
fingertips and end in the elbow. At the first glance, ‘ ńƛ ’ may
seem to belong to “ ơȂǴǈǣơ ”, But with further attention, it
becomes clear that ‘ ńƛ ’ (to) cannot belong to “ ơȂǴǈǣơ ” (wash),
because when ‘ ńƛ ’ is used to mean the end point of something,
the action before the end point should be repeated before the
final action. As in the phrase, “ ƩƢǷ ǹ Ɨ  ń ƛ  Ǿ ƬƥǂǓ ” (beating to
death), in which the action before the end point (beating) is
repeated before the end point (death). But it is not true to say
“ ƩƢǷ ƒǹ Ɨ  ń ƛ ǾƬǴƬǫ ” (killing to death). The question here is that if the
mentioned condition exists in the honorable verse, i.e.
whether or not the action before the end point is repeated
before “ ǪǧơǂǷ ” (elbows). The answer is negative, because the
action before the end point is “washing the hand” and it is
not repeated before “the elbows.” The reason is that “hand”
includes the fingertips and the arms and the parts between
them, and when “washing the hand” is completed, washing
“the elbow” is done too and “washing he hand” cannot be
repeated before “the elbow.” As a result, if ‘ ńƛ ’ means the end

point, it cannot belong to “ ơȂǴǈǣơ ”, since the mentioned
condition is not present, i.e. the action before the end point is
not repeatable before it. So, ‘ ńƛ ’ should be considered to
belong to something else and that is the verb ö ơȂǘ ĉǬ Ǉ Ɨ ’ (exclude),

which is omitted here. In this case, the meaning of the verse
becomes, “Wash your faces and your hands, but exclude up to
the elbows.” Of course “washing the hands and excluding up
to the elbows” can be in two ways; first, not to wash from the
fingertips to the elbow and wash from the elbow to the arm;
and second, not to wash from the arm to the elbow and wash
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Most Shia scholars, based on traditions, believe that
beginning from the elbow is mandatory when washing
the hand in ablution, but some others reject the proof of
these traditions and believe that traditions only prove the
desirability and preference of beginning from the fingers
when washing the hands in ablution. Consequently, to
them, washing the hands from the fingers is allowed and
does not nullify the ablution. Among the believers in this
issue is Sayyid Murtaza Alam Al-Huda, in one of the
1
two quotations attributed to him. Ibn Idris Hilli, in
Sara’ir, explicitly accepts this quotation and about
adducing it, he says: “…since the Exalted God has
ordered us to wash the hands in the ritual ablution and
one who washes his hand from the fingers to the elbow
2
has undoubtedly done his duty.”

The Quality of Rubbing the Head
Another controversial issue in the ablution is the quality
of rubbing the head. The Shia rub only the front part of
the head, while most Sunnis rub most or all the head. In

from elbow to the fingertips. But no one has ever said not to
wash from the fingertips to the elbow. Therefore, the only
true sense is not to wash from the arm to the elbow, but to
wash from the elbow to the toes. This possibility is quoted by
Ibn Husham from some grammarians and he has not rejected
it. See: Mughni Al-LabibǰȱǯȱŘǰȱȱś (Editor).
1

Al-IntisarǰȱǯȱŗŜǯ

2

Al-Sara’ir, Voǯȱŗǰȱǯȱşşǯ
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fact, this difference is not so controversial and many
jurisprudents do not consider rubbing the entire head as
obligatory. For instance, Imam Shafi’i considers the least
amount of rubbing sufficient. In Bidayat Al-Mujtahid, we
read the following:
Scholars have reached consensus that rubbing the
head in the ritual ablution is compulsory, but they
are not in agreement about the amount of it. Malik
believes in the obligation of rubbing the whole
head. Shafi’i and some of the followers of Malik
and Abu Hanifah believe that only rubbing a part
of the head is necessary. These disciples of Malik
have determined a one-third amount for rubbing
the head. Some others have set the two-third
amount. Abu Hanifah says that the amount is onefourth. Moreover, Abu Hanifah has determined a
part of the hand to rub with, saying: “Rubbing the
head with less than three fingers is not enough.”
Shafi’i has determined no limitation for the hand
1
nor for the head.
Ibn Rushd then adds:
The main reason for this difference is that “Əƥ” (to)
has two meanings in Arabic; (1) Addition, as in
23:20, and (2) division.

1

Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn
Rushd Qurtubi, Bidayah Al-Mujtahid, Published in Egypt,
ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ -Taharah, Kitab Al-£ǰȱ Ř nd section,
ȱŜǰȱǯȱŗŗǯ
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The usage of “ ˶˰ Α ” for division in Arabic is undeniable as
agreed upon by the grammarians of Kufah. People who
know this fact consider as obligatory rubbing a part of
the head. They have referred to the tradition of
Mughirah who said: “The honorable Prophet (a.s)
performed ablution and rubbed the front part of the head
and upon his turban.”
Ibn Qudamah writes in his Al-Mughni, “It is also
narrated from Ahmad that he deems legal rubbing a part
of the head.” He then continues, “Abu Al-Harith says: “I
asked Ahmad, ‘Does it suffice to rub just a part of the
head and leave other parts?’ He answered, ‘Yes, it is
1
sufficient.’”
It is narrated that A’ishah, Uthman and Ibn Umar
rubbed the front part of the head during the ritual
2
ablution. In Al-Mughni, Hasan, Sufyan Thawri, Awza’i
and other opinionists are said to believe in rubbing a part
3
of the head.
In arguing for the obligation of rubbing a part of the
head, some grammarians are quoted as saying, “When
“ ˶˰ Α ” is added to the object of a verb which is transitive
per se, it refers to division, such as in the honorable

1

Al-Mughniǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ -Siwak wa Sunnah Al-Wuzu,
QuestionȱŘŞǰȱǯȱŗŝśǯ
2

ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŗŗǯ

3

Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughniǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ -Siwak wa Sunnah
Al-£ǰȱȱŘŞǰȱǯȱŗŝśǲȱ-Majmu’ǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚřřǯ
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verse ˸Ϣ˵Ϝ˶γϭ˵˯˵ή˶Α Ϯ˵Τ˴δ˸ϣ˴ϭ (rub your heads), but if the verb is
not transitive by itself, the “ ˶˰ Α ” refers to addition, such as
in 22:29. Some have argued that “ ˶˰ Α ”, when added to a
noun, refers to the fact that a part of that noun is
intended. Abu Al-Su’ud, in the exegesis of the honorable
verse says, “It is proved that “ ˶˰ Α ” adds a sense of
containing to the verb. Perhaps, it is said that it does not
mean to rub all the head, unlike ˸Ϣ˵Ϝ˶γϭ˵˯˵ή˶Α Ϯ˵Τ˴δ˸ϣ˴ϭ which
resembles God’s saying “ ϢϜϫϮΟϭ ϮϠδϏΎϓ ” (wash your
faces.) Therefore, the great majority of Sunni
jurisprudents believe that rubbing a part of the head is
sufficient. All Shia scholars believe that rubbing a part of
the head is obligatory and consider necessary rubbing the
front part of the head. However, there is controversy on
determining its amount. What is common among Shia
jurisprudents is that naming (something) rubbing the
1
front part of the head would suffice. The proof for this
famous statement is valid traditions of the Ahl al-Bayt
2
(a.s). We bring here one of these traditions narrated by
Imam Baqir (a.s):
Zurarah asked the Imam (a.s), “How do we know
that rubbing a part of the feet is enough?” Imam
Baqir (a.s) replied:

ǾƎƥ ƊǱăǄăǻăȁ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾĉǳƕȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ĄǾƊǳƢǫƌƧǁơǁĄǃ Ƣȇ
ùǶƌǰăǿȂƳĄȁ ơȂǴÊǈǣơø ƌǱȂǬăȇ ōǲăƳăȁ ċǄăǟ Èƅơ ōǹȋ Êƅơ ǺĉǷ ĄƣƢƬĉǰǳơ

1

That is if someone is seen to have rubbed, that suffices even
if it has been the least amount (Editor).
2

Madarik Al-AhkamǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŘŖŞǯ
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ńƛ ǶǰȇĉƾȇƗȁø ƊǱƢƊǫ ōĽ ƊǲăǈąǤĄȇ ƒǹƗ ȆǤăƦǼăȇ ĄǾōǴƌǯ ăǾąƳăȂǳơ ōǹƗ ƢǼąǸĉǴăǠƊǧ
ùǶƌǰĉǇƙǂƎƥ ơȂƸăǈąǷơăȁø ƊǱƢƊǬǧ ƎśǷȐƊǰǳơ ăśăƥ ƊǲăǐƊǧ ċǶƌƯ ùƎǪĉǧơǂƊŭơ
ÊƔƢƦǳơ ĉǹƢǰƊŭ ƎǅƗǂǳơǒǠăƦƎƥ ăƶąǈƊŭơ ōǹƗ ùǶƌǰĉǇƙĄǂƎƥø ƊǱƢǫ ăśĉƷƢǼƒǧǂăǠƊǧ
ƊǱƢǬǧ ĉǾąƳăȂǳƢƎƥ ǺȇăƾăȈǳơ ƊǲăǏăȁ ƢǸƊǯ ƎǅƗĈǂǳƢƥ ƎśƊǴąƳĈǂǳơ ǲăǏăȁ ċǶƌƯ
ăƶąǈƊŭơ ōǹƗ ƎǅƗĈǂǳƢƎƥƢȀǴăǏăȁ ăśĉƷƢǼƒǧǂăǠƊǧ ùśăƦąǠƊǰǳơ ńƛǶƌǰǴĄƳǁƗȁø
ƢȀĉǔǠăƥȄǴăǟ
O Zurarah! This is the word of the Messenger of
Allah (a.s) and the same is true in what has been
revealed of Allah’s Book; since Allah states, “wash
your faces;” so, He told us to wash the whole face.
Then He said, “and your hands as far as the
elbows.” Then He distinguished these two
proceeding statements saying, “Rub your heads.”
When He said, “your heads,” He taught us that
rubbing will be done with part of the head, as He
had attached the ruling of the hands to that of the
face, so He stated, “and your feet to the ankles.”
Thus, by attaching the ruling of the feet to that of
the head, He taught us that rubbing a part of the
feet is sufficient.
As is evident from this tradition, Imam Baqir (a.s) has
adduced both the Prophet’s tradition and the Quran’s
surface and lexical aspect. To Shia jurisprudents, rubbing
the head is recommended to be horizontally and with
three closed fingers in amount.
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Rubbing or Washing the Feet?
The most controversial issue in the ritual ablution among
the Sunni and Shia is what to do about the feet. Most of
the Sunnis, following the idea of the four Islamic
schools, believe that the feet should be washed up to the
ankles, but some of grand Sunni jurisprudents and all the
Shia believe that what is ordered is rubbing the feet up to
the ankles, not washing them.
Some Sunni jurisprudents believe that both rubbing and
washing are valid and still some others have issued
verdicts to perform both of them. The honorable verse,
about our duty toward the feet in ablution says:

 ƎǺąȈăƦąǠƊǰƒǳơȄƊǳƎƛąǶƌǰƊǴĄƳąǁƊƗăȁąǶƌǰĉǇȁÉƔĄǂƎƥơȂĄƸăǈąǷơăȁ
And rub your heads and your feet to the ankles.
Among the usual pronunciations, the word “ ϢϜϠΟέ ”
(your feet) has been pronounced in two ways: one with
the jarr (genetive case) vowel (/i/ sound) and the other
with the nasb (accusative case) vowel (as the vowel
sound in English ‘lab’). We now discuss either
pronunciation to understand our true duty as stipulated
in the Holy Quran.
Pronunciation with jarr vowel ( arjuli )

Anyone who has a minimum knowledge of Arabic
language agrees that when “ ϢϜ ˶Ϡ Οέ ” (your feet) is
pronounced with jarr vowel, it is added to “ α ϭ ΅έ ”
(heads), and whatever rule is mentioned for “heads” is
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applicable to the feet. This is not in considerable
difference with the case it had directly said, “  ϮΤδϣ
ϢϜϠΟέΎΑ ” (rub your feet).
One may claim that although the statement apparently
stipulates that “ ϢϜϠΟέ ” (your feet) is added to ‘head’ and
1
has the same rule as the head, external reasons indicate
that ‘feet’ do not have the same rule as of ‘head’ and
they should be washed, not rubbed. Our answer is that,
first, as it will be discussed later, there are no such valid
2
and unquestionable reasons. Second; if we suppose that
there are such reasons, their proof is not certain. On the
other hand, the explicitness of the statement in the verse
makes altering it very obscene, away from God’s
Glorious Word, which is of the best degrees of
eloquence. If ‘feet’ is not added to ‘heads,’ not having its
rules, it should probably be added to ‘your hands’ and
hence washed. But in this case too, pronouncing ‘your
feet’ with jarr vowel would be unjustifiable. The only
apparently justified argument posed by some people to
justify the vowel jarr for ‘feet’ without being attached to
‘heads’ is jarr, because of an adjacent noun. They say
‘your feet’ actually has nasb vowel, but since it is
adjacent with ‘your heads,’ which has jarr vowel, it has
become of similar feature. These people have cited
instances of ‘jarr because of an adjacent noun’ mentioned
in ancient Arab poems and proverbs.

1

That is religious reasons other than this honorable verse.

2

Section “Ablution in tradition.”
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The counter argument for ‘ jarr due to an adjacent noun’

The answer lies in Ibn Husham’s Mughni Al-Labib, the
second rule of section eight, where he writes:
Scholars believe that jarr due to adjacent noun is
rarely used for description or emphasis; but jarr due
to an adjacent noun cannot occur in case of nouns
joined by conjunctions, since conjunctions do not
allow vowels to be extended to the following
1
noun.” Sayrafi and Ibn Jinni have basically
2
rejected jarr due to the adjacent noun.
One may object to this explanation citing an ancient
Arab poem as example; yet, Ibn Husham himself replied
to such an objection in the Fourth Section of Mughni AlLabib quoting some people as saying that in case of an
agent or an adjective, normally with nasb vowel, it is
basically allowed to add a noun with vowel jarr to them.
3
They give evidence from an ancient Arab poem, too.
When an agent has a sense of past tense, it is only added
to another noun, but it cannot affect the vowel of that
noun. It is now clear that jarr due to adjacent noun is not
a grounded possibility.
In general, we conclude that, first; some grammarians
such as Sirafi and Ibn Jinni have basically rejected the

1

Mughni Al-LabibǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŞşśǯ

2

Ibid.

3

Mughni Al-Labibǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ȱ Śǰȱ ȱ Ğ ȱ ę ȱ ȱ ’il
wa sifat al-mushabbaha, p. ŜŖŖǯ
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rule of jarr due to an adjacent vowel. Second; if we
accept this rule, the scholars (as to Ibn Husham) have
said that there are very rare instances in cases of
description and emphasis, but not in connection to a
previous manner as in our case. Further, how can one
interpret the Holy Quran with such a rare possibility?
The Holy Quran is the most eloquent of the words which
men and jinn are unable to replicate. Is it not imposing
one’s own unjustified inclination to the Holy Quran?
Another instance of jarr due to an adjacent noun

Some people may say that the rule under discussion
appears in verses other than the Ablution Verse, as in
“ ˳Ϧ ϴ ˶ϋ  ˳έ Ϯ ˵Σ ˴ϭ ” (56:22), in which “ έϮΣ ” is pronounced with
jarr vowel, though lexically it cannot be added to
“ ˳Ώ Ϯ ˸ϛ ΄ Α ” (with globes) since the verse does not mean that
‘the youths’ go round about with ‘beautiful ones.’ So, it
should have jarr due to the adjacent “ ˴ϖϳ˶έΎΑ˴ϭ ˳ΏϮ˸ϛ΄˶Α” and
added to “ ˴ϥϭ˵Ϊ͉Ϡ˴Ψ˵ϣ ˲ϥΪ˸ϟ˶ϭ” which has nasb vowel. Also, in
case of the honorable verse “ Ύ˴Ϡ˴ϓ ˲αΎ˴Τ˵ϧ˴ϭ ˳έΎ˴ϧ ˸Ϧ˶ϣ ˲υ˴Ϯ˵η Ύ˴Ϥ˵Ϝ˸ϴ˴Ϡ˴ϋ ˵Ϟ˴γ˸ή˵ϳ
˶ϥ˴ή˶μ˴ΘϨ˴Η” (55:35), some people have pronounced “ αΎΤϧ ”
with jarr, while it is added to “ υϮη ” which has nasb.
They argue that grammarians and interpreters believe
that justifying the jarr vowel due to its adjacent noun is
only a possibility and not completely valid. About the
phrase “ Ϧϴϋ έϮΣ ”, Zamakhshari says: “If the two nouns
are pronounced as having jarr vowel, there are two
possibilities: first, that it is connected to “ ϢϴόϨϟ ΕΎϨΟ ϲϓ ”
(56:12). Second, this phrase is connected to “ ΏϮ ˸ϛ  ”
(goblets) because the meaning of the verse supports so.
Hence, as is evident, Zamakhshari has not posed the
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issue of jarr due to an adjacent noun. The abovementioned possibilities have been also mentioned in
Mughni. The author of Kashf is quoted as saying, “Jarr
due to an adjacent noun is a weak possibility or it is
totally rejected, in case of the non-adjacent nouns.”
Still other people have mentioned another reason for
“ ϞΟέ ” (the feet) taking a jarr vowel, in order not to
accept rubbing for the feet. They have stated that the
connection of “ ϞΟέ ” (the feet) to “ α  έ ” (the head) is not
because of their identical rule of rubbing; rather since
washing the feet may lead to wastage, ‘feet’ has been
connected to ‘head,’ implying that in washing the feet,
care must be taken not to waste water. This is so weak a
statement, as is evident.
It thus became clear that in the honorable verse of
ablution, the jarr vowel of “ ϞΟέ ” (the feet) due to an
adjacent noun is not true, and the only valid
contribution is connecting it to “ ϢϜγ΅έ ” (your heads),
which proves the correctness of rubbing the feet.

Pronunciation with the nasb vowel (arjula)
In case “ ϢϜϠΟέ ” (your feet) is pronounced with nasb
vowel, it is understood by anyobe familiar with Arabic
that it is connected to “ αϭ΅έ ” (heads). In other words, it
is connected to the position of it in the sentence, since
“ αϭ΅ήΑ ” per se, is the object of the verb “ ϮΤδϣ ” in the
sentence and its underlying vowel is nasb. Connecting a
noun to another’s position in the sentence exists in books
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of Arabic grammar and there are so many evidences on
it.
If someone says that “ ϢϜϠΟέ ” (your feet) is connected to
“ ϢϜϳΪϳ ” (your feet) in the previous sentence, our answer is
that this is a rare possibility, because the first sentence is
finished and nothing is expected to follow. The next
sentence is started; and to connect “ ϞΟέ ” to the first
sentence at this place is away from eloquence.
Surprisingly, some people have claimed that unlike
washing, the amount of rubbing is not limited in
religion, and since “ ϢϜϠΟέ ” (your feet) is limited (to the
ankles), it should be connected to something whose rule
is washing, i.e. “ ϢϜϳΪϳ ” (your hands). This is so strange
an argument, because it is a prerequisite. One who
considers rubbing of “ ϞΟέ ” as compulsory rather than
washing it, will inevitably consider it limited. In this
case, the two sentences become even more compatible;
since in the first one there are two body parts to be
washed (The face and the hands), one of which is limited
(The hands) and the other unlimited (The face), and in
the second sentence there are two body organs to be
rubbed (the head and the feet) one unlimited (The head)
and the other limited (The feet). Further, the
compatibility of the two pronunciations (jarr and nasb) is
the best evidence that “ ϢϜϠΟέ ” (your feet) cannot be
connected to “ ϱΪϳ ” (hands), since in the first possibility,
we clearly proved that pronouncing with jarr vowel, the
honorable verse stipulates to the obligation of rubbing
the feet.
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The claim that rubbing means washing or is rubbing in
case of the head, but washing about the feet is a very
ungrounded one. The reason is that in this verse and the
like, ‘washing’ and ‘rubbing’ have been used in contrast
to each other, as some people have said, In Quran,
rubbing is mentioned, but in tradition, washing is
considered obligatory.” This sentence indicates that by
rubbing, they mean ‘touching with the hand. In fact,
they believe what is in tradition is washing and hence
found Quran and tradition in apparent contrast.
Moreover, if we suppose rubbing as meaning washing; is
there any evidence in Quran perse other than evidences
outside it posed by some people? Is there any difference
between “ ϢϜϠΟέ ϭ ϢϜγ΅ήΑ ϮΤδϣϭ ” in Ablution Verse and
“ ϪϨϣ ϢϜϳΪϳ ϭ ϢϜϫϮΟϮΑ ϮΤδϣΎϓ ” in the verse expounding the
Tayammum (Dry Ablution)? This illuminates the
invalidity of another justification.

Ablution in the Prophet’s Tradition
Some people have claimed that traditions imply the
obligation of washing the feet in the ritual ablution and
there are no valid traditions for rubbing them. This claim
has led them to justify and interpret the honorable verse
of ablution against its apparent meaning. The counter
argument to this claim is that so many valid traditions
stipulate to the obligation of rubbing, not washing the
feet. The readers’ attention is hereinafter directed to
some traditions narrated by the Sunnis:
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ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏœĈǼǳơăƾǼĉǟƆƢǈĉǳƢƳƊǹƢǯǾĈǻƗǞǧơǁǺƥƨǟƢǧǁǺăǟ
Éƅơ ĄǽăǂăǷƗƢǸƊǯ ÈƔȂǓĄȂǳơǢăƦąǈăȇ ĈŕăƷ ĊƾăƷȋ ƈƧȐăǏ ČǶĄƬăƫȏƢȀċǻƛƊǱƢǬǧ
ńƛ ĉǾąȈƊǴƳƎǁȁ ĉǾĉǇƗǂƎƥ ĄƶăǈąŻȁ ƎśƊǬƊǧǂĉŭơ ńƛ ĉǾąȇăƾăȇȁ ĄǾăȀąƳăȁ ƌǲÊǈąǤăȇńƢǠƫ
śăƦǠƊǰǳơ
It is narrated from Rifa’ah Ibn Rafi’ that he was by
the Prophet (a.s) when said: “In fact, no one’s
prayer is acceptable until he/she accomplishes the
ablution completely and correctly, as the Almighty
has stated, i.e. washes the face and the hands to the
elbows and rub the head and the feet to the
1
ankles.
As is evident, this tradition has clearly stated that the
head and the feet should be rubbed.

ȄǴăǟ ÈƔƢŭơ ĄƶăǈąǸăȇăȁ ƌƘĈǓăȂăƬăȇ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ĄƪąȇƗăǁ
ĉǾąȈƊǴąƳƎǁ
Al-Bukhari, Ahmad, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ibn Abi
Umar, Al-Baghawi, Al-Tabarani, Al-Bawirdi and
others have narrated Abbad Ibn Tamim AlMazani’s reporting his father’s saying: “I saw the
Messenger of Allah (a.s) performing ablution and
2
rubbing his feet with water.”

1

Sunan Ibn Majahǯȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ śŝǰȱ ȱ ŚŜŖǰȱ ǯȱ Śśřǲȱ
Sunan Abi Dawudǰȱ ǯȱ ŝřŖǲȱ Sunan Al-Nisa’iǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŗŘŚǲȱ Sunan
Al-DarimiȱŗŘşś (Int’l No.)
2

Al- ǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŞśǰȱǯȱŞŚřǯ
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Ibn Hajar Asqalani has narrated this tradition in the
biography of Tamim Ibn Zayd Ansari, saying, “The
narrators of the tradition are all trustworthy.” The
stipulation of this tradition to the obligation of rubbing
the feet is also clear.

Ŀ ĘȆĉǴăǟ ăśǼǷƚƌŭơ ƎŚǷƗ ǞǷ ćǅȂǴĄƳ ĄǺŴ ƢǸăǼąȈăƥ ƊǱƢǫ ǂǘǷ ĺƗ Ǻăǟ
ƅơƎǱȂǇăǁÈƔȂǓĄȁňƎǁƗƊǱƢǬǧƈǲĄƳǁƔƢƳĉƨăŧĈǂǳơƎƣƢƥȄǴăǟĉƾƎƴǈƊŭơ
řĉƬƒƟơƊǱƢǬǧ ƆơǂăƦǼƊǫƢǟƾƊǧ ƎǱơȁĈǄǳơ ăƾǼĉǟ ăȂĄǿȁ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ
ƊǲăƻąƽƘƊǧƆƢƯȐƊƯăǒǸąǔăǸăƫăȁƆƢƯȐƯĄǾăȀąƳȁăȁĉǾąȈōǨƊǯƊǲăǈăǤƊǧÇƔƢǷǺĉǷƉǃȂƌǰƥ
ăƶǈăǷăȁ ƆƢƯȐƯ ĉǾąȈăǟơǁĉƿ ƊǲǈƊǣăȁ ƆƢƯȐƯ ăǪăǌǼăƬąǇơăȁ ĉǾȈĉǧĿǾĉǠƎƥƢǏƗ ăǒǠăƥ
ƎǅƗĈǂǳơǺĉǷƢǸĄȀĄƳƎǁƢƻȁ ǾąƳăȂǳơǺĉǷƢǸĄȀƌǴĉƻơƽƊǱƢǬǧ ƆƧăƾĉƷơȁ ĄǾăǇƗǁ
ƢǈăƷ ĈǶƌƯ ǽƎǁąƾăǏ ȄǴăǟ ƌǲƬąȀăƫ ĄǾĄƬăȈąƸĉǳăȁ ƆƢƯȐƯ ƎśăƦǠƊǰǳơ ńƛ ǾȈƊǴąƳƎǁăȁ
Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǁ ÊƔȂǓĄȁǺăǟ ƌǲĉƟƢĈǈǳơ ăǺąȇƗ ƊǱƢǫ ĈǶƌƯ ÊƔȂǓĄȂǳơ ăƾąǠăƥ ƆƧȂǈăƷ
ĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ďœǻ ÉƔȂǓĄȁ ƊǹƢǯơǀƊǯǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ
ǶōǴǇȁ
It is narrated from Abu Matar that he said: One
noon, as I was sitting in a mosque near Bab alRahmah (A door in Kufah Mosque) with Amir alMu’minin (the Commander of the Believers) Imam
Ali (a.s), a man came and asked him to show him
the ablution as performed by the Messenger of
Allah (a.s). Ali (a.s) called Qanbar (his servant)
and asked for a jug of water. Then, he washed his
two palms and his face three times. Then he took
some of his fingers to his mouth (washing his
teeth) and sniffed water twice or three times. Next,
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he washed his forearms three times and rubbed his
head once. Then he said, “Inside the mouth and
the nose are like the face and their outside parts are
like the head (in ablution).” He then rubbed his
feet to the ankles while water poured from his
beard to his chest. Then he drank water and said,
“Where is the man who asked me about the
Prophet’s ablution? His ablution was like this.”
In Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib, Ibn Hajar has cited Ibn Habban
and Abu Matar among the trustee.

ȏƗ ƊǱƢǬǧ ăǮĉƸăǓ ƐĽ ƊƘĈǓȂăƬƊǧ ÇƔƢǸƎƥ ƌǹƢǸưĄǟ Ƣǟăƽ ƊǱƢǫ ƊǹơǂǸăƷ Ǻăǟ
ƊǱƢǫăǮƊǰăƸąǓƗƢǷ śǼĉǷƚƌŭơ ăŚǷƗƢȇơȂǳƢǫĄǮăƸąǓƗ ċǶĉǷňȂǳƘǈăƫ
ǲăǈƊǣȁăǪăǌǼăƬąǇơȁăǒăǸąǔăǸƊǧĄƩƘĈǓăȂăƫƢǸƊǯƘĈǓȂăƫÊƅơƊǱȂǇăǁĄƪąȇƗǁ
ĉǾȈăǷăƾƊǫƎǂąȀƊǛăȁĉǾĉǇƗǂƎƥăƶǈăǷăȁƆƢƯȐƯǾăȀąƳăȁ
Hamran says: Uthman asked for water and
performed ablution. Then he smiled and said,
“Will you ask me why I smiled?” He was then
asked, “Well, what made you smile?” He replied,
“I saw the Prophet (a.s) perform ablution as I have
just done; he rinsed his mouth with water and
sniffed it and washed his hands three times and
1
rubbed his head and the top of his feet.”

1

Musnad Abi Shaybahǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŞǯȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
narrated in Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al-Asharahǰȱǯȱřşŗ (Int’l
No.)
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The same tradition is narrated in Kanz Al-Ummal and
1
Abu Ya’li is quoted as saying that this tradition is true.

ƊǲăǈƊǣȁ ăǪǌǼăƬąǇơăȁ ăǒăǸąǔăǷȁ ƊƘĈǓȂăƬƊǧ ÆƔƢǷ ƢȀȈĉǧ ĊƨăǼƒǨăƴƎƥ ƢǟăƾƊǧþ
ĈǶƌƯ ĉǾȈăǷăƾƊǫ ăǂąȀƊǛăȁ ĉǾĉǇƗǂƎƥ ăƶǈăǷăȁ ƆƢƯȐƊƯ ƆƢƯȐƯ ĉǾȈăǟơǁĉƿăȁ ƆƢƯȐƯ ǾăȀąƳăȁ
þȄƐǴăǏ
Abu Malik Ash’ari told his relatives, “Come to me
to copy the prayer of the Prophet (a.s).” Then he
asked for water to perform ablution. He sniffed
water and washed his face three times and washed
his (hands from) the elbows three times, and
rubbed his head and the top of his feet. Then they
2
performed prayers.

ĉǾȈƊǴąǠăǻ ȄǴăǟ ăƶǈăǷăȁ ƊƘĈǓăȂăƫ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ Ɛǹƛþ
ǾȈăǷăƾƊǫăȁ
The Messenger of Allah (a.s) performed ablution
3
and rubbed on his shoes and his feet.

ȅǀƐǳơ ƢȀƊưȇƾăƷ řǠăƫ ĉƮȇƾƊūơ ơǀǿ Ǻăǟ řƊǳƘǈƊǧ ƉǅƢĈƦăǟ ĄǺąƥơ ňƢƫƗ
ƊǲăǈƊǣăȁ ƊƘĈǓăȂăƫ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ōǹƗ ąƩăǂƊǯƊƿ
Ŀ ĄƾƎƳƗȏȁ ƊǲąǈăǤǳơ ƐȏƛơȂăƥƗ ăǅƢĈǼǳơ Ɛǹƛ ƉǅƢĈƦăǟ ĄǺąƥơǱƢǬƊǧ ǾȈƊǴąƳƎǁ
ăƶąǈƊŭơƐȏƛÊƅơƎƣƢƬĉǯ

1

ȱǯȱŚŚŘǰȱǯȱŘŜŞŞŜǯ

2

Musnad Ahmad Ibn HanbalǰȱǯȱŘŗŞŘś (Int’l No.)

3

Sunan Abi DawudǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŗǰȱǯȱŗŜŖǰȱǯȱŗřŞ (Int’l No.)
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It is narrated from Rubayyi’ that she said, “Ibn
Abbas came to me and asked about the tradition I
have narrated—the one stating that the Prophet
(a.s) washed his feet in ablution. So, Ibn Abbas
said, “People avoid anything but washing, while I
find in Allah’s Book not but the obligation of
1
rubbing.”
According to Al-Zawa’id, “The document of this tradition
is true.”
Muhammad Ibn Jarir Tabari, in his Tafsir (exegesis of
the Holy Qur`an) quotes Ibn Abbas as saying:

ĉǹƢƬăƸąǈăǷăȁĉǹƢƬƊǴąǈƊǣÉƔȂĄǓĄȂǳơ
Ablution contains two washings (the face and the
2
hands) and two rubbings (head and the feet).”
Ibn Jarir Tabari writes in his Tafsir again:

3

Humayd Tuwayl says: Musa, son of Anas, told his
father, O Abu Hamza! Hajjaj delivered a sermon
for us in Ahwaz; he reminded us of the ritual
purity saying, ‘Wash your faces and your hands
and rub your head and feet. Indeed, nothing is
dirtier in human body than the feet, so wash your
feet—both sides.’ Anas said, ‘The Almighty said

1

Sunan Ibn Majahǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŗśŜǰȱ ǯȱ ŚśŞǰȱ ǯȱ Śśŗǲȱ Musnad
Ahmad, ǯȱŘśŝŝř (Int’l No.)
2

Tafsir TabariǰȱȱŜǰȱǯȱŞŘǯ

3

Tafsir TabariǰȱȱŘǰȱǯȱŞŘǯ
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the truth but Hajjaj lied. The Almighty says: Rub
your head and feet.’ Humayd Tuwayl said, ‘Anas
1
himself, when rubbing, wets his feet.’
All the narrators of this tradition have been confirmed to
2
be truthful as Ibn Kathir does in his Tafsir. As you see,
Anas, a Companion of the Prophet, denies a person who
obliges washing the feet in the ritual ablution and
believes that God has only stipulated rubbing.

ăǮĉǇƗǁȄǴăǟąƶăǈąǷƛƊǱƢǫƉǂƊǨǠăƳĺƗǺăǟ
3

Abi Ja’far said: “Rub your head.”

Shi’bi is quoted as saying, “The feet should only be
rubbed. Do you not see that some people rub when
they should wash and leave where they should
4
rub?”
It is narrated that Ikramah said: “The feet should
5
not be washed, but rubbed.”
There are a variety of such traditions.

1

In his book, Al-Durr Al-Manthur, Suyuti narrates this
tradition under the Ablution Verse, quoted by Sa’id Ibn
Mansur and Ibn Abi Shaybah.
2
3

See Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib.
Tafsir TabariǰȱȱŜǰȱǯȱŞŘǯ

4

Tafsir TabariǰȱȱşǰȱǯȱŞř

5

Tafsir TabariǰȱȱŜǰȱǯȱŞŘǯ
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In short, so many traditions have been narrated from the
Holy Prophet (a.s), the Companions and their followers
deeming rubbing obligatory. Regarding the Holy Quran’s
stipulation about the obligation of rubbing and also the
many traditions some of which are true, is it true to issue
verdict as to the obligation of washing the feet in
ablution? If it is said that the Ablution Verse is
downplayed by the traditions, it would be answered:
First, the Ablution Verse is in Al-Ma’idah Chapter, and
as we mentioned before, both the Chapter and the
honorable Verse have been revealed in the last years of
the Prophet’s life and, hence, the possibility of canceling
them is little. Second, opposing traditions, as narrated by
1
Fakhr Razi and others, are interrupted traditions, which
cannot abrogate the Holy Quran’s Verses.
The Ultimate Solution For The Problem Of The Traditions Of Washing
(The Feet)

To ultimately solve the contrast between the traditions
stating the washing of the feet (during the ritual
ablution) on one hand and the Holy Quran and the
traditions stating the rubbing on the other, it is more
appropriate to say that in case the traditions narrated
from the Holy Prophet (a.s) denoting washing (the feet)
are true, they are all from the time before the revelation
of the Ablution Verse; and this honorable Verse and the

1

According to the classification of traditions (hadith), they
are divided into successive and interrupted. A successive
tradition is that which is narrated from a variety of narrators
of every age who are away from alteration and mistake. An
interrupted tradition is not so.
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traditions of the rubbing abrogate them. Some people
have been unaware of this fact and issued verdicts based
on the canceled traditions or believed in the option to
wash or rub. Still some others have obliged both of them.
One may say that the obligation of washing is reached
1
upon by consensus, which cannot be rejected. To
answer, there is no such consensus. For abolishing this
suspicion, a reference to Islamic jurisprudence books
suffices. Bidayat Al-Hikmah, for instance, stipulates that
this is a controversial issue, reading:
Scholars have consensus that the feet are among
the organs of ablution, but they do not agree on
their kind of washing. Some say that they should
be washed. These are Sunni scholars. Others say
what is obligatory is to rub them. Still, others have
said that both washing and rubbing are allowed
2
and they are up to the individuals themselves.
Also, Ibn Qudamah says, in Al-Mughni, that washing the
feet (in the ablution) is compulsory to most of the
scholars. He then reports from (Imam) Ali, Ibn Abbas,
Anas and Shi’bi that rubbing them is obligatory; and he
reports the option between rubbing and washing from
Ibn Jabir. Nawawi, in Al-Majmu’, says:
Our disciples have quoted Muhammad Ibn Jarir as
believing in the option between washing and
rubbing the feet. Khattabi narrated the same

1
2

What is agreed upon by all Islamic scholars.

Ibn Rushd, Bidayah Al-ǰȱȱȱ¢ǰȱǯȱŗǰȱ
Kitab Al-Taharah, Kitab Al-Wuzu’ǰȱ ȱ Řǰȱ ȱ ŗŖǰǯȱ
ŗŚǯ
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concept from Al-Jaba’i, the Mu’tazilite. Some who
take in the surface indications of the traditions
have deemed allowable both washing and rubbing.
As you see, no such consensus exists among the Sunni
scholars, let alone among the Shia, since based on what
is narrated by the Shia, the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) have
consensus on the obligation of rubbing the feet in the
ablution. But what is the amount of rubbing? That is an
interesting discussion per se, which requires an expanded
opportunity and since I wanted to prepare this article for
the conference, I postpone this discussion to another
time. I only remind that some traditions, as mentioned
before, read, “The Holy Prophet rubbed his head and the
top of his feet.” Also, various traditions about rubbing
the shoes indicate that rubbing the feet to the ankles is
enough. Moreover, the application of ‘rubbing to the
ankles’ and connecting it to “ ϢϜγ΅έ ” (your hands) in the
Ablution Verse is the best proof on the sufficiency of
rubbing the top of the feet to the ankles.
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Tradition and Heresy in Adhan
(Call to Prayer)
Adhan (call to prayer) lexically means ‘announcement,’
as the Exalted God states in the Holy Quran:

1

ÆƔȅƎǂăƥ ăǾōǴǳơ ōǹƊƗ ƎǂăƦƒǯƊƘƒǳơ ďƲăƸƒǳơ ăǵąȂăȇ ƎǅƢċǼǳơ ȄƊǳƎƛ ĉǾĉǳȂĄǇăǁăȁ ĉǾōǴǳơ ąǺĉǷ ƈǹơƊƿƊƗăȁ
 .ĄǾƌǳȂĄǇăǁăȁăśĉǯƎǂąǌĄǸƒǳơąǺĉǷ
And an announcement from Allah and His
Messenger to the people on the day of the greater
pilgrimage that Allah and His Messenger are free
from liability to the idolaters. 9:3.
In religion, ‘adhan’ is used for naming a certain set of
phrases. In this chapter, some issues about adhan are
discussed based on the Sunni documents hoping to be
useful for those who follow the best arguments and logic,
rather than blind imitation, thus illuminating some
uncertainties caused by insufficient attention to the

1

As is cited in Majma’ Al-Bahrayn, Adhan comes from the root
Idhn, meaning knowledge or permission. Regarding the root
of the word, there are two possibilities; ǻŗ) its original form is
Idhan, which means beliefe and granting, or ǻŘ) it may be
Adhan. (Editor)
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documents of traditions, and lead to the unity of
Muslims, God willing. The least advantage of this
discussion is for our Sunni brothers to understand that
what their Shia brothers say about adhan is supported by
so many traditions narrated by the Sunni and
acknowledged by great jurisprudents and narrators.

Shia and the religious outset of adhan
All Imamiyyah jurisprudents, following the Ahl al-Bayt
(a.s), believe that adhan began with God’s order and
revelation to the Prophet’s heart. Various traditions have
been narrated from the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) supporting this
meaning:
Kulayni, in Al-Kafi, narrates:

ÊƔƢǸċǈǳơ ńƛ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǂƎƥ ăȅƎǂąǇƌƗƢƐŭþ
ăǵċƾǬăƬƊǧ ăǵƢǫƗȁ ƌǲȈƟăŐƎƳ ƊǹōƿƗ ƌƧȐĈǐǳơ ĉƩǂăǔăƷăȁ ăǁȂǸǠƊŭơ ăƪȈăƦǳơ ƊǢǴăƦƊǧ
ƊǹȂĈȈƦĈǼǳơăȁ ƌƨƊǰĉƟȐƊŭơ ċǦăǏăȁ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ
 ǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƾċǸăƸĄǷăǦƒǴăƻ
Imam Baqir (a.s) said: When the Messenger of
Allah (a.s) was ascended to the heaven and
1
reached Al-Bayt Al-Ma’mur, the prayer time came.
So, (Archangel) Gabriel called out adhan and

1

Al-Bayt Al-Ma’mur is the counterpart of the Holy Ka’ba
(Allah’s House) in the heaven around which the angles
revolve.
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iqamah. The Prophet (a.s) stood in front and the
1
angels and Prophets queued behind him.

ƎǂąƴĉƷĿ ĄǾĄǇƗǁ ƊǹƢǯ Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǁ ȄǴăǟ ĉǹơƿȋƢƥ ƌǲȈƟăŐƎƳ ƊǖƦăǿƢƐŭþ
ăǾăƦăƬąǻơ ƢĈǸƊǴƊǧ ăǵƢǫƗȁ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ƌǲȈƟăŐƎƳ ƊǹōƿƘǧ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ĘȆǴǟ
ăƪąǠĉǸăǇƗČȆǴăǟƢȇǱƢǫ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ
ƆȏȐƎƥ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ĎȆǴǟ ƢǟăƾƊǧ ĄǾąǸŏǴăǠƊǧ ƆȏȐƎƥ Ąǝąƽơ ǱƢǫ ǶǠǻ ƊǱƢǫ
ǾăǸōǴăǠƊǧ
Imam Sadiq (a.s) said: When Gabriel descended to
the Prophet (a.s) bearing adhan, his honorable
head was on Ali’s leg. Gabriel called out adhan
and iqamah. When the Prophet recovered back to
normal state, he asked Ali, ‘Did you hear that?’
‘Yes!’ he replied. ‘Did you memorize it?’ the
Prophet asked again. Ali answered, ‘Yes!’ The
Prophet stated, ‘Call Bilal and teach him the
2
adhan.’ Ali called Bilal and taught him the adhan.
These two traditions include two times of calling out the
adhan by Gabriel, once for the Prophet in his Ascension
to heaven and the other for the religious declaration of
it. Attention must be paid to the fact that the frequency
of a revelation, even if it is twice, is quite important.

1

Al-Furu’ min Al-Kafi, Dar Al-Kutub Al- ¢¢ǰȱ ǯȱ řǰȱ
Bab bada’a Al-Adhan wa Al-Iqamah wa fazlaha wa
 ǰȱǯȱřŖŘǰȱ ȱŗȱȱŘǯ
2

Ibid.
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The viewpoint of the Sunnis

Sunnis in general have two viewpoints about the outset
of the adhan in religion, regardless of its features; the
origin of adhan is (1) a revelation or (2) a dream.
In his book entitled Al-Mabsut, Sarakhsi says:
Abu Hafs Muhammad Ibn Ali denied that the
origin of adhan is a dream. He said, “You are
attacking one of the religion’s clearest signs saying
that it is proved by a dream. Never! Rather, when
the Prophet (a.s) was taken to Masjid Al-Aqsa and
was surrounded by the other Prophets, an angel
called out the adhan and iqamah and the Prophet
(a.s) prayed along with them. It is said that Gabriel
1
(a.s) descended with the adhan.”
In Umda Al-Qari fi Sharh Sahih Al-Bukhari, it is recorded
that Zamakhshari has quoted some people that the adhan
2
was descended by a Divine Revelation, not a dream.
In Al-Bahr Al-Ra’iq, we read, “The origin of adhan is
Gabriel’s adhan and iqamah in the night of the Prophet’s
Ascension to the heaven, when the Prophet (a.s) led the
prayer of the angels and the Prophets’ souls. Then the
3
dream of Abdullah Ibn Zayd is mentioned.”

1

ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŘŞǯ

2

ȱǯȱśǰȱǯȱŗŖŝǯ

3

ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŘŜŞǯ
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Various traditions narrated by major Sunni narrators
confirm that the origin of adhan has been a revelation,
not a dream:

ƆȏȐƎƥĄǾăǸōǴăǠƊǧǾƎƥƊǱăǄăǼƊǧǹơƿȋơĉǾȈƊǳƛÉƅơȄƷąȁƗďœĈǼǳƢƎƥăȅƎǂǇƌƗƢĈǸƊǳþ
In the Prophet’s Ascension to heaven, God
revealed adhan to him, so he descended and taught
1
it to Bilal.
As you see, this tradition introduces revelation as the
origin of the adhan in the night of the Prophet’s
Ascension. It has nothing to do with the issue of dream,
since those narrating the dream know it as a happening
in Medina, long after the Prophet’s Hijra (migration to
Medina) when Islam had been strengthened, prayer and
fasting and zakat (Islamic statutory levy) had been
religiously established, the doctrinal provisions were
established and the permissible and prohibited issues
2
were set up. This is while the Prophet’s Ascension had
occurred before Hijra and from Masjid Al-Haram (The
Sacred Mosque); therefore, as this tradition and other
similar ones stipulate, adhan had been religiously set up

1

Fat’h Al-Bari, Dar Al-Kutub, Al- ǰȱ ŗŚŗŖǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ȱ
Abwab Al-Adhan, Bab Bad’at Al-Adhan,ȱ ǯȱ ŗŖŖǰȱ ȱ
version: Fourth edition, Dar Al-Ihya’ Al- Turath Al- Arabi, p.
ŜŘǯȱ The same concept is quoted by Mutaqqi Hindi from
Tabarani from Ibn Umar. See: Kanz Al-Ummalǰȱ ǯȱ Şǰȱ ǯȱ řŘşǰȱ
ǯȱŘřŗřŞǯ
2

Sirah by Ibn HushamǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗśŚǯ
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1

many years before Hijra. Ibn Hajar Asqalani, in his
exposition of Sahih Bukhari, and also Halabi, in his Sirah,
acknowledge this stipulation saying: “There are
traditions stipulating that the adhan was set up before
2
Hijra in Mecca.”
The only objection Ibn Hajar raises to the tradition
quoted by Ibn Umar is due to the existence of Talha Ibn
Zayd in its document. He says about Talha, “He is
denied.” But if one studies the documents of traditions
supporting the dream (as the origin of adhan), people
would be seen who are not so much different from Talha
Ibn Zayd, if not worse than him. Hence, there is no
sense in preferring the traditions about dream.

ăśƷ ĉǹơƿȋƢƥ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏċœĈǼǳơ ăǂăǷƗ ƊǲȈƟăŐƎƳ ōǹƗ ƉǆăǻƗǺăǟ
ƌƧȐċǐǳơĉƪăǓƎǂƌǧ
Anas narrated that when the prayer became
obligatory, Gabriel ordered the Prophet (a.s) to call
3
out the adhan.
Based on this tradition, at the same time as performing
the prayer was set up, adhan was established. On the

1

Fat’h Al-Bariǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ȱ -Adhan, Bab bada’a Al-Adhan,
ǯȱŜŘȱȱŜřǯ
2

Sirah Halabiǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ǯȱ ŘşŜǰȱ ȱ “Bada’a Al-Adhan wa
Mashru’iyyatih”
3

Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Fat’h Al-Bari, First Edition, Dar AlMa’ǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŖŖǲȱȱǰȱȱ-ǰȱǯȱŜŘǯ
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other hand, the prayer was established from the very
beginning of the Prophet’s Mission, so the origin of
adhan has nothing to do with the dream at all.

ąǶƎȀƎƥ ȆƐǴăǐĄȇ ĄǾċǻƗ ƌƨƊǰĉƟȐƊŭơ ĉƪċǼƊǜƊǧ ƌǲȈĉƟăǂąƦƎƳ ƊǹōƿƗ ĺ ăȅǂąǇƗ ƢƐŭþ
ĄƪąȈōǴăǐƊǧřăǷċƾƊǬƊǧ
A’ishah said that the Holy Prophet (a.s) said:
When I was ascended to the heaven, Gabriel called
out the adhan. The angels thought that he wanted
to lead the prayer; but he led me forward and I led
1
the prayer.

ƢȀƊǳ ƌǱƢǬĄȇ ĊƨċƥơƾƎƥ ƌǲȈƟăŐƎƳ ĄǽƢƫƗ ǹơƿȋơ ĄǾƊǳȂǇăǁ ăǶŏǴăǠĄȇ ƒǹƗ Éƅơ ăƽơǁƗƢƐŭþ
Éƅơ ƊǱƢǬǧ ƎƣƢƴĉūơ ÊƔơǁăȁ ǺĉǷ ćǮƊǴăǷ ăƱǂăƻ ơƿƛ ƢȀăƦĉǯăǂƊǧ ĄǩơǂĄƦǳơ
ÊƔƢǸċǈǳơƎǲąǿƘƥċǵƘƊǧǽĉƾăȈƎƥĄǮƊǴƊŭơƊǀăƻƗōĽþĄǂăƦƒǯƗÉƅơĄǂăƦƒǯƗ
… (Imam Ali narrated) When God inclined to
teach His Messenger the adhan, Gabriel brought
the Prophet a riding thing named Buraq and the
Prophet mounted it… Then an angel appeared and
called out, ‘Allahu Akbar—Allah is Great’… Then
the angel took the Prophet’s hand to lead the
2
prayer.

1

Ibn Hajar Asqalani, Fat’h Al-Bari, First edition, Dar AlMa’ǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŖŖǯ
2

Ibn Hajar asqalani, Fat’h Al-Bari, First Edition, Dar AlMa’ǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŖŖǲȱȱǰȱȱ-ǰȱǯȱŜŘǯ
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After narrating this tradition, Ibn Hajar says: Ziyad Ibn
Mundhir Abu Al-Jarud is mentioned in the document of
the tradition; he is abandoned.” In response to Ibn
Hajar, it should be said that Abu Al-Jarud is subject to
controversy, but he is not as doubtful as those present in
the tradition of dream. So, there is no sense in preferring
the traditions of the dream to these ones.

ȂǿȁƊƨǼȇƾƊŭơĉǾȈǴăǟĄƪąǷĉƾƊǫƊǹƢǯƢǷĘȆǴăǟƎǺƥƎǺǈƊūơǺĉǷƊǹƢǯƢĈǸƊǳþ
ƢǸċǻƛ ƢǼĄǔǠƥ ƊǱƢǬǧ ǹơƿȋơ ĄǽăƾǼǟ ƢǻǂƊǯơǀăƬƊǧ ǾƎƥƢƸąǏƗ Ŀ ćǆĉǳƢƳ
ĄǺǈƊūơǾǳ ƊǱƢǬƊǧ ƉǶǏƢǟÊ Ǻƥƾȇăǃ ƎǺƥ ÊƅơĉƾƦǟƢȇƙǂƎƥ ǹơƿȋơ ÉƔƾƎƥ ƊǹƢǯ
ÊƔƢǸċǈǳơĿ ƌǲȈĉƟăŐƎƳ ƊǹōƿƗ ăǭơƿǺĉǷ ĄǶƊǜąǟƗ ǹơƿȋơ ƊǹƘăǋ ōǹƛĘȆǴăǟ ĄǺƥ
ƆƧĈǂăǷ ƆƧĈǂăǷ ăǵƢǫƗăȁ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾĉǳƕȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ĄǾǸōǴăǟăȁ ŘưăǷ
ÊƅơƌǱȂǇăǁĄǾǸōǴăǠƊǧ
Sufyan Al-Layl narrated that after what happened
for Imam Hasan (a.s), he went to him in Medina.
There, a discussion posed about adhan. Some said
that the origin of adhan had been the dream of
Abdullah Ibn Zayd. Hasan Ibn Ali (a.s) said, “The
status of adhan is greater than that. Gabriel called
out the phrases of adhan, each twice and taught it
to the Prophet (a.s) and called out iqamah once
1
and taught it to him.

1

Al-Mustadrak, Maktaba Al-Matbu’at Al-Islamiyyah, Beirut,
ǯȱ řǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŝŗǰȱ ȱ ’rifa Al-Sahaba, Faza’il Al-Hasan Ibn
Ali (a.s).
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ĉǾƥăȅƎǂąǇƌƗƊƨƊǴȈƊǳƊǹơƿȋơǶōǴăǟǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏÊƅơƊǱȂǇăǁƐǹƛþ
ƌƧȐĈǐǳơĉǾȈƊǴăǟąƪăǓǂƌǧăȁ
Harun Ibn Sa’d reported form the martyr, Zayd
Ibn Al-Imam Ali Ibn Al-Husayn, from his
grandfathers from Imam Ali that the Prophet (a.s)
learnt adhan in his Ascension Night when prayer
1
became obligatory for him.
Abu’l-Ala’ said: I said to Muhammad Ibn
Hanafiyyah, “We believe that the origin of adhan
had been the dream of a man from the Ansar.”
Muhammad Ibn Hanafiyyah objected sharply and
said, “You are attacking one of the roots of Islam
and its teachings, supposing that adhan was
originated from a dream seen by one of the Ansar
while a dream can be true or false, and is
sometimes a wrong illusion.” I said, “What I said
about adhan is common among the public.” He
2
answered, “By God I swear that it is a false idea.”

1

Tahawi has cited this tradition in Mushkil Al-Athar. Also Ibn
Mardiwiyh has quoted it from Muttaqi Hindi in Kanz AlUmmal. See: Kanz Al-Ummal, ȱŜǰȱǯȱŘŝŝǰȱ ȱřşŝ (quoted
in Al-Nass wa Al-Ijtihadǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŖśǼȱ Al-Musannafǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŚśŜǰȱ
ǯȱŗŝŝś (quoted from Al-I’tisamǰȱǯȱřŖǼ
2

Al-Sirah Al-HalabiyyahǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŘşŝ (quoted from Al-I’tisam,
ǯȱŘşǼ
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It is clear that Abd Al-Razzaq has narrated from
Ibn Jurayj that Ata’ said, “Indeed, adhan was
1
descended from Allah, the Glorious.”
On the other hand, some traditions attribute the origin of
adhan to the dream of a man from the Ansar called
Abdullah Ibn Zayd about whom Tirmidhi says, “We
know nothing about Abdullah Ibn Zayd truly narrated
from the Holy Prophet (a.s) except this single tradition
about adhan.” He also quotes Bukhari as saying, “There
is no tradition narrated by Abdullah Ibn Zayd except this
2
one.” Bukhari and Muslim have not quoted these
3
traditions in their Sahih books and even Hakim has not
cited them in his Mustadrak. It thus becomes clear that
these traditions have not been acceptable on the side of
these two scholars.
4

Hakim says, “Abdullah Ibn Zayd is the one who
dreamed of adhan; and Islamic scholars have apparently
accepted it. But because of the differences among the
5
narrators, it has not been cited in the two Sahih books.

1

Al-Musannafǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŚśŜǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŝŝś (quoted from AlI’tisamǰȱǯȱřŖǼ
2

Tahdhib Al-KamalǰȱǯȱŗŚǰȱǯȱśŚŗǯ

3

Sahih Al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim.

4

Al-MustadrakǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱřřŜǯ

5

Allamah Sharaf Al-Din writes down, “Here, Hakim says
something which indicates his belief in the invalidity of the
traditions introducing a dream as the origin of adhan. He
states, “The reason why the two Shaykhs (Bukhari and
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Examining the Tradition of Dream

When the Prophet (a.s) ordered the Muslims to
make a bell for calling the people to prayer, I saw a
man in my dream turning around me with a bell in
his hand. I asked him, “O Servant of Allah! Do
you sell me this bell?” “What do you want it for?”
he asked. I answered, “For calling the people to
prayer.” He asked again, “Do you want me to
teach you something better than a bell?” I said,
“Yes, I do.” He said, “Say these phrases: Allahu
Akbar (Allah is great) four times; Ashhadu An La
Ilaha Illa Allah (I testify that there is no deity but
Allah) twice; Ashhadu Anna Muhammadan Rasoul
Allah (I testify that Muhammad is the Messenger of
Allah) twice; Hayya Ala al-Salat (Hurry to prayer)
twice; Hayya Ala al-Falah (Hurry to salvation)
twice; Allahu Akbar (Allah is great) twice; La Ilaha
1
Illa Allah (There is no deity but Allah).”
He then paused for a while and added, “When you
stand for offering the prayer, you may say: Allahu
Akbar (Allah is great) twice; Ashhadu An La Ilaha
Illa Allah (I testify that there is no deity but Allah);
Ashhadu Anna Muhammadan Rasoul Allah (I testify

Muslim) have not mentioned the tradition of Abdullah Ibn
Zayd about dream and adhan is that Abdullah’s death was
prior to the establishment of adhan.” This is exactly what
Hakim stated in ȱ Śǰȱ ǯȱ řŚŞǲȱ ȱ Al-Nass wa Al-Ijtihad, p.
ŘŖŘǯ
1

Sunan Abi Dawud, Kitab Al-Salat, Bab Kayfa Al-Adhan, No.
ŚŘŗ (Int’l No.)
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that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah); Hayya
Ala al-Salat (Hurry to prayer); Hayya Ala al-Falah
(Hurry to salvation); Qad Qaamat al-Salat (Surely
prayer is performed) twice; Allahu Akbar (Allah is
great) twice; La Ilaha Illa Allah (There is no deity
but Allah).”
When I rose in the morning, I went to the
Messenger of Allah (a.s) and informed him of what
I had dreamed. The Prophet (a.s) said, “It has in
fact been a true dream, God willing, so go with
Bilal and teach him what you have dreamed to call
it out, since he has a better voice than you.” I went
with Bilal and taught him the adhan and he called
it out.
Umar Ibn Al-Khattab heard adhan while he was in
his house. He came out while his cloth drew on
earth saying, “I swear by God Who appointed you
rightfully for the Prophethood that I dreamed of
what he dreamed, too.” The Messenger of Allah
(a.s) said, “Praise be to God!”
Bayhaqi quotes from a chain of narrators reaching
Muhammad Ibn Yahya that among the traditions
narrated by Abdullah Ibn Zayd about adhan, none is
more valid than this one narrated by Muhamad Ibn
Ishaq from Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Al-Taymi from
Muhammad Ibn
Abdullah Ibn
Zayd, because
Muhammad has heard this tradition from his father.
We now discuss the validity of the document of this
tradition, beginning from Muhammad Ibn Ishaq who is
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the first one in the chain of narrators. Al-Darqutni writes
about him, “Master scholars have had controversy about
1
him. He is not proof, though is regarded as a narrator.”
Also, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal has regarded Muhammad Ibn
Ishaq as doubtful in numerous traditions. Abu Dawud
says, “I heard Ahmad Ibn Hanbal saying about
Muhammad Ibn Ishaq, ‘He was a man who narrated
traditions out of whim. He took other narrators’ books
2
and adopted their traditions in his own books.’” Also,
Al-Maruzi says, “Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said, ‘Muhammad
Ibn Ishaq altered the facts. When he entered Baghdad, it
made no difference for him whether to narrate traditions
3
from Kalbi or others.’” Hanbal Ibn Ishaq says, “I heard
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal saying, ‘The speech of Ibn Ishaq is
4
not proof.’” Abdullah Ibn Ahmad also says, “I never
saw my father considering traditions quoted by Ibn Ishaq
as valid; rather he changed his traditions.” He was
asked, “Can the traditions of Ibn Ishaq be dependable?”
He replied, “They are not dependable.” Ayyub Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Samiri says, “I asked Ahmad, ‘Would you accept a
tradition narrated only by Ibn Ishaq?’ He said, ‘No, By
God! I saw him narrating the speech of a group in one
tradition without distinguishing each individual’s speech

1
2

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib, ǯȱşǰ ǯŚřȱȱŚŚǯ

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib,
Śřǯ

¢ȱ ȱ ŗřŘŜǰȱ ǯ şǰȱ ǯȱ

3

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱŚřǯ

4

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱŚŚ.
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1

from another.’” About Ibn Ishaq, Al-Maymuni narrates
2
from Ibn Mu’in, “He was doubtful.” Al-Nisa’i says
3
about him, “He is not a strong person.”
The document of this tradition is also faulty on the side
of Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Al-Harith Al-Taymi
from whom Ibn Ishaq has narrated the tradition. Al-Aqili
quotes from Abdullah Ibn Ahmad, from his father who
said about Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim, “In his traditions,
4
there are biases. He narrates unknown traditions.”
Moreover, the document of the present tradition reaches
back to Abdullah Ibn Zayd about whom the viewpoints
of Tirmidhi and others were mentioned.
For studying other aspects of the document and
reviewing other traditions narrated about the dream as
the origin of the adhan, you can refer to Al-Nass wa’lIjtihad, case 23, Al-I’tisam bil Kitab wa’l-Sunnah, discussion
on Al-Tathwib fi Adhan Salat Al-Fajr and Tadhkira AlFuqaha’, Vol. 3, p. 38 and 39.

The Chapters of Adhan and Iqamah
Sunni jurisprudents have a lot of controversies regarding
the chapters of adhan and iqamah. Ibn Rushd says,

1

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱŚřǯ

2

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱŚŚ.

3

Ibid.

4

Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib Al-Tahdhibǰȱǯȱşǰȱǯ Ŝǯ
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“Scholars have controversy over adhan holding four
1
different views.” Having mentioned these four methods,
he says, “The reasons for the different views held by
these four groups are various traditions narrated in this
regard and the variation of common routine among the
2
members of each group over time.” Yet, the main
differences among Shia and Sunni jurisprudents are in
two issues; one is whether “ ˶Ϟ˴Ϥ˴όϟ˶ήϴ˴ΧϰϠ˴ϋ˶͉ϲ˴Σ” (Hurry to the
best deed) is part of the adhan and iqamah, and the other
is that if tathwib is permitted in adhan or not.

Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal
Besides what is enormously narrated from the Ahl alBayt (a.s) about the inclusion of Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal
in both adhan and iqamah, various traditions have been
narrated by the Sunnis. Bayhaqi, in Al-Sunan Al-Kubra,
has a chapter entitled, ˶Ϟ˴Ϥ˴όϟ ˶ή˸ϴ˴Χ ϰϠ˴ϋ ͉ϲ˴Σ ϲϓ ˴ϱϭ˵έ Ύϣ ΏΎΑ
“Chapter: Narrations About Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal”
Here, we mention some of these traditions as quoted
from Al-Sunan Al-Kubra and other sources and then bring
some Sunni scholars’ confirmation of them.
Ibn Umar used to say, in adhan, Allahu Akbar and
Ashhadu An La Ilaha Illa Allah three times each.

1

Bidayat Al-Mujtahid wa Nahaya Al-Muqtasid, Dar Ibn Hazm,
Part I, Kitab Al-Salat, Chapter II, fi Ma’rifa Al-Adhan wa AlIqamahǰȱǯȱŘŖŜǯ
2

Bidayat Al-Mujtahid wa Nahaya Al-Muqtasid, Dar Ibn Hazm,
Part I, Kitab Al-Salat, Chapter II, fi Ma’rifa Al-Adhan wa AlIqamahǰȱǯȱŘŖŜǯ
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Then, he probably said Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal
(Hurry to the best of deed) after Hayya Ala al-Falah
(Hurry to salvation).
The document of this tradition, as narrated in AlMuwatta’ by Muhammad Ibn Al-Hasan Al-Shaybani, is,
“Malik narrated from Nafi’ and he narrated from Ibn
1
Umar that… etc.” Regarding the regularities common
among our Sunni brothers, who can question the validity
of this tradition’s document? Bukhari, too, writes about
this document, “The most valid documentation of a
tradition is that narrated by Malik from Nafi’ from Ibn
Umar. Hakim has quoted this statement of Bukhari from
2
Muhammad Ibn Isma’il Al-Bukhari. Ibn Hajar has also
mentioned it in the biography of Nafi’ in Tahdhib AlTahdhib.
Ibn Umar used not to say adhan when he was in
travel; he rather used to say Hayya Ala al-Falah
and, sometimes, Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal.
Muhammad Ibn Sirin, about Ibn Umar, said, “Ibn
Umar used to say Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal in
adhan.”
Nasir Ibn Dha’luq has narrated the same thing about Ibn
Umar while he was in a travel, as he has quoted from

1
2

ȱŘ nd ȱǰȱǯśśǯ

From Ma’rifat ‘Ulum Al-Hadithǰȱ ǯȱ śř, it is quoted that
“Though Hakim and others are not pleased with this
statement.”
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Abu Umamah.
Ibn Hazm, in his Al-Muhalla, writes, “It is indeed
proven that Ibn Umar and Ibn Umamah, son of
Sahl Ibn Hunayf, used to say in the adhan Hayya
Ala Khayr al-Amal; and this has been proven by the
1
most valid documents.”
Ali Ibn Al-Husayn (a.s) used to follow Hayya Ala
al-Falah by Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal in the adhan
2
3
saying, “The primary adhan was like this.”
Halabi, in Sirah, says, “Ibn Umar and Imam Zayn
Al-Abidin Ali Ibn Al-Husayn, after Hayya Ala al4
Falah used to say Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal.”
Whenever Ibn Umar said Hayya Ala al-Falah in
adhan, he followed it by Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal.
5
Then he said Allahu Akbar…
The editor of the book writes down as footnote, “This
tradition is narrated by Ibn Abi Shaybah from Ibn Ajlan
6
and Ubaydullah from Nafi’ from Ibn Umar. The

1

ȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱŗŜŖǯ

2

The adhan revealed to the Prophet (a.s) by Gabriel.

3

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŘŚǰȱŚŘśǯ

4

ȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŗŖ (quoted from Al-Nass wa Al-IjtihadǰȱǯȱŘŖŝǼ

5

Al-MusannafǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŜŖǰȱǯȱŗŝŞŜǯ

6

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŚśǯ
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narrators reported by Ibn Abi Shaybah are generally
1
accepted by all Sunni jurisprudents.
Bilal used to say Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal during
calling for the Fajr (Dawn) Prayer, but the
Messenger of Allah ordered him to say Al-Salat
Khayrun Min al-nawm (Prayer is preferred to sleep)
2
instead.
The only problem posed by the author of Majma’ alZawa’id about this tradition is the existence of Abdul
Rahman Ibn Ammar Ibn Sa’d among the narrators.
However, by reference to Rijal books, it becomes clear
that no one has totally rejected him. Ibn Habban, in
contrast, has considered him among the trustworthy
narrators. It is interesting that despite these valid
traditions recorded in the most authentic books of the
Sunnis, Ibn Taymiyah says, “Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal is
3
added by the heretic.” Nawawi has rejected it in AlMajmu’. The major problem that some people have
mentioned about Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal is that the
practice of Ibn Umar and Abu Umamah, the
Companions, is not proof and the traditions about their
practice are not successive.

1

To investigate about any of these narrators, see: Tahdhib AlTahdhib.
2

Nur Al-Din, Ali Ibn Abu Bakr Haythami, Majma’ al-Zawa’id,
Dar Al-Kutub Al-’Ilmiyyaǰȱ ȱ ŗŚŖŞǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ Salat, Bab Kayf Al-ǰȱǯȱřřŖǯ
3

Quoted from Ta’liq of Muwatta’ǰȱǯȱśśǰȱǯȱşŘǯ
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It should be said, in reply, that, first, some people regard
the tradition and speech of the Companions as proof, as
is quoted from Abu Hanifah, “We follow whatever we
inherit from the Companions and investigate those of
1
their followers and may oppose them.” Sarakhsi, too,
says in Usul, “Our scholars, both the past and the late,
have no difference in the fact that the speech of a
Companion is proof in an issue which cannot be
2
obtained by Qiyas.” In saying Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal,
there is undoubtedly no analogy. Second, in some of the
traditions, previously cited and others, Hayya Ala Khayr
al-Amal is attributed to the time of the Prophet (a.s) and
3
his own assertion.
According to these traditions, the Prophet ordered to
replace Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal with Al-Salat Khayrun
Min al-Nawm in the adhan of the Fajr (Morning) Prayer;
yet, this does not harm our intention, since as is explicit

1

Ahmad Ibn Abi Sahl Al-Sarakhsi, Usulǰȱ ŗ st ȱ ǯȱ ŗŚŗŚǰȱ ȱ Kutub Al- ¢¢ǰȱǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřŗřǯ
2
3

UsulǰȱȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŗŖǯ

Qushji, a grand Sunni theologian, quotes from Umar that
Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal has been common in the Prophet’s
age. He narrates that Umar said in a sermon, “Three things
were common in the Prophet’s era from which I prohibit and
for which I penalize: temporary marriage (mut’ah), hajj
tamattu’ (a kind of the ritual pilgrimage) and saying Hayya
Ala Khayr al-Amal in the adhan.” Then Qushji says, “This is
not a fallacy of Umar since a jurisprudent’s opposition to
others’ views in jurisprudential issues is not regarded as
heresy.” See: Sharh TajridǰȱǯȱŚŖŞǯ
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in the tradition, this substitution is only for the adhan of
the Fajr Prayer. Therefore, the adhan of the other
Prayers should include Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal as
stipulated in the same tradition. Moreover, this tradition
is in contrast with the traditions that deny tathwib in
adhan and shows clearly that Al-Salat Khayrun Min al1
Nawm is something added after the Prophet (a.s).
The probability of the abrogation of Hayya Ala Khayr alAmal is also impossible, since if it were so, Ibn Umar,
Abu Umamah and others would be informed and it
would be meaningless to mention it in their adhan.
Furthermore, traditions narrated from the Ahl al-Bayt
(a.s) stipulate that Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal is a major
part of adhan in all occasions, which is revealed to the
2
honorable Prophet.

1

It is quoted from Ibn Abbas that Umar, the second caliph,
ordered to exclude Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal for the fear that
people may leave out Jihad (holy war) and turn to prayers
instead. Not to let the Muslims neglect jihad, he prohibited
Hayya Ala Khayr al-Amal and ordered Al-Salat Khayrun Min alNawm instead. But indeed the superiority of prayers over any
other deed is a fact found in other traditions, independent of
adhan, and Islam knows the philosophy of its rules. In his
Sunan, Bayhaqi quotes the Prophet (a.s) as saying, “Be it
known to you that the best deed for you is the prayer.” See:
Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚśŝǯ
2

Jami’ Ahadith Shia, Kitab Al-ǰȱȱŗŝȱȱ“adad fusul
Al-adhan wa Al-Iqamah wa kiyfiyyatiha wa ilaliha” (phrases
of adhan and iqamah, their quality and justification).
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Discussion on Tathwib

The second issue of controversy among the Sunni and
Shia jurisprudents is tathwib. There is also controversy
over it among the Sunni jurisprudents themselves. It has
been said, “Tathwib means return and is therefore
returning to calling out to prayers. When it is called out
Hayya Ala al-Salat, people are invited to prayers; when
Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm is called out, there is a
returning to the same phrase which means inviting to the
prayers. It is quoted from Al-Mughrib that the traditional
tathwib is the same calling out of Al-Salat Khayrun Min alNawm in the Fajr Prayers twice and the recent one is
calling out Al-Salat Al-Salat (prayer, prayer) or Qaamat
Qaamat (Prayer is established). Another meaning of
tathwib is saying Hayya Ala al-Salat and Hayya Ala al1
Falah each twice between adhan and iqamah.”
Anyway, whatever meaning tathwib may have, it is not
included in adhan and iqamah, but is something added
later. Since the common meaning of tathwib is to say AlSalat Khayrun Min al-Nawm we focus on it in this
discussion. Ibn Rushd in Bidayah Al-Mujtahid, about the
controversy over this issue, says:
The jurisprudents are not in agreement whether AlSalat Khayrun Min al-Nawm should be said in the
Morning Adhan or not. Most of them believe that
it should be said, but some do not agree with it,

1

Al-MabsutǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗřŖǲȱAl-Mughniǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱ ŚŘŖǲȱ-Sharh
Al-Kabirǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřşşǯ
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since it was not so in the adhan of the Prophet.
Shafi’i believes so. The difference in this issue is
that whether this phrase was said in the Prophet’s
1
reign or added in Umar’s.
The following is quoted from Al-Muhadhab:
In case of the Morning Adhan, after Hayya Ala alSalat and Hayya Ala al-Falah, tathwib—saying AlSalat Khayrun Min al-Nawm should be added twice.
But in the recent verdicts, to say this phrase is
2
undesirable.
In Al-Majmu’, it is written that Abu Hanifah did not
accept tathwib in this way and in Sharh Kabir, some
people such as Ibn Umar, Hasan, Malik, Sufyan Thawri,
Ishaq and Shafi’i believe in tathwib (in its common
sense). Abu Hanifah said, “Tathwib between adhan and
iqamah for the Morning Prayer is to say Hayya Ala al3
Salat and Hayya Ala al-Falah each twice. Nearly the
4
same is narrated in Al-Mughni. Anyhow, in both books,
the tradition of Abu Mahdhurah is adduced for tathwib.
This tradition says, “In case of the Morning Prayer, you
should say, ‘Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm…”
It should be born in mind that some people have
considered tathwib as external to adhan. In Al-Mabsut,

1

Bidayat Al-MujtahidǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŖŜǯ

2

Al-Majmu’ǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱşşǯ

3

Al-Mughni and Al-Sharh Al-Kabirǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřşşǯ

4

Ibn Qudama, Al-MughniǰȱǯȱŚŘŖǯ
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after quoting a tradition, Sarakhsi says, “This tradition is
an argument for tathwib being after adhan (not a part of
1
it).” After some more lines, he says, “People created
2
this tathwib. People of Kufah added Al-Salat Khayrun
Min al-Nawm to the adhan and set the tathwib between
adhan and iqamah as two times of Hayya Ala al-Falah.
Now that the controversy of the Sunni jurisprudents
themselves about tathwib became clear, we conclude that
tathwib and even Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm is not
included in adhan and to say it between adhan and
iqamah is not recommended at all because nothing has
been revealed about it, nor is there any recommendation
about it by the Prophet (a.s). Rather it is a phrase
included in adhan after the Prophet (a.s) by some of the
Companions’ personal desire. Authentic evidences, to be
discussed later on, are present in the Sunni traditions
proving our claim.

Scholars’ Views on the Origin of Tathwib
Imam Malik says, in Al-Muwatta’:
“It has been narrated to us that the caller to the
Prayer came to Umar for the Morning Prayer and
found him asleep; he said, “Prayer is preferred to
sleep. (Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm)” Umar

1

Al-MabsutǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗřŖǯ

2

Al-MabsutǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗřŖǯ
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therefore ordered to include this phrase in the
1
adhan for the Morning Prayer.”
As is seen, it is explicitly mentioned in this tradition that
Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm is an addition to the
adhan made by Umar and has nothing to do with the
original adhan of Islam. Thus Muhammad Ibn Al-Hasan
Al-Shaybani, in Al-Muwatta’, stipulates that Al-Salat
Khayrun Min al-Nawm is not related to the adhan. His
exact viewpoint is that “Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm is
said after the adhan and since it is not a part of it, it is
2
not obligatory to add.”
Suyuti, in Tanwir Al-Hawalik, explaining the document of
this tradition, says:
What Malik has narrated from Umar is also
narrated by Al-Darqutni in his Sunan with two
documents; one is narrated by Waki’, in his
Musannaf, from Muhammad Ibn Ajlan from Nafi’
from Umar’s son from Umar who instructed his
Muezzin (caller to adhan), “When you reach
Hayya Ala al-Falah in the Morning Adhan, you
3
should say Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm twice.”

1

Al-Mutawwa’ǰȱ Řȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ
Kitab Al-Nida’ȱǰȱǯȱśśǯ
2

Ibid.

3

Tanwir Al-Hawalikǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱşřǯ
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1

Zurqani narrates the same issue in Ta’liqah. Master
Sunni biographists have validated the narrators in both
document chains and in general, there is no fallacy in the
2
documents cited by the Sunni jurisprudents. Shawkani,
about Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm, quotes the
following from Al-Bahr Al-Zukhar:
When Umar invented this phrase, his son told him,
“This is heresy.” When hearing this phrase, Ali is
narrated as saying, “Do not add anything to the
adhan.” The author of Al-Bahr Al-Zukhar, after
citing the tradition of Abu Mahdhurah and Bilal
says, “If tathwib were religiously allowed, Ali, Ibn
Umar and Tawus would not deny it.” As a
conclusion from the traditions, we accept this issue
(tathwib), not religiously, but if said as an
3
additional part of adhan.
It is narrated from Abu Hanifah from Hammad from
Ibrahim in Jami’ Al-Masanid…
I asked him about tathwib and he replied, “People
have made tathwib and it is a good thing they have
made. Tathwib includes saying Al-Salat Khayrun
Min al-Nawm twice, after adhan.” Imam
Muhammad Ibn Hasan Shaybani has cited this

1

Al-Ta’liqahǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŘś (quoted from Al-Nass wa Al-Ijtihad).

2

For the biography of each of them see: Tahdhib Al-Tahdhib.

3

Nayl Al-AwtarǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŚřǯ
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tradition in Athar from Abu Hanifah saying, “This
1
is Abu Hanifah’s statement and we follow it.”
It is narrated from Ibn Uyaynah from Al-Layth that
Mujahid said:
“I was with Ibn Umar when we heard someone
saying tathwib in the mosque. Ibn Umar said, ‘Let
2
us get away from this heretic.’”
Abu Dawud narrates this occurrence from Mujahid
3
about the Noon or Evening Prayer.
Ibn Jurayj says:
Amr Ibn Hafs informed me that Sa’d, a muezzin,
was the first to say Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm.
That was during Umar’s reign. At first, Umar told
him that it was a heresy, but left it to himself later.
4
Balabil did not say adhan for Umar.
Ibn Jurayj says:
Hasan Ibn Muslim informed me that someone
asked Tawus, “When was Al-Salat Khayrun Min alNawm first called out?” He replied, “That was not
called during the Prophet’s reign. After his demise,
in the reign of Abu Bakr, Balabil heard this phrase

1

Jami’ Al-Masanid, Vol.ȱŗǰȱǯȱŘşŜ (as quoted From Al-I’tisam)

2

Al-MusannafǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŝśǯ

3

Sunan Abi DawudǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŚŞǰȱǯȱŚśř (Int’l No.)

4

Kanz Al-UmmalǰȱǯȱŞǰȱǯȱřśŝǰȱǯȱŘřŘśŗǯ
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from a man who was not a caller to adhan. So, he
learnt it and called out adhan with it from then on.
Abu Bakr was a little while alive after this
happening. Then in his reign, Umar said, “It
would be better if we prohibit Balabil from what he
has invented.” But he apparently forgot this issue
and people called out adhan with this phrase up to
1
the present time.
Though a little difference is noticed between the first and
second traditions, they share the same concept; that is
tathwib and Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm was
established after the Messenger of Allah (a.s). Anyway,
the tradition of Malik with the document of Al-Darqutni
and the testimony of famous and master Sunni
jurisprudents suffice for proving it.

Examining the Traditions of Tathwib
The traditions resorted to for proving Al-Salat Khayrun
Min al-Nawm are all fallacious regarding their
documents. These traditions are mostly those narrated by
Abu Dawud and Al-Nisa’i from Abu Mahdhurah as is
2
3
mentioned in Al-Mughni, Al-Sharh Al-Kabir and Al4
Majmu’.

1

Kanz Al-UmmalǰȱǯȱŞǰȱǯȱřśŝǰȱǯȱŘřŘśŘǯ

2

Al-MughniǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŘŖǯ

3

Al-Mughni and Al-Sharh Al-Kabirǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřşşǯ

4

Al-Majmu’ǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱşşǯ
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The tradition of Nisa’ i

In Sunan Al-Nisa’i, the tradition is as follows:
Suwayd Ibn Nasr said: Abdullah narrates from
Sufyan from Ibn Ja’far from Abi Salman that Abu
Mahdhurah said: “I called out adhan for the Holy
Prophet (a.s) and I called out in the Morning
1
Adhan Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm.
The document of this tradition in Sunan Bayhaqi is in this
form: “It was narrated for us from Sufyan Thawri from
Abu Ja’far from Abu Sulayman…” Abu Salman is
therefore replaced with Abu Sulayman. Bayhaqi
continues: “The name of Abu Sulayman is Hammam
2
Mu’adhin (muezzin).”
In this document, Abu Salman or Abu Sulayman is
named Hammam Mu’adhin and is an unknown person.
All that Ibn Hajar has brought about this man is that, “It
is said that the name of Abu Salman Mu’adhin is
Hammam and he narrates traditions from Ali and Abu
Mahdhurah. Abu Ja’far Farra’ and Ala’ Ibn Salih Kufi
3
narrate traditions on his authority.

1

Sunan Al-Nisa’iǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ȱ -Tathwib fi Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗřǯȱ
Nisa’i narrates the tradition with another document, which
again reaches Sufyan.
2

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŘŘǯ

3

Tahdhib Al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱŗŘǰȱǯȱŗŗŚǯ
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Beside the problem posed by Abu Sulayman about the
document of this tradition, some believe that Abu Ja’far
whose name is in this tradition is not known and not the
same person as Abu Ja’far Al-Farra’. Nisa’i himself has
mentioned this issue in Sunan.
The traditions of Abu Dawud

(1) Musaddad narrated to us from al-Harith Ibn
Ubayd from Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn
Abu Mahdhurah from his father that his
grandfather said: I said, “O the Messenger of
Allah! Teach me your way of saying the adhan!”
The Prophet touched my head and said, “Say
like this…” He mentioned the phrases in adhan
one by one until he reached Hayya Ala al-Falah;
and then he said: “In case of the Morning
1
Prayer, say: Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm.
In this tradition’s document, there is Muhammad Ibn
Abd al-Malik about whom Ibn Hajar narrates Ibn
Qattan’s saying, “He is unidentified and nobody has ever
narrated a tradition from him except Harith.” After
quoting the traditions of Thawri and Harith Ibn Ubayd
narrated by Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik, Ibn Hajar
quotes Abdul Haq as saying, “We cannot adduce these
2
documents.” Harith Ibn Ubayd is also subject of
3
controversy.

1

Sunan Abu DawudǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗřŜǰȱǯȱŚŘŗ (Int’l No.)

2

Tahdhib Al-Tahdhibǰȱǯȱşǰȱǯȱřŗŝǯ

3

Tahdhib al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŚşǯ
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(2) Al-Hasan Ibn Ali, nicknamed Abu Ali, narrated
to us from Abu Asim and Abd al-Razzaq from
Abu Jurayj that Uthman Ibn Sa’ib narrated from
his father and the mother of Abd al-Malik Ibn
Abu Mahdhurah that Abu Mahdhurah narrates
from the honorable Prophet (a.s) that Al-Salat
Khayrun Min al-Nawm is said twice in the
1
Morning…
In this tradition too, Uthman Ibn Sa’ib and his father are
2
not known except by this very tradition. The mother of
Abd al-Malik is also unknown.
(3) Al-Nufayli narrated to us from Ibrahim Ibn
Isma’il Ibn Abd al-Malik that he heard his
grandfather, Abu Mahdhurah, saying in the Fajr
3
Prayer Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm.
This document is also invalid, since Ibrahim Ibn Isma’il
4
Ibn Abd al-Malik has explicitly been criticized.
In concluding from the traditions narrated about tathwib,
it should be said that, first, as we know, the documents
of these traditions are doubtful and unacceptable.
Second, even if these traditions are not considered as
doubtful, they undoubtedly cannot be followed. The

1

Sunan Abu DawudǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗřŜǰȱǯȱŚŘŘ (Int’l No.)

2

Tahdhib Al-Tahdhibǰȱ ǯȱ ŝǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŗŝǲȱ ǯȱ řǰȱ ǯȱ Śśŗǲȱ ǯȱ ŗŘǰȱ ǯȱ
ŚŞřǯ
3

Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol.,ȱǯȱŗřŝǰȱǯȱŚŘŜ (Int’l No.)

4

Tahdhib Al-TahdhibǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŖśǯ
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reason is that they are in contrast with those true ones
stating that Al-Salat Khayrun Min al-Nawm is a phrase
added by people’s own approbation, after the time of the
Prophet (a.s). As a result, both groups of traditions are
invalid and thus unacceptable. Therefore, there is no
proof for the inclusion of tathwib in the adhan, or its
recommendation after the adhan.

Testimony to Ali’s (a.s) wilayah in adhan
As the final discussion of this chapter, I quote the
research-based statements of Allamah Sharaf Al-Din, in
Al-Nass wa’l-Ijtihad, to illuminate the issue of the
testimony to Ali’s (a.s) Wilayah in adhan:
“Adhan includes eighteen phrases, in our view as
followers of Imamiyyah; Allahu Akbar (Allah is
great) four times; Ashhadu An La Ilaha Illa Allah (I
testify that there is no deity but Allah) twice;
Ashhadu Anna Muhammadan Rasoul Allah (I testify
that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) twice;
Hayya Ala al-Salat (Hurry to prayer) twice; Hayya
Ala al-Falah (Hurry to salvation) twice; Hayya Ala
Khayr al-Amal (Hurry to the best of deed) twice;
Allahu Akbar (Allah is great) twice; La Ilaha Illa
Allah (There is no deity but Allah) twice.”
iqamah is composed of seventeen phrases which
are the same as adhan’s, each repeated twice,
except La Ilaha Illa Allah (There is no deity but
Allah) which is said once; and between Hayya Ala
Khayr al-Amal (Hurry to the best of deed) and
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Allahu Akbar (Allah is great), there are two times of
Qad Qaamat al-Salat (Surely prayer was
established).
Tribute to Muhammad and his Household (saying
“ƾċǸăƸĄǷǱƕȁ ƾċǸăƸĄǷ ȄǴǟ ŏǲǏǶȀǴǳơ” Allahumma Salli Ala
Muhammad(in) wa Aali Muhammad) after
mentioning the name of the Prophet (a.s) is
recommended as is completing the testimonies by
the testimony to the Wilayah and Imamate of Ali
(a.s), in both adhan and iqamah.
Whoever has denied the testimony to Ali’s
Wilayah in adhan, regarding it as heresy, has made
mistake and has as uncommon belief. The caller to
adhan in Islam [usually] added phrases to the
beginning and the end of adhan—phrases that are
not derived from the religion, but still they are not
heresy and adding them is not forbidden. The
reason is that the callers to adhan do not consider
these phrases as parts of adhan, and include them
1
just due to the general arguments. The testimony
to Ali’s Wilayah is subject to these general
arguments. Moreover, short phrases from the
people themselves do not nullify adhan and

1

‘General arguments’ are religious reasons stating a general
rule with no special instance, just as true traditions consider
mentioning the name of Ali (a.s) in adhan as recommended.
Such general arguments are valid until there are no other
certain reasons to exclude adhan from these rules. Hence,
bringing Ali’s name in adhan is recommended too. (Editor)
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1

iqamah. To say these during adhan and iqamah is
2
therefore not forbidden…”
Consequently, since naming Ali (a.s) is as worship, there
is no doubt about the preference of mentioning his name
in general and in adhan, in particular. As Muttaqi Hindi
narrates in Kanz Al-Ummal:

ƈƧăƽƢƦĉǟĘȆĉǴăǟĄǂƒǯĉƿ
Mentioning Ali’s name is as worship.

3

1

Sunni master scholars have consensus that additional words
during adhan are lawful and do not distort adhan. As is
mentioned in Fat’h Al-Bari, “Permission of including words in
adhan is obtained from Bukhari’s statements. Ibn Mundhir
narrates the permission of including words in adhan from
Urwa, Ata’, Hasan, Qutada, and Ahmad. Nakha’i and Awza’i
agree about this permission, though consider it as
undesirable. Ibn Hanifa, Malik and Shafi’i allow it too, but
consider the omission of it more desirable. The only person
forbidding the inclusion of words in adhan is Thawri. See:
Fat’h Al-Bari, Abwab Al-Adhan, Bab Al-Kalam fi Al-Adhan, p.
ŞŖ (Editor).
2
3

Allamah Sharaf Al-Din, Al-Nass wa Al-IjtihadǰȱǯȱŘŖŝȱǭȱŘŖŞǯ

ȱ ǯȱ ŗŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŜŖŗǰȱ ǯȱ řŘŞşŚǲȱ ’ Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŚřřŘǲȱ “Ibn
Asakir” has narrated this tradition in “Tarikh Madina
Dimashq” (The history of Damascus) with valid documents
(ǯȱŚŘǰȱǯȱřśŜǼǯ
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Simultaneous Performance Of
Prayers
One of the issues, which is of great attention to the
observers and is especially evident in places of
pilgrimage like Mecca and Medina, is that most of the
Sunnis, even their travelers, perform the five prayers at
five distinct times and the Shia perform them as Jam’
1
2
Taqdim or Jam’ Ta’khir. This difference is very
astonishing for the public who are unaware of the
traditional and jurisprudential issues and also for most of
the Sunnis who are used to differentiating between the
five times.
During the hajj pilgrimage, I met a young salesman in
Medina who was originally Turkish. He asked me, “Why
do Iranians miss their Evening Prayer?” The simplest

1

Jam’ taqdim, or early co-performance, is performing the
Afternoon Prayer after the Noon one and performing the
Night Prayer after the Evening one.
2

Jam’ Ta’khir or late co-performance, is performing the Noon
and Afternoon Prayer together in the afternoon, and
performing the Evening and Night Prayers a little after the
sunset.
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answer to persuade him in that short time was that at
least they are travelers and it is permissible for them to
delay the Evening Prayer and perform the Evening and
1
Night Prayers together. Further elaboration was not
possible in that short period, but it can be deeply
discussed with the scholars to inform people of it and
hence eradicate some false opinions. This is of course
possible if the scholars are not affected by the common
habit and the status quo in the society, which
unfortunately sometimes happens. Fossilization of ideas
in the people’s minds has basically been one of the major
problems of the Prophets in the course of history. The
disbelievers are quoted in the Holy Quran as saying:

ƊǹȁĄƾăƬąȀĄǷąǶĉǿƎǁƢƊƯƕȄƊǴăǟƢċǻƎƛăȁĊƨċǷƌƗȄƊǴăǟƢăǻÈƔƢăƥƕƢăǻąƾăƳăȁƢċǻƎƛơȂƌǳƢƊǫƒǲăƥ
Nay! They say: We found our fathers on a course,
and surely we are guided by their footsteps. 44:22
Both the Shia and the Sunnis should therefore know that
some of their habitual rules, which are taken for granted,
are not really self-evident in Islam; rather they have no
true document. The reason for the existence of these
common habits has been the verdict of great scholars in
some cases, and political considerations in most others,
while the same rules had not been common previously

1

The author of Al-Bahr Al-Ra’iq says: “I saw many people,
especially in hajj, who performed two prayers together and
did this following Imam Shafi’Ǳȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŜŝǯȱ ȱ ,
the type of travel, which allows for this, is subject to
discussion.
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and had just been some alternatives beside others.
Surprisingly, these habitual rules are evident even in case
of everyday duties of the Muslims, like ablution, prayer,
etc. So painful it is! Muslims who have seen the
Prophet’s ablution and prayer everyday, have so much
disagreement even in a tangible issue like the crossed
position of hands in prayers. Some prohibit it, others
know it undesirable and others permissible and still some
others know it desirable. Some say the hands should be
placed above the navel, others believe they should be
beneath the navel and so on, while the Prophet
performed prayer five times everyday, before all the
Muslims and said:

ȆƐǴăǏƌƗȆƎǻȂǸĄƬąȇƗăǁƢǸƊǯơȂŎǴăǏ
Pray as you see me pray.

1

Whatever the reason for these controversies be, and
regardless of their justifiability or unjustifiability, it is
evident that clarity of an issue for a certain group in by
no means the proof of it according to the Quran and
tradition. In this discussion, we are to discuss, based on
what was mentioned, performing the prayers together
and their exact time to make it clear that simultaneous
performance of prayers is permissible in all conditions,
according to authentic traditions of the Sunnis. In fact,
the Noon and Afternoon Prayers and also the Evening
and Night Prayers have the same time.

1

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱřŚśǯ
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Prayer Times According to the Holy Quran
God, the Exalted, states in the Holy Quran:

ƊǹƕąǂƌǫōǹƎƛƎǂąƴƊǨƒǳơƊǹƕąǂƌǫăȁƎǲąȈōǴǳơƎǪăǈƊǣȄƊǳƎƛƎǆąǸċǌǳơĉǭȂƌǳĄƾĉǳƊƧƢƊǴċǐǳơąǶĉǫƊƗ
 .ơĆƽȂĄȀąǌăǷƊǹƢƊǯƎǂąƴƊǨƒǳơ
Keep up prayer from the declining of the sun till
the darkness of the night and the morning
recitation; surely the morning recitation is
witnessed. 18:78.
In this honorable verse, Almighty God orders the prayers
from the declining of the sun until the darkness of the
night and also orders of performing the Morning Prayer,
stating that the Morning Prayer is witnessed by the
angels of night and day. Considering the lexicon,
traditions, exegesis of the verse and the common sense,
it is understood that the All-Wise God has ordered the
five prayers in this verse, determining their times. Ibn
Faris says about the meaning of duluk (declining):
The word has a root meaning ‘declining’ or
‘removing something from something else in a
general way.’ When it is said, ‘It declined,’ it
means that it disappeared. Also, it means moving
something in a way that it does not remain in one
1
place.

1

Mu’jam Maqayis Al-LughaǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŘşŞǯ
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Ibn Athir, in Nihayah, supports this meaning, too.
Azhari believes that declining of the sun is its inclination
from the center of the sky in the middle of the day. This
way, the verse contains all the five prayers and it means:
O Muhammad! “Set up prayers!” That is keeping
up praying from the declining of the sun to the
darkness of the night. So, up to this part of the
verse, four prayers are contained, i.e. Noon,
Afternoon, Evening and Night Prayers. The fifth
prayer is included in “ǂƴǨǳơǹƕǂǫȁ”, meaning perform
the Morning Prayer. Therefore, these are the five
prayers Allah has considered obligatory for His
Prophet and the ummah. If we regard duluk as
meaning the sunset, the verse will refer only to
1
three prayers. In Arabic, ǭȂǳƽ means ‘declining,’
that is when the sun passes the longitude and when
it rises or sets, because in sunrise and sunset, the
sunlight declines, too. In (the book entitled)
Nawadir Al-I’rab too, the word means the height of
the sun.
Mubarrid has also confirmed that duluk refers to the
2
inclination of the sun toward west up to sunset. As a
result, even though duluk may mean the setting of the
sun, in this honorable verse, the most suitable meaning is
the declining of the sun from the center of the sky.
Beside what was narrated from Azhari and others in

1

Evening, Night and the Morning Prayers.

2

Majma’ Al-BayanǰȱǯȱŜǰȱǯȱŚřřǯ
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proving this meaning, various other traditions have also
been narrated in this regard, two of which we bring here:

ĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơƌǱȂǇăǁƊǱƢǫǱƢǫǾǼǟƅơȆǏǁƽȂǠǈĉǷƎǺƥơǺĉǟ
ąƪƊǳơǃ ăśĉƷ ƎǆǸċǌǳơ ĉǭȂǳĄƾĉǳ ĄǵȐċǈǳơ ĉǾȈǴăǟ ƌǲȈĉƟŐƎƳ ňƢƫƗ  ǶōǴǇȁ
ăǂąȀŎǜǳơăȆƎƥȄƐǴăǐƊǧ
Ibn Mas’ud—may Allah be pleased with him—
said: The Messenger of Allah (a.s) said:
“(Archangel) Gabriel (a.s) came to me at the time
of (duluk) declining of the sun and performed the
Noon Prayer with me.”
The same concept is narrated from other people such as
Ibn Abbas, Anas, Umar, Ibn Umar, Abu Barza and
others. It is also narrated from the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s) that
duluk means declining, not sunset.

 ƎǂąƴƊǨǳơ ƌǹƕąǂƌǫ  ĄǾƌǧƢǐĉƬǻơ ƎǲȈƐǴǳơ ĄǪăǈƊǣ  ƢȀƌǳơȁăǃ ǆ
Ǝ ąǸċǌǳơ ĄǭȂǳĄƽ
ƎǂąƴƊǨǳơƢƬăǠƒǯăǁ
‘Declining of the sun’ is its inclination toward the
west and ‘the darkness of the night’ is the middle of
the night and ‘Quran Al-Fajr’ is the two-unit
1
Morning Prayer.
With regard to these various traditions, we cannot regard
the two traditions narrated by Suyuti from Ibn Mas’ud
and Ali (a.s), implying that duluk means the sunset.

1

Wasa’il Al-Shia, Abwab Al- ǰȱǯȱŚŝşşǯ
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Furthermore, these two types of traditions are in
contrast. Supposing that the first group of traditions are
not preferable and the invalidity of both types is proven,
it undoubtedly becomes clear that we should refer to the
Holy Quran’s lexical level, which made it obvious that
duluk in the honorable verse means declining of the sun.
That is why Shafi’i stipulates, “Duluk, in the verse,
stands for the declining of the sun.”
About the word ϖδϏ (ghasaq) in the honorable verse, the
author of Mu’jam Maqayis Al-Lughah says, “The root of
ghasaq (darkness of the night) is (gh-s-q), which is
grammatically perfect (sahih) meaning ‘darkness.’ The
1
meaning of ghasaq is hence ‘darkness.’ Raghib says in
Mufradat, “ghasaq stands for the intensity of the
darkness.” It is also quoted from Ibn Abbas that the
2
word means the appearance of night and its darkness.
Anyway, it seems that ϞϴϠϟ ϖδϏ means the middle of the
night and this is more compatible with what Raghib said
in Mufradat previously quoted. So, it is very unlikely that
ϞϴϠϟ ϖδϏ refers to sunset or the beginning of the night,
because sunset is neither the intensity of the darkness nor
the appearance of the night. It is neither the darkness of
the night nor the time for the Night Prayer.

1

Mu’jam Al-Maqayis Al-LughahǰȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱŚŘśǯ

2

Al-Durr Al-ManthurǰȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱŗşśǯ
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Examining the Honorable Verse

Now that the meanings of duluk, ghasaq and qur’an al-fajr
are clear, we understand that God, the Almighty, has
ordered the performance of five prayers in this verse,
mentioning the time of these prayers. The verse states:
perform prayers from the noon up to the middle of the
night and perform the Morning Prayer, too. Accordingly,
the time of the four prayers begins from the noon until
the midnight. If we did not have enough evidence that
we should perform the Noon and Afternoon Prayers
before the sunset and the Evening and Night Prayers
after the sunset, we could conclude from the verse that
the common time of these four prayers is from the Noon
up to the midnight. However, since there is firm
evidence on the fact that the Noon and Afternoon
Prayers should be performed before the sunset and the
Evening and Night Prayers after it, we have to restrict
the general significance of the honorable verse. In other
cases, however, we can resort to the verse and conclude:
From the beginning of the noon until the sunset is the
1
common time for the Noon and Afternoon Prayers and
from the sunset to the first half (or the first one-third) of
the night, according to different views, is the common
time for the Evening and Night Prayers.

1

Order should of course be maintained; i.e. first the Noon
Prayer should be performed and then the Afternoon Prayer
and performing the Afternoon Prayer without performing the
Noon Prayer would be meaningless. Also, if there is time only
for one prayer, the Afternoon should be performed. The same
is the case about the Evening and Night Prayers.
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That is why when Imam Baqir (a.s) was asked about the
Prayers ordered by Almighty God, he said: “They are
five prayers a day.” He was asked again: “Has Allah
mentioned them in His Book?” Imam Baqir (a.s) stated:

ȄƊǳƛƎǆąǸċǌǳơĉǭȂƌǳĄƾĉǳƊƧÙȂƊǴċǐǳơƎǶĉǫƗøĉǾďȈƎƦăǼĉǳńƢǠăƫăȁăǭăǁƢƦăƫÉƅơƊǱƢǫąǶăǠăǻ
ńƛ ƎǆąǸċǌǳơ ĉǭȂǳĄƽ ăśăƥ ƢǸȈǨƊǧ ƢȀƌǳơȁăǃ ƢȀƌǯȂƌǳăƽ  ùƎǲąȈōǴǳơ ƎǪăǈƊǣ
ĄǪăǈƊǣ  ċǺĄȀăƬōǫăȁăȁ ċǺĄȀăǼċȈăƥăȁ Éƅơ ċǺĄǿƢĈǸăǇ ĊƩơȂǴăǏ ĄǞăƥąǁƗ ƎǲȈƐǴǳơ ƎǪăǈƊǣ
ƊǹƢǯ ƎǂąƴƊǨǳơ Ɗǹƕąǂƌǫ ōǹƛ ƎǂąƴƊǨǳơ ƊǹƕǂƌǫăȁøƊǱƢǫ ōĽ ĄǾƌǧƢǐĉƬąǻơȂĄǿ ƎǲȈƐǴǳơ
ùƆơƽȂȀąǌăǷ
Yes, Almighty God said to His Prophet: “Keep up
prayer from the declining of the sun until the
darkness of the night”. Duluk is the declining of the
sun so, He has obliged the performance of five
prayers between the time of decline of the sun and
midnight; and has determined the time of them.
1
ghasaq is midnight. He, the Almighty, then said,
“…and the morning recitation. Surely, the
morning recitation is witnessed.”
Razi acknowledges, in Al-Tafsir Al-Kabir, that the
honorable verse implies the common time of the prayers:
“If we interpret ghasaq as intense darkness, we
would say that intense darkness appears at the
disappearance of the white twilight, which appears

1

Wasa’il Al-Shia, Abwab A’dad Al-Fara’iz wa Nawafiliha,
ȱŘ.
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at the disappearance of the red twilight itself. The
word ńƛ (until) in the honorable verse shows the
end of a period. A rule, which is continued up to
an ultimate period, would be permissible up to the
end of that period. As a result, performing all the
prayers is permissible before the appearance of the
1
white twilight.”
Furthermore, Razi says:
“If we take ghasaq as meaning the beginning of the
darkness of the night, we can still get the meaning
of common time for all the prayers. If we interpret
ghasaq as the beginning of appearance of darkness,
it would mean the sunset. So, what is mentioned in
this verse would include three times: the decline of
the sun, the beginning of sunset and before the
sunrise. This requires that, first, the decline of the
sun be the common time for the Noon and
Afternoon Prayers and, second, the beginning of
sunset be the common time for the Evening and
Night Prayers. Therefore, interpreting gahsaq as the
beginning of the darkness requires that the
performance of the Noon and Afternoon Prayers
or Evening and Night Prayers (simultaneously) be
permissible, unconditionally (whether in travel or
2
not).”
He then continues:

1

Al-Tafsir Al-KabirǰȱǯȱŘŗǰȱǯȱŘŝǯ

2

Ibid.
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“But external evidences prove that simultaneous
performance of prayers, while not being in travel
and with no special problem, is not permissible.”
We will soon show you that traditions prove the
permissibility of simultaneous performance of prayers
while not in travel and unconditionally.
Alusi, in spite of his extreme bias, has implicitly
acknowledged this meaning for the honorable verse,
saying:
“The permissibility of simultaneous performance
of the prayers is something confirmed by true
1
traditions.”

Simultaneous Performance of Prayers according
to Traditions
This issue is so much taken for granted in the traditions
that Sahih Al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim, the most reliable
Sunni reference books of traditions, have frequently cited
it. Ahmad Ibn Hanbal has mentioned some of these
traditions in his Musnad, which are also narrated in other
sources.
Traditions in Sahih Muslim

In Sahih Muslim, there is a chapter entitled:

1

Tafsir Ruh Al-Ma’aniǰȱǯȱŗśǰȱǯȱŗřŘȱȱŗřřǯ
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ǂăǔƊūơĿƎśăƫȐĈǐǳơăśăƥǞąǸƊŪơĄƣƢƥ
Section: Simultaneous Performance of the Two
1
Prayers while not being in Travel
We hereinafter quote some of the traditions mentioned
therein:

ƆƢǠȈǸăƳăǂǐăǠǳơăȁăǂąȀŎǜǳơǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏÊƅơƌǱȂǇăǁȄƐǴăǏþ
ƉǂǨăǇȏȁĊǥȂăƻƎŚƊǣĿƆƢǠȈĉŦÈƔƢǌăǠǳơăȁăƣƎǂąǤƊŭơăȁ
The Messenger of Allah (a.s) performed the Noon
and Afternoon Prayers simultaneously and the
Evening and Night Prayers too, while he was not
2
in travel nor was he in danger or fear.

ƆƢǠȈŦ ăǂąǐǠǳơȁ ăǂȀƐǜǳơ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ȄƐǴăǏ
ǺĉǷ ƆơƾƷƗ ăƱƎǂƸĄȇȏ ƒǹƗ ăƽơǁƗ þƉǂƊǨăǇȏȁ ĊǥȂăƻ ƎŚƊǣĿ ĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭƢƎƥ
ǾĉƬċǷƗ
Abu Zubayr said: Sa’id narrated from Ibn `Abbas
that The Prophet (a.s) performed the Noon and
Afternoon Prayers together in Medina, and not in
travel, without any fear. I asked Sa’id, “Why did
the Prophet (a.s) do so?” He answered, “I asked
the same question from Ibn Abbas and he

1

Sahih Muslimǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ǯȱ ŗśŗǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ted in Sharh
Nawawi.
2

Sahih MuslimǰȱǯȱŘǰȱ ȱȱ-Musafirin wa Qasriha, p.
ŗśŗǰȱǯȱŗŗŚŜ (Int’l No.)
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answered, “The Prophet (a.s) did not want to take
1
his nation into trouble.

ƎǂǐăǠǳơăȁ ƎǂąȀŎǜǳơ ăśăƥ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ăǞǸăƳ þ
ȏƒǹƗăƽơǁƗþǂǘăǷȏȁǥȂăƻŚƊǣĿĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭơĿÊƔƢǌĉǠǳơăȁƣƎǂǤƊŭơȁ
ĄǾăƬċǷƗăƱƎǂƸĄȇ
Sa’id Ibn Jubayr says that Ibn Abbas said: “The
Prophet (a.s) performed the Noon and Afternoon
Prayers and Evening and Night Prayers
simultaneously in Medina, without any fear nor in
the raining conditions… not to take his nation into
2
trouble.

ƆƢǠąƦăǇăȁ ƆƢǠȈǸăƳ ƆƢȈƎǻƢǸƊƯ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ďœĈǼǳơǞăǷ ĄƪąȈōǴăǏþ
ǂąǐăǠǳơ Ɗǲċƴăǟăȁ ăǂȀŎǜǳơ ăǂċƻƗ ǾČǼƌǛƗ ƔƢưǠĈǌǳơ ƢƥƗ Ƣȇ ĄƪǴƌǫ ƆƢǠȈǸăƳ
ăǭơƿČǺƌǛƗƢǻƗȁǱƢǫÈƔƢǌĉǠǳơǲċƴǟăȁăƣƎǂǤƊŭơăǂċƻƗȁ
Amr narrates from Jabir Ibn Zayd that Ibn Abbas
said: “We performed prayers with the Prophet
(a.s), once eight units (four units of the Noon
Prayer and four units of the Afternoon Prayer) and
once seven units (three units of the Evening and
four units of Night Prayers).” Amr says: I told Abu
Al-Sha’tha’, “I think the Prophet (a.s) delayed the

1

Sahih MuslimǰȱǯȱŘǰȱ ȱȱ-Musafirin wa Qasriha, p.
ŗśŗǰȱǯȱŗŗŚŝ (Int’l No.).
2

Sahih MuslimǰȱǯȱŘǰȱ ȱȱ-ę ǰȱǯȱŗśŘǰȱǯȱŗŗśŘ
(Int’l No.)
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Noon Prayer and hurried in the Afternoon Prayer
and also delayed the Evening prayer, hurrying in
1
the Night Prayer.” He said, “I think so.”
The second half of the previous tradition is not more
than conjectures of the narrator himself; yet, conjecture
does not avail against the truth, as stipulated in the Holy
Quran.

ƆƨăȈƎǻƢťăȁ ƆƢǠąƦăǇ ĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭƢƎƥ ȄƐǴăǏ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ōǹƛ
ÈƔƢǌǠǳơăȁăƣƎǂǤƊŭơăȁăǂǐăǠǳơăȁǂąȀƐǜǳơ
The Prophet (a.s) performed seven units and eight
units of prayer in Medina—the Noon and
Afternoon Prayers, and the Evening and Night
2
Prayers.
3

In this tradition, disordered involution and evolution is
used, i.e. seven units of the Evening and Night Prayers
and eight units of the Noon and Afternoon Prayers.

1

Sahih MuslimǰȱǯȱŘǰȱ ȱȱ-ę ǰȱǯȱŗśŘǰȱǯȱŗŗśŘ
(Int’l No.).
2

Sahih Muslimǰȱ ǯȱ Řǰȱ ȱ ȱ -Musafir wa Qasriha,
ǯŗśŘǰȱǯŗŗśř (Int’l No.).
3

A figure of speech in which a number of nouns or subjects
mentioned successively are followed or preceded by a
corresponding
number
of
adjectives
or
predicates.
(Translator)
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ƎǂȀŎǜǳơ ăśăƥ ăǞǸăƳ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ĄƪąȇƗăǁ þ
ăǩċƾăǐƊǧ ǾĄƬƒǳƘǈƊǧ ƊƧăǂȇǂĄǿ ƢƥƗ ĄƪȈăƫƘƊǧ þÊƔƢǌăǠǳơăȁ ƎƣƎǂǤƊŭơăȁ ƎǂąǐăǠǳơăȁ
1
ǾăƬƊǳƢǬăǷ
Abdullah Ibn Shaqiq says: One afternoon, Ibn
Abbas delivered a sermon until the sun set and the
2
stars appeared. The public said, “Prayer! Prayer!”
A man from Banu Tamim came saying, “Prayer!
Prayer!” repeatedly. Ibn Abbas reproached him
and said, “Do you want to teach me the Prophet’s
traditions? I saw him performing the Noon and
Afternoon Prayers together and the Evening and
Night Prayers simultaneously, too.”
Abdullah Ibn Shaqiq said: I was not satisfied with
this claim, so I went to Abu Hurayrah and asked
him about it. He confirmed the speech of Ibn
Abbas.

ȄǴăǟ ƎśăƫȐċǐǳơ ăśăƥ ĄǞăǸąƴăǻ ƢĈǼƌǯăȁ ĉƧȐċǐǳƢƎƥ ƢǼĄǸŏǴăǠĄƫƗ ăǮǳ ċǵƌƗ ȏþ
 ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǐƎȀǴǳơƎǱȂǇăǁĉƾąȀăǟ
A man told Ibn Abbas, “Prayer! Prayer!” Ibn
Abbas did not say anything. The man repeated it

1

Sahih MuslimǰȱǯȱŘǰȱ ȱȱ-ę ǰȱǯȱŗśŘǰȱǯȱŗŗśŚ
(Int’l No.)
2

They meant it is time for the Evening Prayer. To them, the
Prophet’s tradition necessitates performing the Evening
Prayer at the sunset, not delaying it until the Night Prayer’s
time.
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three times and Ibn Abbas kept quiet. At the third
time, Ibn Abbas reproached him and said, “Do
you teach me prayers while we performed prayers
1
simultaneously in the Prophet’s time?”
The traditions of Sahih Al-Bukhari

Bukhari, who has always attempted not to narrate
anything in contrast with the governments’ policies and
in accord with the tradition of the Ahl al-Bayt, narrates
some of the aforementioned traditions under different
subtitles. Though other traditions are true according to
this presupposition, he has not narrated them and he
himself is aware of the reason. Anyway, some traditions,
which stipulate the simultaneous performance of prayers
unconditionally and even while not in travel are narrated
by Bukhari in his Sahih. In Chapter: Time of the Sunset,
we read:

ƆƢǠȈǸăƳƆƢȈƎǻƢťăȁƆƢǠȈĉŦƆƢǠƦăǇǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏČœĈǼǳơȄƐǴăǏþ
Abdullah Ibn Abbas says: The Prophet (a.s)
performed seven units (of prayer) once and another
2
eight units together.
In Chapter: About The Night Prayer And Its Time And One
Who Has Much Time For Performing It, we read:

1

Sahih Muslimǰȱǯȱŗǰȱ ȱȱ-ę ǰȱǯȱŗśŘǰȱǯȱŗŗśś
(Int’l No.)
2

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Mawaqit Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŚŖǰȱ ǯȱ
śŜŘȱȱFat’h Al-Bari (ǯȱśŘşǰȱ ’l No.)
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ÈƔƢǌĉǠǳơăȁăƣǂąǤƊŭơǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏČœĈǼǳơȄƐǴăǏþ
Ibn Umar, Abu Ayyub and Ibn Abbas said that the
Prophet (a.s) performed the Evening and Night Prayers
1
simultaneously.”
In Chapter: About one who doesn’t perform nafilah (optional
prayer) after an obligatory prayer, it is written:

ƆƢǠąƦăǇăȁ ƆƢǠȈǸăƳ ƆƢȈƎǻƢǸƊƯ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ďœĈǼǳơǞăǷ ĄƪąȈōǴăǏþ
ǂąǐăǠǳơ Ɗǲċƴăǟăȁ ăǂȀŎǜǳơ ăǂċƻƗ ǾČǼƌǛƗ ƔƢưǠĈǌǳơ ƢƥƗ Ƣȇ ĄƪǴƌǫ ƆƢǠȈǸăƳ
ăǭơƿČǺƌǛƗƢǻƗȁǱƢǫÈƔƢǌĉǠǳơǲċƴǟăȁăƣƎǂǤƊŭơăǂċƻƗȁ
Amr narrates from Jabir Ibn Zayd that Ibn Abbas
said: “We performed prayers with the Prophet
(a.s), once eight units (four units of the Noon
Prayer and four units of the Afternoon Prayer) and
once seven units (three units of the Evening and
four units of Night Prayers).” Amr says: I told Abu
Al-Sha’tha’, “I think the Prophet (a.s) delayed the
Noon Prayer and hurried in the Afternoon Prayer
and also delayed the Evening prayer, hurrying in
2
the Night Prayer.” He said, “I think so.”
In the same chapter, Part: Postponing The Noon Prayer To
The Afternoon, we read:

1

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Mawaqit Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŚŗ
(Ğ ȱǯȱśřŖǼǯ
2

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Al-Jum’ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗ (ȱ řŖǰȱ
ȱŗŗŝŚȱȱFat’h Al-BariȱȱǯȱŗŗŖřǰȱ ’l No.)
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ƆƨăȈƎǻƢǸƊƯăȁ ƆƢǠąƦăǇ ĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭƢƎƥ ȄƐǴăǏ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ĈœĈǼǳơ ōǹƛ þ
ĊƨƊǴȈǳ Ŀ ǾƐǴăǠƊǳ ƣȂĈȇƗ ǱƢǬǧ ÈƔƢǌĉǠǳơăȁ ăƣƎǂąǤƊŭơăȁ ăǂąǐăǠǳơăȁ ăǂąȀŎǜǳơ
ȄǈăǟǱƢǫĊƧŚĉǘăǷ
Ibn Abbas said: The Prophet (a.s) performed seven
units of the Noon and Afternoon Prayers and eight
units of the Evening and Night Prayers in Medina.
Ayyub said, “It might have been raining.” He said,
1
“Maybe.”
In Tuhfat Al-Bari, the author acknowledges, in this part,
that the title does not fit the theme of the tradition. It
was more appropriate to entitle it “Chapter: On The Noon
Prayer With The Afternoon One And The Evening And Night
Prayers.” He then concludes, “In Bukhari’s interpretation
when naming this chapter, there is fallacy and
2
deficiency.”
In Part: The Afternoon Time, we read:
Abu Umamah says: We performed the Noon
Prayer with Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz, the Umayyad
caliph, then went to Anas Ibn Malik who was
performing the Afternoon Prayer. I told him,
‘Uncle! Which prayer were you performing?’ He

1

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Mawaqit Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ǯȱ ŗřŝǰȱ ǯȱ
śŚř (ǯȱśŗŖǰȱ ’l No.)
2

Tuhfat Al-BariǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŘşŘ (quoted from Masa’il Fiqhiyya by
Imam Sharaf Al-ǰȱǯȱŗŚǼ
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said, ‘It was the Afternoon Prayer and this was the
1
Prophet’s way of praying.’
This tradition proves that Anas performed the Noon and
Afternoon Prayers simultaneously following the Prophet
(a.s). It is very unlikely that Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz had
performed the Noon Prayer at the end of the Noon
Prayer time since in that case it was not surprising that
Anas was praying. Surprisingly, Anas narrates this way
of praying from the Messenger of Allah (a.s), using the
word ΎϨϛ ‘we were’ and the present tense verb ϲϠμϧ
‘praying’ which show continuation of an action, as was
the case in one of the traditions of Ibn Abbas.
Also, In Part: The Afternoon Time, we read:

ăǂąǐăǠǳơ ȄƐǴăǏ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ōǹƛ ƊƨăǌƟƢăǟ Ǻăǟ
ƢȀĉƫăǂąƴĉƷǺĉǷÉƔȆƊǨǳơƎǂȀƒǜăȇąǶƊǳƢȀĉƫăǂƴĄƷĿĄǆąǸĈǌǳơăȁ
Aishah narrated that the Prophet (a.s) performed
the Afternoon Prayer while the sun was shining
and the afternoon shade had not appeared in his
room yet (i.e. the sun was still in the middle of the
2
sky.)

ƊƧȐăǏȆƐǴăǐĄȇ  ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ČœĈǼǳơ ƊǹƢǯƪƊǳƢǫ ƊƨǌĉƟƢǟǺăǟ
ĄƾǠăƥÉƔȆƊǨǳơǂăȀƒǜăȇǶƊǳļăǂƴĄƷĿƈƨăǠĉǳƢǗĄǆąǸċǌǳơăȁƎǂąǐăǠǳơ

1

Sahih Al-Bukhariǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ  ȱ -ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŞřǰȱ ǯȱ
śŚş (ǯȱśŗŜǰȱ ’l No.)
2

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Mawaqit Al-ǰȱǯȱśŗŘ (Int’l No.)
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The Prophet (a.s) performed the Afternoon Prayer
when the sun was still shining in my room and
1
there was no sign of the afternoon shade yet.
Muslim has narrated this tradition somehow differently.
In any event, this tradition of Aishah as well as the other
traditions show that the Prophet (a.s) did not delay his
Afternoon Prayer to a time when the shade of objects is
the same height or double the height of them; otherwise
it was meaningless for Aishah to say, “The sun was
shining in my room and the afternoon shade had not
appeared yet.” Further, the room was small and even if
its walls were low, the shade still appeared very soon. I
am certain that these traditions are the strongest
arguments for proving the common time of the Noon
and Afternoon Prayers. Also, because there is a sense of
continuation, some may deduce from these traditions the
early performance of the Afternoon Prayer. Anyhow,
they at least prove the permissibility of simultaneous
performance of prayers.
The traditions of Musnad Ahmad

In Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, we read:

ƆƢǠąƦăǇăȁ ƆƢǠȈǸăƳ ƆƢȈƎǻƢǸƊƯ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ďœĈǼǳơǞăǷ ĄƪąȈōǴăǏþ
ǂąǐăǠǳơ Ɗǲċƴăǟăȁ ăǂȀŎǜǳơ ăǂċƻƗ ǾČǼƌǛƗ ƔƢưǠĈǌǳơ ƢƥƗ Ƣȇ ĄƪǴƌǫ ƆƢǠȈǸăƳ
ăǭơƿČǺƌǛƗƢǻƗȁǱƢǫÈƔƢǌĉǠǳơǲċƴǟăȁăƣƎǂǤƊŭơăǂċƻƗȁ

1

Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Mawaqit Al-ǰȱǯȱśŗř (Int’l No.).
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Amr narrates from Jabir Ibn Zayd that Ibn Abbas
said: “We performed prayers with the Prophet
(a.s), once eight units (four units of the Noon
Prayer and four units of the Afternoon Prayer) and
once seven units (three units of the Evening and
four units of Night Prayers).” Amr says: I told Abu
Al-Sha’tha’, “I think the Prophet (a.s) delayed the
Noon Prayer and hurried in the Afternoon Prayer
and also delayed the Evening prayer, hurrying in
1
the Night Prayer.” He said, “I think so.”

ăŚƊǣ ƆƢǸȈǬĄǷ ĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭơĿ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁ ȄƐǴăǏ þ
ƆƢȈƎǻƢťăȁƆƢǠƦăǇƉǂĉǧƢǈĄǷ
The Prophet (a.s) prayed seven units together and
an eight unit in Medina, while he was not a
2
traveler.
The traditions of other books

It is also narrated from Ibn Mas’ud:

ƎǂȀŎǜǳơ ăśăƥ ĉƨăǼȇƾƊŭơ Ŀ řǠăȇ   ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ČœĈǼǳơ ăǞăǸăƳ
ŖċǷƗăƱăǂąƸĄƫƐȐƊƠĉǳơǀǿĄƪǠăǼăǏþÊƔƢǌĉǠǳơăȁƎƣƎǂǤƊŭơăśăƥȁƎǂąǐăǠǳơăȁ
The Prophet (a.s) performed the Noon and
Afternoon Prayers simultaneously and also the

1

Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Musnadȱ ȱ
ŘŘŗǰ ǯȱŗŞŗŞ (Int’l No.)

ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ

2

Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Musnadȱ ȱ
ŘŘŗǰȱǯȱŗŞŘŞ (Int’l No.)

ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰ p
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Evening and Night Prayers in Medina. He was
asked about it and he said: “I did it (performed
prayers like this) so that I will not take my nation
1
in trouble.
It is also narrated from Ibn Umar:

ăśăƥ ƉǂĉǧƢǈĄǷ ăŚƊǣ ƆƢǸȈǬĄǷ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƌǱȂǇăǁƢǼǳ ăǞǸăƳ
ƈǲĄƳăǁăǞăŦƒǹƛĄǾăƬċǷƗăƱƎǂƸĄȇȏƒǹȋþƎƣƎǂǤƊŭơăȁƎǂǐăǠǳơăȁƎǂȀŎǜǳơ
The Prophet (a.s) performed the Noon, Afternoon
and Evening Prayers together, while he was not
traveler. Ibn Umar was asked: “Why did the
Prophet do so?” He replied: “Not to take his nation
into trouble, in case someone performed the
2
prayers together.”
No contrasting tradition, containing the Prophet’s
forbidding the simultaneous performance has been ever
narrated except what Hanash narrates from Ikramah and
from Ibn Abbas. Hanash has been criticized by Bukhari,
Ahmad and others. Narrating his tradition, Tirmidhi
says, “He has been weakened by narrators like Ahmad
3
and others.” Ikrimah, too, has been decided as doubtful.
Two other traditions have been narrated from Umar
without being attributed to the honorable Prophet (a.s)

1

Al-Mu’jam Al-Awsat byȱǰȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱŘśŘǯ

2

Abdul Razzaq San’ani, Al-Musannaf, Nashr Al-Majlis AlǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱśśŜǯ

3

Sunan Al-TirmidhiǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřśŜǯ
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both of which have been denied by Bayhaqi. In short,
none of the narrators have doubted the validity of the
traditions stipulating the simultaneous performance of
prayers by the Messenger of Allah (a.s).
Besides the mentioned traditions, there are various other
traditions proving the permissibility of simultaneous
performance of prayers narrated from the Prophet on
1
special occasions, like the Arafah Day, and Muzdalifah
2
Night, in travel and when raining. Also, other traditions
prove that the Noon and Afternoon Prayers and also the
3
Evening and Night Prayers have common times.

Misinterpretations of the Traditions of the
Simultaneous Performance of the Prayers
It is surprising that in spite of these clear and true
traditions, habits were so much fossilized in the minds of
some people that they began misinterpreting the
Prophet’s Traditions. The dear readers have witnessed
some of these misinterpretations in narrating the
aforementioned traditions. Surprisingly, having quoted

1

Arafah Day is the ninth of Dhu’l-Hajjah (the twelfth lunar
month of the Hijri Calendar). On this day, Pilgrims (hajjis)
should obligatorily stay on Mount Arafat from noon to the
sunset (Editor).
2

Muzdalifah Night is that lying before Eid Al-Adha when the
hajjis should stay in Mash’ar Al-Haram (Editor).
3

Al-Sunan Al-Kubra by BayhaqiǰȱǯȱřǰȱǯȱŗŜşǯ
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the tradition of Ibn Abbas about the permissibility of
simultaneous performance of prayers—without any fear
or condition of raining—Tirmidhi says, “People have
discarded this tradition.” Nawawi has stipulated, in his
1
Tafsir, that there has never been a consensus on
discarding this tradition.
In order to perform in contrast with the tradition, some
people have misinterpreted it. Of course, each group
denies the interpretation of the others and they are all
invalid indeed. Nawawi says:
“Some of the early master scholars have
misinterpreted
the
tradition
saying
that
simultaneous performance of prayers have been
due to the probability of rain, but this is so weak an
interpretation because another tradition includes,
‘without fear or condition of raining.’ Others have
misinterpreted that the simultaneous performance
was practiced in the cloudy weather when the
Prophet (a.s) performed the Noon Prayer. When
the clouds have gone and it became clear and it
was the time for the Afternoon Prayer, the Prophet
performed
the
Afternoon
Prayer.
This
interpretation is invalid too, since it cannot be true
about the Evening and Night Prayers. Still, others
have said that the Prophet (a.s) delayed the first
prayer, performing it at the end of its time and
afterwards performed the next prayer at the

1

Sharhȱ   ǰȱ ǯȱ śǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŗŞǲȱ Tafsir Ruh Al-Ma’aniǰȱ ǯȱ ŗśǰȱ
the exegesis of ŗŞǱŝŞ.
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beginning of its time. So, it has been simultaneous
performance in appearance, not in reality. This
interpretation is weak or rather invalid due to the
fact that it is in contrast with the appearance of the
tradition in a way that it is so improbable. Also,
the deed of Ibn Abbas, his justification of it and the
confirmation of Abu Hurayrah—all these discard
this interpretation. Another group has interpreted
the tradition as applying to the probability of
illness and other legal excuses. This is the idea of
our companions like Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and Qazi
Husayn. Khattabi, Mutawalli and Ruwyani have
accepted it. I accept this interpretation as it agrees
with the explicit significance of the tradition, the
deed of Ibn Abbas, Abu Hurayrah’s approval and
also because the trouble of illness is more intense
1
than that of rain.”
It is strange to understand how the explicit significance
of Ibn Abbas’s tradition allows the simultaneous
performance of prayers in illness! Were all the people ill
when Ibn Abbas preached the sermon? See how the
wrong habits distort people’s understanding and lead to
such misinterpretations!
As Ibn Hajar Asqalani points out, if the Prophet (a.s)
had performed prayers simultaneously due to illness,
others could not pray with him, except those who had

1

The end of the speech of Nawawi. See: Sharh Nawawiǰȱǯȱśǰȱ
ǯȱŘŗŞǯ
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the same excuse. Yet, it can be said that the Prophet (a.s)
prayed along with his Companions, as Ibn Abbas
1
stipulates the same concept in his tradition. It is also
surprising that Ibn Hajar himself misinterprets the
2
tradition to the apparent simultaneous performance
without any proof which is nullified by the aforesaid
argument of Nawawi. Ibn Hajar, too, got subject to
criticism, in what was written as the interpretation of his
book. By the same token, the criticizer of Ibn Hajar was
criticized by his predecessors.
This vicious circle is only due to the persistence on
denying the tradition of the Ahl al-Bayt (a.s); otherwise,
at least one group who narrate from them would accept
the unconditional simultaneous performance, not mixing
the best times of the prayers with other times. Nawawi
says:
Some scholars allow unconditional simultaneous
performance of the prayers due to a problem,
provided that they do not get used to it, like Ibn
Sirin and Ashhab among the companions of Malik.
Khattabi has narrated this from Qaffal, Shashi
Kabir, a companion of Shafi’i, from Abu Ishaq
Maruzi from a group of narrators; and Ibn
Mundhir has accepted it. This is proved by Ibn
Abbas’s saying, “By so doing, the Prophet wanted
not to take his nation into trouble,” because in his

1
2

Fat’h Al-BariǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱřŖǯ

That is delaying the noon Prayer and early performance of
the Afternoon Prayer immediately after it.
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speech there is no reference to illness or any thing
1
else.
In Al-Mughni and Al-Sharh Al-Kabir, Ibn Shabramah is
narrated to have said, “Simultaneous performance of
prayers is permissible if there is a problem or something,
2
as long as it does not become a habit.” Also, Nawawi
says in Al-Majmu’, “Ibn Mundhir, one of our scholars,
believes that simultaneous performance of prayers is
permissible while not as a traveler, with no fear or rain
or illness.”
As you see, Nawawi has not mentioned the condition
that it should not become a habit. At the end of the
chapter, he brings about a problem entitled “Chapter:
Opinions About Simultaneous Performance Of Prayers While
Not In Travel, And With No Fear, Rain Or Illness” saying:
According to our opinion (i.e. Shafiite) and those
of Abu Hanifah, Malik, Ahmad and most of Sunni
scholars, simultaneous performance of prayers is
not allowed. Ibn Mundhir has narrated the
permissibility of unconditional simultaneous
performance from a group of narrators saying, ‘Ibn
Sirin has allowed simultaneous performance when
3
necessary, but not as a habit.’”

1

Sharh NawawiǰȱǯȱśǰȱǯȱŘŗşǯ

2

Al-Mughni and Al-Sharh Al-KabirǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŘŘǰȱǯȱŗŘŜřǯ

3

Al-Majmu’ǰȱǯȱŚǰȱǯȱřŞŚǯ
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Yet, Sayf Al-Din Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Al-Shashi AlQaffal, in Hilyat Al-Ulama’, narrates the permissibility of
the unconditional simultaneous performance of the
1
prayers as quoted by Ibn Mundhir from Ibn Sirin.
Anyway, the condition of not getting a habit is also an
unproven misinterpretation added by some people to the
traditions. Though the honorable Messenger of Allah
(a.s) did not want to take his nation into trouble, some
people have habitually added some conditions, taking
themselves and others into trouble, while Almighty God
states:

 .ăǂąǈĄǠƒǳơąǶƌǰƎƥĄƾȇƎǂĄȇƢƊǳăȁăǂąǈĄȈƒǳơąǶƌǰƎƥĄǾōǴǳơĄƾȇƎǂĄȇ
Allah desires ease for you, and He does not desire
for you difficulty. 2:185
It can also be said that the Messenger of Allah (a.s)
performed his prayers simultaneously most of the time, if
not always, as is evident from the traditions of Ibn Abbas
and Anas in which past continuous was used, and also
from the tradition of Aishah and all the traditions
stipulating the earliness in performing the prayer. The
simultaneous performance of prayers the Prophet (a.s)
did most of the time was of course jam’ taqdim, not jam’
ta’khir, though the latter has been narrated. It should be
kept in mind that if simultaneous performance of prayers
results in the forsaking of nawafil (supererogatory
prayers), it is not preferred. Rather if it leads to

1

Hilya Al-Ulama’ǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŘŚŚǯ
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weakening the Prophet’s traditions, it will be unlawful.
Maybe, this is the supposition of those who have deemed
permissible the simultaneous performance as long as it
does not become a habit, i.e. it does not oppose the
tradition of the Prophet (a.s). This reverence is only for
denying the weakening of the tanafful tradition—though
nawafil themselves are subject to controversy—no more.
There remains therefore no problem.
Discussions about the best time of prayers, according to
Shia jurisprudents, require an opportunity itself, and
what has been mentioned was only the Sunni traditions
in this regard.
A Summary of Jurisprudents’ Opinions

Jurisprudents have had different opinions about the
unconditional simultaneous performance of the prayers
to be summarized herein:
The Hanafite’s Opi nion

The Hanafites believe in the unlawfulness of
simultaneous performance of prayers, whether in travel
or not, with any problems except in two cases—on
Arafah Day and at Muzdalifah Night in certain
conditions.
The Shafii te’s Opinion

The Shafiites believe in the permissibility of
simultaneous performance of prayers for the traveler and
when raining and snowing under certain conditions. To
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them, simultaneous performance is not permitted due to
intense darkness, wind, fear or illness.
The Maliki te’s Opi nion

The Malikites consider the reasons for the simultaneous
performance of prayers as follow: illness, rain, muddy
earth, darkness at the end of lunar month, and on Arafah
Day and Muzdalifah Night for the hajjis under certain
conditions.
The Hanbalite’s Opinion

The Hanbalites allow simultaneous performance of
prayers on ‘Arafah Day and Muzdalifah Night; and for
travelers, patients, nursing mothers, a woman with
excessive menstruation, the polyuric, one who is unable
to purify her/himself, one who is unable to distinguish
the time and one who is fearful for his/her property,
health or reputation; and also in rainy, snowy, cold,
windy and muddy weathers. They also mention some
conditions.
Some narrators and Shafii tes’ Opinio n

They think simultaneous performance of prayers is
permissible due to any sort of problem, provided that it
does not become a habit.
Ibn Shibramah’s Opinion

Ibn Shibramah allows the simultaneous performance of
prayers due to any reason and even with no special
reason as long as it does not turn to a habit.
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Ibn Mundhir and Ibn Sirin’s Opinion

Ibn Mundhir and Ibn Sirin, according to Qaffal, permit
the simultaneous performance of prayers under all
1
circumstances unconditionally.
As was proved, the latter opinion is the truth and is the
same as the stipulation of the Holy Quran. Imamiyyah,
too, following the Ahl al-Bayt, adopt this opinion.
This chapter was finished on the eighth of Safar, AH 1415
corresponding to twenty-seventh of Tir, 1373.

1

For the documents of these opinions, see Al-Fiqh ala
Madhahib Al-Arba’ah; Al-Mughni; Al-Sharh Al-Kabir; Al-Majmu’;
Hilyat Al-Awlia’ and many others.
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Prostration in the Tradition of
the Prophet (a.s) and the
Companions
The prostration in prayers is another issue on which the
Shia and Sunni are disagreeing. The Shia necessarily
prostrate themselves only on the earth (either soil, sand
1
or stone) or uneatable and unclothing plants. When they
do not have access to clean earth, they carry some
molded soil or something else on which they can
prostrate. Those aware of jurisprudential issues know
that so many arguments prove this way of prostration,
which has been the way of many Companions and their
followers. It is also preferred according to religious
precautions. In this part, we first define prostration, and
then briefly deal with some traditions adducing the way
of the prostration of the Shia. We finally mention the
opinions of jurisprudents.

1

Some jurisprudents confirm prostrating on paper, even if it
is not made of wood, like a paper made of silk.
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Lexical and Idiomatic Meaning of Prostration
In Al-Sihah, an Arabic-Arabic dictionary compiled by AlJawahiri, we read, “Prostration in prayers stands for
putting the forehead on the earth.” The same definition
is mentioned in Al-Nahayah, Lisan Al-Arab and Taj AlAroos. Obviously, prostration is the ultimate degree of
humility above which there is no humility and it is not
1
permitted except for Allah, the Holiest.
The Holy Quran states:

ƢƊǳăȁƎǆąǸċǌǴĉǳơȁĄƾĄƴąǈăƫƢƊǳĄǂăǸƊǬƒǳơăȁĄǆąǸċǌǳơăȁĄǁƢăȀċǼǳơăȁƌǲąȈōǴǳơĉǾĉƫƢăȇƕąǺĉǷăȁ
.ƊǹȁĄƾĄƦąǠăƫĄǽƢċȇƎƛąǶĄƬąǼƌǯƒǹƎƛċǺĄȀƊǬƊǴăƻȅĉǀōǳơĉǾōǴĉǳơȁĄƾĄƴąǇơăȁƎǂăǸƊǬƒǴĉǳ
And among His signs are the night and the day
and the sun and the moon; do not prostrate to the
sun nor to the moon; and prostrate to Allah Who
created them, if Him it is that you serve. 41:37.
Also, prostration is the closest state a servant can have
toward his Lord:

ąƣƎǂăƬƒǫơăȁąƾĄƴąǇơăȁĄǾąǠĉǘĄƫƢƊǳƢōǴƊǯ
Nay! Obey him not, and make obeisance and draw
nigh (to Allah). 96:19.

1

About the prostration of the angels before Adam and the
prostration of Prophet Jacob’s sons before Joseph (a.s), much
has been said in books of Tafsir. One argument is that Prophet
Joseph and Prophet Adam (a.s) were qiblah, not worshipped.
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A tradition reads:

ĄƾąƦăǠǳơ ƌǹȂǰăȇƢǷ ĄƣǂƒǫƗƊǱƢǫ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ōǹƛ
ĉǾȈƊǧÈƔƢǟČƾǳơơȁǂĉưƒǯƘƊǧćƾƎƳƢǇȂĄǿăȁĉǾďƥăǁǺĉǷ
The Prophet (a.s): “The nearest state of a servant
to his Lord is in prostration, so supplicate a lot in
1
prostration.”
Keeping in mind that prostration is the ultimate degree
of humiliation and is lawful only for the Almighty, we
should now see what can we prostrate on to show the
greatest degree of humility. As is evident from the
definitions of the lexicographers, the highest level of
humility is prostration on the ground and, especially, the
soil while the ground cannot be applied to rug or eatable
or clothing things growing from the earth. So, in
addition to the arguments, which will follow, prostration
should essentially be on the ground or soil, unless of
course there is enough evidence that prostration on
things other than the earth is lawful. Yet, as we will see
later on, there is only support for prostration on the
ground and uneatable and unclothing things growing
from it.

1

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ȱ ŝŚŚǲȱ Sunan Al-Nisa’i, Kitab
Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŗŘśǲȱ Sunan Abu Dawud, Kitab Al-Salat, No.
ŝŚŗǲȱ Musnad Ahmad, Baqi Musnad Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ şŖŞř
(Int’l No.) Al-Sunan Al-Kubra,  Part II, Kitab Al-Salat, Jama’
Abwab Sifat Al-Salat, Bab Al-Ijtihad fi Al-Du’a’ fi Al-Sujud,
Dar Al-ȱǰȱŗ st ȱǯǰȱǯȱŚŚŞǰȱǯȱŘŝŚŚǯ
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Traditions about Prostration
The traditions about prostration are generally of the
following kinds:

ƆơǁȂȀƊǗăȁƆơƾƎƴąǈăǷĄǑąǁȋơăȆĉǳąƪƊǴĉǠĄƳ
The Prophet (a.s): The earth is set as the place for
1
my prostration (masjid) and as cleaner.
As you see, in this uninterruptedly reported tradition,
the ground is especially mentioned as the place of
prostration proving that there must be a reason for this
specification. This tradition at least shows that
prostration is not permissible on anything and, as a
result, it is only permitted on the things allowed in the
religion and not on uncertain things. It may be claimed
that the honorable tradition means that worship in Islam
is not limited to special places like the synagogues of the
Jews or the churches of the Christians, and it is possible
in any place on the earth. The tradition is therefore, not
related to prostration. In response, this meaning is not in
contrast with the issue of prostration, and that

1

Sunan Ibn Majah, Kitab Al-ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ śŜŖǲȱ
also: Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitab Al-¢ǰȱ ǯȱ řŘřȱ ȱ
Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ Śŗşǲȱ Sahih Muslim, Kitab Al-Masajid, No.
Şŗŗǲȱ Musnad Ahmad, Baqi Musnad Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŗřśŞǰȱ
ŗŗŚŞřǰȱ ŗŗřŜŘǲȱ Sunan Al-Darimi Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗřśřȱ ȱ
Kitab Al-¢ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘřśŞǲȱ Sunan Al-Nisa’i, Kitab Al-Ghusl wa
Al-¢ǰȱǯȱŚŘşȱȱ ȱ-ǰȱǯȱŝŘŞǲȱSunan
Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ Řşŗȱ ȱ b Al-Siyr,
ǯŗŚŝŚ (Int’l No.) etc.
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prostration is not allowed on all things. In other words,
the former meaning is included in the latter and is a
requirement for it because if all the places on earth are
suitable for prostration (and this is prostration in prayer,
because of the concept of ‘clean’ afterwards,) worship
can be done on all the places on the earth. Accordingly,
1
Sunni master scholars, like Ibn Hajar , Muhammad
2
3
4
Ashraf Azim Abadi , Qastalani and Amir Al-San’ani
have all accepted and rather preferred the meaning of
prostration place for ‘masjid,’ in the tradition.

ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǁ ăǞǷ ăǂȀƐǜǳơ ȆƐǴĈǏƌƗ ĄƪąǼƌǯ þ
ƢȀȈǴăǟƾĄƴąǇƗŖăȀƦƊŪƢȀĄǠăǓƗȆƐǨƊǯĿăƽĄŐăƬĉǳȄǐƊūơǺĉǷƆƨăǔƦƊǫƊǀăƻƘǧ
ďǂƊūơĉƧċƾǌĉǳ
5

Jabir Ibn Abdullah Ansari said: I was performing
the Noon Prayer. It was so hot that I took a

1

Fat’h Al-BariǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱřŝŖǯ

2

Awn Al-Ma’bud, Sharh Sunan Abi Dawud, Dar Al-Kitab Alǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ ęȱ -Mawazi’ Allati la Tujawizu fiha AlǰȱǯȱŗŞŘǯ
3
4

Irshad Al-SariǰȱǯȱŚřśǯ

Subul Al-Salam fi Sharh Bulugh Al-Maramǰȱ ǯȱ ŗǰȱ ȱ ¢ǰȱǯȱŗŗŖǯ
5

Sunan Abu Dawud, Vol. ŗǰȱ ab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŖŖǰȱ ǯȱ řřŞǲȱ
Sunan Al-Nisa’i, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŖŝŗǲȱ Musnad Ahmad,
Baqi Musnad Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗřşŞŘȱ ȱ ŗřşŞř (Int’l No.)
with unnoticeable difference.
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handful of sands to cool it and use it for
1
prostration.
Bayhaqi has narrated this tradition in Al-Sunan Al-Kubra
with a little difference. He also narrates the same
tradition from Anas Ibn Malik in another way
commenting, “If prostration on a cloth one is wearing
was permissible, it would for sure be easier than cooling
2
hot sand in one’s hand and putting it for prostration.”
Bayhaqi has hence considered this tradition as the proof
on the impermissibility of prostrating on a cloth attached
to the body. Though Bayhaqi’s claim is true, it should be
added that if prostration on cloth—either attached or
unattached to the body—was permissible, it would be no
need for cooling the sands, because as prostration on an
attached cloth is easy, it is also easy on an unattached
cloth, a piece of cloth or even a coin in one’s pocket. So,
the tradition can also act as a proof on the
impermissibility of prostration on unattached as well as
3
attached cloth. The reason is that Jabir Ibn Abdullah
Ansari narrates the tradition with past continuous verb,

1

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŖŜ

2

Al-Sunan Al-Kubra, ǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŖśǯ

3

After narrating the tradition of cooling the sands, Bayhaqi
narrates another tradition stipulating the unconditional
permissibility of prostration on cloth. But since he does not
accept the latter, he writes afterwards “It is however
preferred not to prostrate on cloth.” (Al-Sunan Al-Kubra, Dar
Al-ǰȱǯȱŚŚŘǰȱǯȱŘŝŘřǼǯ
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adding ΖϨϛ to the present tense verb, which shows that
this has not occurred just once.
Nevertheless, this tradition shows that prostration is not
permissible on everything, otherwise constant attempting
to prostrate on sands was not wise.

ÊƔƢǔąǷċǂǳơ ƊƧċƾĉǋ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƎǱȂǇăǁ ńƛƢǻȂƊǰăǋþ
ƢǼĉǰǌĄȇǶƊǴƊǧƢǼŏǨƊǯƗȁƢǼĉǿƢƦƎƳĿ
We complained to the Prophet (a.s) about the
hotness of sands to our faces and palms when
1
praying, but he did not pay attention.
Having narrated the same tradition, Ibn Hajar Asqalani
2
says, “This is a true tradition narrated by Muslim.” It is
emphasized in Tuhfat Al-Muhtaj that the document of
3
Bayhaqi is valid. It is also said in Subul Al-Salam that
4
the tradition is true. The same is narrated from Ibn

1

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ şŞŗȱ ȱ şŞŘǲȱ Sunan AlNisa’i, Kitab Al- ǰȱ ǯȱ Śşřǲȱ Sunan Ibn Maja, Kitab Alǰȱ ǯȱ ŜŜŝǲȱ Musnad Ahmad, Musnad Al-Basriyyin, No.
ŘŖŗŚŚȱǭȱŘŖŗśř (Int’l No.); Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŘǰȱ ȱSalat, Jama’ Abwab Sifat Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŗŖśǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
published by Dar Al-ǱȱǯȱŚŚŘǰȱǯȱŘŝŘŞǲȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ
narrated in Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabirǰȱ ǯȱ Śǰȱ ǯȱ ŞŖȱ ǭȱ Shu’ar Ashab
Al-HadithǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚşǰȱǯ
2
3
4

Fat’h Al-Bari, Dar Al-Ma’ǰȱŗřŝşǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŜǯ
ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŗŖǯ
Ibid.
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1

Mas’ud. This tradition clearly proves that prostration is
not allowed on everything, otherwise complaining about
the hotness of the sands was unnecessary and they could
2
prostrate themselves on things other than the hot sands.

ăǶąƴăƷ ăƾƎƴăƫ ĈŕăƷ ƎǑąǁȋơǺĉǷ ăǮăƬăȀąƦăƳǺĉǰąǷƘƊǧ ăƩąƾăƴăǇơƿƛȁþ
ƎǑąǁȋơ
A man asked the Prophet (a.s) something about
prayer. The Messenger of Allah (a.s) told him: “…
and when you prostrate, place your forehead on
3
the earth, in a way that you can feel it.

ĄǾƊǨąǻƗ ăǺƊǰąǷƗ ăƾăƴăǇ ơƿƛ ƊǹƢƊǯ  ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ ĈœĈǼǳơ Ɛǹƛ þ
ƎǑąǁȋơăǺĉǷĄǾăƬăȀąƦăƳăȁ
The Prophet (a.s) used to make his forehead and
4
5
nose touch the earth in prostration.

1

Sunan Ibn Majah, Kitab Al-ǰȱǯȱŜŜŞ (Int’l No.).

2

ȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŗŗŖǯ

3

Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Musnad ȱ
(Int’l No.).

ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘŚŝř

4

Sunan Al-Tirmidhi, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘśŖǲȱ Sunan Abu
Dawud, Kitab Al-ǰȱǯȱŝřŖǰ (with a little difference).
5

In Sunan Abu Dawud, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ śŘŝǰȱ ȱ ȱ
another tradition reading, “Having Prayed with the Prophet
(a.s), we saw him cause his forehead and face to be touched to
the earth.” Here in the phrase ‘to the earth,’ the conjunction
“ ˶˰ Α ” is for the purpose of attaching; hence, it becomes clear
that the Prophet (a.s) always put his forehead on the earth
whenever prostrating (Editor).
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Tirmidhi says after this tradition, “The tradition of Abu
Humayd is true and fine.”

ȄǴăǟ ĄǾƊǨąǻƗ ĄǞăǔăȇ  ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ĄƪąȇƗăǁ þ
ĉǾĉƬăȀąƦăƳăǞăǷăƾăƴăǇơƿƛƎǑąǁȋơ
I saw the Prophet (a.s), when prostrating himself,
1
place his forehead and his nose on the earth.
The same tradition is narrated with a bit difference, “I
saw the Prophet (a.s) prostrating himself on the earth
2
putting his forehead and nose on it.”

ĄƾĄƴǈăȈƊǧ ÈƔȂǓĄȂǳơ ƊǢƎƦǈĄȇ ĈŕăƷ ąǶƌǯĉƾăƷƗ ƌƧȐăǏ ČǶĉƬăƫ ȏ ƢȀċǻƛ þ
ǶƌǯĉƾăƷƗ ƌƧȐăǏ ČǶĉƬăƫȏƎǑąǁȋơǺĉǷ ĄǾăƬăȀąƦăƳȁƗ  ĄǾăȀąƳăȁ ĄǺŏǰăǸĄȈƊǧ
ăǮǳƊƿƌǲăǠƒǨăȇĈŕăƷ
The holy Prophet (a.s) said: Your prayers would
not be true unless you accomplish your ablutions…
3
and place your faces (or foreheads) on the earth.”
In point of fact, using the word νέ (the earth) in these
traditions has been on purpose. It is mentioned to
distinct earth from the other things, especially since both

1

Musnad Ahmad, Musnadȱ ę¢ ¢ǰȱǯȱŗŞŗŖŗȱǻInt’l No.).

2

Musnad Ahmad, Musnadȱ ę¢ ¢ǰȱǯȱŗŞŗŖşȱǻInt’l No.).

3

Sunan Abi Dawud, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŝřŖǲȱ Sunan Al-Darimi,
Kitab Al-ǰȱǯȱŗŘśş (Int’l No.); Sunan Al-Darqutniǰȱǯȱŗǰȱ
ǯȱşśǯ
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are being mentioned in the traditions, as we read in
Sahih Bukhari and other books:

ǶƊǳ ơƿƜǧ ďǂƊūơ ĉƧċƾĉǋĿ ǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏ ďœăǼǳơǞăǷȆƐǴăǐĄǻƢĈǼƌǯ
ăƾƴăǈƊǧ ĄǾăƥȂƊƯ Ɗǖǈăƥ ƎǑąǁȋơ ǺĉǷ ĄǾăȀƳăȁ ăǺŏǰăǸĄȇ ƒǹƗ ƢǻĄƾăƷƗ ąǞĉǘăƬąǈăȇ
ĉǾȈǴăǟ
1

We prayed with the Prophet (a.s) in hot weather,
and whenever one of us was not able to reach his
face to the earth, he prostrated himself on his
2
cloth.
If prostration on cloth or rug was the same as prostration
on the ground, there was no need for opposing earth and
things other than it in these traditions. That is why even
when the ground was wet, prostration was done on it. It
is narrated, for instance, that the Holy Prophet’s
forehead was wet with mud sometimes:

1

It’s been said in another version, “…was not able to reach
his forehead to the earth.”
2

As it was cited before, in this tradition and other similar
ones, the earth is mentioned as opposed to things other than
it. In this tradition, for example, prostration on cloth is
mentioned. As it will be mentioned later, this prostration only
applied to the situations where prostration on the earth is not
easy or possible. Moreover, these and other similar traditions
are in contrast with those permitting only prostration on the
earth.
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ƎśƐǘǳơăȁ ÊƔƢƊŭơ Ŀ ĄƾĄƴǈăȇ ǶōǴǇȁ ĉǾȈǴǟ Éƅơ ȄƐǴǏ Êƅơ ƊǱȂǇăǁ ĄƪąȇƗăǁ
ǾĉƬăȀąƦăƳĿƎśƐǘǳơăǂƊƯƗĄƪȇƗăǁĈŕăƷ
I saw the Messenger of Allah (a.s) prostrating on
the earth, which was wet with water and mud, to
1
the extent that I saw mud on his holy forehead.

ăȆƟĄǁǶōǴǇȁĉǾȈǴǟÉƅơȄƐǴǏÊƅơƊǱȂǇăǁƐǹƛĈȅǁƾĉŬơƾȈǠăǇĺƗǺăǟ
ƎǅƢĈǼǳƢƎƥƢǿƐȐăǏĊƧȐăǏǺĉǷƉśĉǗĄǂƊƯƗǾĉƬăƦăǻąǁƗȄǴăǟăȁĉǾĉƬăȀąƦăƳȄǴăǟ
Mud was seen on the Prophet’s forehead and nose
because of the prayer he had performed with the
2
Muslims.
3

‘Aishah also says, “I never saw the Prophet (a.s) place
4
something between him and the earth.”
Tradition confirming that the Prophet was seen, on a
raining day, putting a parchment rug on earth for
praying should only be applied to special situations, not
to contrast the previous ones. How is it possible that
prostration be permissible on everything and still the
earth be specifically mentioned in various traditions?

1

Sahih Al-Bukhariǰȱȱ ȱ ǰȱǯȱŞŖŗ (Int’l No.)

2

Sunan Abu Dawud, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ ŝŝŝȱ ȱ ŝŜŖ (Int’l
No.).
3

Musnad Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Baqi Musnad Al-Ansar, No.
ŘřŗŝŖǲȱSunan Abu Dawud, Kitab al-ǰȱǯȱŗŗŖŞ (int’l No.).
4

That is the Prophet (a.s) placed his forehead directly on the
earth.
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There are various traditions stipulating that the nose
should be put on the earth in prostration, while stating
the same condition for the forehead, too. This is
specially the case in traditions stating that the nose
should be put on the same thing as the forehead is put in
prostration. One instance is the tradition Ibn Abbas
narrates from the Prophet (a.s):

ăśƦƊŪơČǆăǸăȇƢǷăǑąǁȋơĄǾƌǨąǻƗČǆăǸăȇȏąǺăǸĉǳƊƧȐăǏȏ
The prayer of one, who doesn’t put his nose on the
same thing as he puts his forehead, would not be
1
accepted.
Also, traditions stating that in prostrating, the turban
should be put aside from the forehead shows the
necessity of putting the forehead on the earth:
“The Prophet (a.s) saw a man who prostrated on a
layer of his turban, so he pointed with his finger to
the man, to take off his turban and pointed to his
2
forehead.”
Bayhaqi, too, says in Sunan, “Reports indicating that the
Holy Prophet (a.s) prostrated on a layer of his turban is
3
by no means valid.” People other than Bayhaqi have
stipulated this concept, too.

1

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŘǰȱǯȱŗŖŚǯ

2

Al-Sunan Al-Kubra.

3

Al-Sunan Al-KubraǰȱǯȱŗŖŜǯ
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Opinions of Some Companions and Scholars
With regard to the aforementioned traditions, some of
the Companions, their followers and others in later ages
necessarily prostrated themselves with their foreheads
directly on the earth or at least they preferred this way of
prostration.
Abdul Karim Abu Umayyah says, “I was informed that
Abu Bakr Siddiq, the caliph, prostrated on the ground or
prayed in a way that his body touched the earth.
Abu Ubaydah narrates, “Ibn Mas’ud did not prostrate or
pray on anything except the ground.”
Asim narrates, “Whenever Ibn Sirin prayed in a place
where his forehead and nose did not touch the earth, he
would change his place of praying.
It is narrated that whenever Masruq left home, he carried
1
a brick with him to prostrate on. It is also narrated in
Fat’h Al-Bari that whenever Masruq embarked a ship, he
carried a brick with him to prostrate on when praying.
2
The same tradition is narrated from Ibn Sirin.

1

Al-Tabaqat Al-KubraǰȱȱȱǰȱǯȱŜǰȱǯȱŝşǯ

2

Fat’h Al-Bari, Dar Al-Ma’ǰȱŘ nd ȱǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŗŖǯ
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Razin, a former slave of the Abbasids, said, “Ali, son of
Abdullah Ibn Abbas, asked me to send a flat stone for
1
him for prostration.”
Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz has been narrated to take the soil
2
from the earth and put it on his mat to prostrate on.
Ibn Abi Shaybah narrates that Urwah Ibn Al-Zubayr was
3
reluctant to prostrate on anything except the earth. The
same is narrated from people other than Urwah.
It is recorded in Al-Mudawwana Al-Kubra that Malik
knew it undesirable to prostrate on a carpet, cloth, mat
or skin. He used to say, “It is allowed to stand, genuflect
or sit on these materials, but prostration and putting the
palms on them is forbidden. But he permitted prostration
and putting the palms on sand and things growing from
4
the earth.”
As a result, as stipulated by some Sunni scholars,
prostration should be on earth not other things, except
5
khumra , straw mat and other uneatable and unclothing
things growing from the earth. The traditions that allow
prostration on mat and things other than the earth

1

Al-Musannaf, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Maktabat Al-ȱ ŗŚŖşǰȱ
Vol.ȱŗǰȱǯȱŘŚŜǯ
2
3

Fat’h Al-Bari, Dar Al-Ma’ǰȱŘ nd ȱǰȱǯȱŗǰȱǯȱŚŗŖǯ
Ibid.

4

Al-Mudawwana Al-Kubraǰȱǯȱŗǯ

5

Khumra is a small mat made of palm tree branches (Editor).
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should only be applied to cases of necessity or be ignored
entirely because of their contrast with other traditions.
In short, one who puts his forehead on the earth has
followed the act of the Prophet (a.s) who said, “Place
1
your face on the earth.”
On the other hand, anyone who refrains from this has in
fact followed the ignorance of Abu Jahl who said, as
Muslim, in Sahih, and Ahmad, in Musnad, narrated from
2
Abu Hurayrah, “Did Muhammad put his face on the
earth before you?” They said, “Yes, he did.” He said, “I
swear by Lat and Uzza’ (two idols) that if I see him do
this, I will cast his face to the earth.” He once came to
the Prophet (a.s) while he was praying and wanted to
tread his holy neck. Whenever Abu Jahl tried to harm
the Prophet (a.s), he returned shielding himself with his
hands. When he was asked about that, he would answer,
“There is a trench of fire and fear between him and I;
and many feathers and wings.” The holy Prophet (a.s)
said, “If he approached me, the angels would tear him
into pieces.”
At the end, it is worthwhile to bring a tradition from
Imam Sadiq (a.s) determining things appropriate for
prostration:

1

Sunan Al-Tirmidi, Kitab Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ řŚŞǲȱ Musnad Ahmad,
Baqi Musnadȱ ǰȱ ǯȱ ŘśřŜŖȱ ȱ Řśśŗş (Int’l No.) Also:
Kanz Al-Ummalǰȱ ǯȱ Śǰȱ ǯȱ ŝşȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŝǰȱ ǯȱ řŚŘȱ ȱ ǯȱ Şǰȱ ǯȱ
ŞŜǰȱǯȱŘşśȱȱŚśśşǯ
2

Sahih Muslim, Kitab Sifat Al-ǰȱ ǯȱ śŖŖśǲȱ Musnad
Ahmad, Baqi Musnad Al-ǰȱǯȱŞŚŝś (Int’l No.).
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Ɛȏƛ ĄǑąǁȋơ ĉƪăƬăƦąǻƗƢǷ ȄǴăǟ ąȁƗ ƎǑąǁȋơ ȄƊǴăǟ Ɛȏƛ ĄǃȂƴăȇȏ ĄƽȂƴČǈǳơ
ȆǤăƦąǼăȇȐƊǧ ōǲăƳăȁċǄăǟ Êƅ ćǝȂǔĄƻ ăƽȂĄƴČǈǳơ ōǹȋ þăǆƎƦƌǳ ąȁƗ ƊǲĉǯƌƗƢǷ
ƊǹȂƌǴƌǯƘȇƢǷ ĄƾȈƦăǟƢȈǻČƾǳơ ÈƔƢǼąƥƗ ōǹȋ ĄǆăƦƒǴĄȇăȁ ƌǲƊǯƚĄȇƢǷ ȄǴăǟ ƊǹȂǰăȇ ƒǹƗ
ȆǤăƦǼăȇȐƊǧōǲăƳăȁċǄăǟÊƅơĉƧăƽƢƦăǟĿĉǽĉƽȂƴĄǇĿĄƾƎƳƢĈǈǳơȁƊǹȂǈƎƦǴăȇăȁ
ơȁČǂăƬƒǣơ ăǺȇǀƐǳơƢȈąǻČƾǳơ ÊƔƢǼąƥƗ ĉƽȂƦǠăǷ ȄǴăǟǽĉƽȂƴĄǇĿ ĄǾăƬăȀąƦăƳ ăǞǔăȇ ƒǹƗ
ƢǿƎǁȁǂĄǤƎƥ
Husham asked Imam Sadiq (a.s): “Inform me of
things on which prostration is permissible and
things on which it is unlawful.” Imam Sadiq (a.s)
stated: “Prostration is not permissible but on the
earth or things growing on it, except eatable or
clothing things from it.” Husham asked: “May I be
sacrificed for you! What is the reason?” The Imam
(a.s) replied: “Because prostration is for the
Glorified Allah, so it is not lawful to be done on
things which are eaten or worn; since those fond of
this world are servants of what they eat and wear,
while prostration is worshipping God. Therefore,
prostration is not lawful on things that deceive the
1
adorers of the worldly life.”

1

Wasa’il Al-Shia, Mu’assisa ‘Al Al-¢ǰȱ ǯȱ śǰȱ  ȱ ȱ
¢ȱ¢ǰȱȱǰȱǯȱřŚřǰȱǯȱŜŝŚŖǯ

